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Abstract 

Within the framework of categorical logic or categorical type theory, predicate lo-

gics and type theories are understood as fibrations with structure. Fibrations, or 

fibred categories, provide an abstract account of the notions of indexing and sub-

stitution. These notions are central to the interpretations of predicate logics and 

type theories with dependent types or polymorphism. In these systems, predic-

ates/dependent types are indexed by the contexts which declare the types of their 

free variables, and there is an operation of substitution of terms for free variables. 

With this setting, it is natural to give a category-theoretic account of certain 

logical issues in terms of fibrations. In this thesis we explore logical predicates 

for simply typed theories, induction principles for inductive data types, and inde-

terminate elements for fibrations in relation to polymorphic A-calculi. 

The notion of logical predicate is a useful tool in the study of type theories 

like simply typed A-calculus. For a categorical account of this concept, we are led 

to study certain structure of fibred categories. In particular, the kind of struc-

ture involved in the interpretation of simply typed A-calculus, namely cartesian 

closure, is expressed in terms of adjunctions. Hence we are led to consider adjunc-

tions between fibred categories. We give a characterisation of these adjunctions 

which allows us to provide categorical structure, given by adjunctions, to a fibred 

category using similar structure on its base and its fibres. 

By expressing the abovementioned categorical construction logically, in the 

internal language of a fibration, we can then account for the notion of logical 

predicate for a cartesian closed category. With a similar argument, we provide a 

categorical interpretation of the induction principle for inductive data types, given 

by initial algebras for endofunctors on a distributive category. 
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We also consider the problem of adjoining indeterminate elements to fibrations. 

The category-theoretic concept of indeterminate or generic element captures the 

notion of parameter. Lambek applied this concept to characterise a gfunctional 

completeness property of simply typed ,\-calculus or, equivalently, of cartesian 

closed categories. He showed that cartesian categories with indeterminate elements 

correspond to Kleisli categories for suitable comonads. Here we generalise this 

result to account for indeterminates for cartesian objects in a 2-category with 

suitable structure. On specialising this 2-categorical formulation of objects with 

indeterminates via Kleisli objects to the 2-category Fzb of fibrations over arbitrary 

bases, we are led to show the existence of Kleisli objects for fibred comonads.These 

results provide us with the appropriate machinery to study functional completeness 

for polymorphic )-calculi by means of fibrations with indeterminates. These are 

also applied to give a semantics to ML module features: signatures, structures 

and functors, and to strengthen the induction principle so as to make it suitable 

to strong, or parameterised, inductive data types. 
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Introduction 

Categorical logic or categorical type theory, as presented in [Jac9la] for instance, 

is the application of category theory to the understanding (semantics, relative 

interpretations, independence results, etc.) of logics and type theory. Type theory 

subsumes logic via the propositions-as-types paradigm, also known as the Curry-

Howard isomorphism [How80}, which identifies a proposition with the type of its 

proofs. This is the point of view adopted in categorical logic; if we only care 

about entailment between propositions (a proof-irrelevant approach) propositions 

become types with at most one element. 

Category theory is convenient to study non-conventional logics like several 

kinds of lambda calculi. This has been a major application of category theory in 

computer science. Following the categorical logic approach, category theory gives 

abstract denotational semantics for programming languages and their associated 

logics [BW90,AL91,KN93]. The paradigmatic example of such application is the 

semantics of the simply typed )-calculus, which can be regarded as a primitive 

typed functional programming language, as explained for instance in [Mit90]. The 

idea is that data types of the programming language correspond to types of A-

calculus, while programs correspond to terms. The simply typed A-calculus can be 

described in terms of cartesian closed categories, as in [LS86]. The interpretation 

regards types as objects and terms, or 'programs', as morphisms. The various type 

and term constructors are described by the product and exponential adjunctions. 

Such an interpretation yields insight into the essential features of the language, by 

providing an abstract, syntax-free presentation of these. 

In predicate logics and type theories, where predicates, types and terms may 

involve free variables, contexts are used to provide types for such variables. Hence, 
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contexts have a structural role: every entity with free variables is given relative to 

a typing context. We view such entities as indexed by the contexts. The operation 

of substitution of a term for a variable in a predicate/type/term is characteristic 

of these systems. The categorical study of such systems must therefore account for 

the notions of indexing and substitution. The appropriate categorical structure to 

understand these concepts is that of fibration or fibred category [Gro7l]. It consists 

of a functor p: E -* B satisfying a certain 'cartesian lifting' property. Within the 

framework of fibrations, the usual logical connectives and quantifiers are modelled 

by fibred adjunctions, a notion which has a central role in this thesis. 

In this setting, is natural to interpret logical issues categorically by looking at 

properties and constructions in the 2-category Fzb, the 'universe of fibrations'. In 

this thesis we consider logical predicates for simply typed A-calculus, the induction 

principle for inductive data types, and indeterminates for fibrations. We comment 

on these topics below. 

The notion of logical predicate, as in [Mit90], is an important tool in the study 

of metatheoretic properties of type theories like the simply typed A-calculus, e.g. 

strong normalisation. It has several applications in programming language se-

mantics. [Abr90] uses logical relations to relate concrete and abstract interpreta-

tions of a simple programming language and thus establish correctness of certain 

analyses of program properties, like strictness and termination analysis. [0T93] 

use a relational semantics based on logical relations to obtain models for local vari-

ables which validate desirable operational equivalences between programs. [Rey83] 

proposed the use of logical relations to characterise parametric polymorphism, by 

requiring the identity relation to be logical, in a sense adequate for system F. A lo-

gical predicate over a model of the simply typed A-calculus consists of a collection 

of predicates, one for each type in the system, satisfying certain conditions. Logical 

predicates could be used to provide a 'relational semantics' (types-as-relations) for 

A-calculi, as explained in [MS92]. 

The original definition of logical predicates is couched in set-theoretic terms, 

for Henkin-type models, as given in [Mit90]. It is convenient for a better under-

standing of the meaning of logical predicates, in particular with a view to their 
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generalisation to other systems, to give an abstract account of them. An intended 

categorical account of logical predicates appears in [MR91]. The authors intro-

duce a 'category of relations' Rel over a base category 3, with a forgetful functor 

U : Thl — B, intended as a direct generalisation of the category Sub(Set) consist-

ing of sets equipped with a distinguished subset /predicate and functions which 

respect such subsets, with the forgetful functor t: Sub(Set) —* Set. Their category 

of relations Rel is based on the notion of subobject. The point is that, under 

certain assumptions, the category of relations has the appropriate structure to in-

terpret the type theory under consideration, e.g. cartesian closure for simply typed 

A-calculus. A similar approach is taken in [MS92]. 

Here we take a more abstract approach, based on the observation that the 

abovementioned categories of relations are fibred over their base categories: 

U: Rel —* B is a fibration. The relevant structure, e.g. cartesian closure of Rel, re-

quired for the interpretation of logical predicates in such categories arises precisely 

because they are fibred. 

This latter aspect of 'categories of relations' is therefore central to our ap-

proach: not only does it allow us to give a precise connection between logical 

predicates and categorical structure, via the internal language of the fibration, 

but it also allows us to formulate suitably abstract results which show the concep-

tual unity of the various constructions involved. Specifically, the cartesian closed 

structure of a category is given in terms of adjunctions. This leads us to consider 

adjunctions between fibrations, over possibly different bases. A main technical 

result characterises these adjunctions in terms of adjunctions between the base 

categories and vertical fibred adjunctions, involving the change-of-base construc-

tion (Theorem 3.2.3). This gives as a simple consequence the 'lifting' of cartesian 

closed structure from B to Rel. This lifting of cartesian closure could be proved 

directly, but the existence of the abovementioned characterisation puts the result 

in its appropriate context. 

Exploiting the above mentioned relationship between logical concepts and cat-

egorical structure in a fibred category, we give a categorical formulation of the 

induction principle for inductive data types. We adopt the simple approach in 
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[Jac93,CS91] and present inductively defined data types as initial algebras for an 

endofunctor in a distributive category. The formulation is in the same spirit as 

Reynold's identity extension lemma [MR91]. It asserts the validity of the induction 

principle in a fibration by requiring a functor to preserve some structure, namely 

initial algebras. 

We then consider the problem of adjoining indeterminate elements to fibra-

tions. The aim is to generalise to the fibred setting the following situation: given 

a category C, with a terminal object 1, and an object I, we can construct the 

so-called polynomial category C[x : I], obtained by adding a morphism x: 1 -* I 

to C. Such construction captures the notion of parameterisation: regarding C as a 

theory (objects = types, morphisms = terms), the terms of the theory of C[x : I] 

have an extra parameter x of type I. This is used in [LS86] to characterise a 

functional completeness property of cartesian closed categories, meaning that in 

such categories every term with an extra parameter of type I, i.e. a morphism in 

C[x : I], can be represented by a term in C which does not involve x. By gener-

alising this to the fibred setting, we can then characterise semantically functional 

completeness for polymorphic )-calculi, where there are two sorts of paramenters 

to consider: type variables and term variables. 

In [LS86], it is shown that for cartesian (closed) categories C[x : I] can be 

presented as the Kleisli category of a certain comonad on C. Categories with 

finite products, also called cartesian categories, constitute the basic categorical 

structure for the interpretation of algebraic theories: terms are given relative to 

a typing context (for the free variables). Thus, given that types = objects, finite 

products provide an appropriate structure to interpret contexts. On top of this 

basic structure, we may require additional features, e.g. exponentials to interpret 

—*-types. 

In generalising the abovementioned result about Kleisli categories to fibrations, 

we are led to reformulate the problem in 2-categorical terms. Then, we can prove it 

for cartesian objects in a suitable structured 2-category. In order to instantiate this 

result to the 2-category of fibrations, we prove another important technical result: 

the existence of Kleisli fibrations for comonads in this 2-category. The construction 
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of these J<lejslj fibrations is based on the abovementioned characterisation of fibred 

adjunctions. It yields as an easy corollary the existence of polynomial fibrations 

for fibrations with finite products and is shown to be also appropriate for fibrations 

bearing the structure required to interpret polymorphic A-calculi. We can then 

show adequate versions of functional completeness for the calculi A—p and Aw. 

Among the immediate applications in programming language semantics, we outline 

an interpretation of some aspects of ML-style module features, following [FP92]. 

The structure of the thesis is as follows: 'n' refers to Chapter 'n', 'n.m' refers 

to section 'm' in Chapter 'n', and similarly for subsections and items therein. 

§ 1 reviews the basic material on fibred categories. 2-categories play an organ-

isational role in this thesis and thus a few basic concepts of this theory are included 

right at the start. We continue with the basic notions about fibrations, organising 

them into 2-categories .lib(B), for fibrations with base B, and Fib for fibrations 

over arbitrary bases. We review the correspondence between fibrations and in-

dexed categories, as well as with internal categories. We also describe some fibred 

structure necessary to interpret certain type theories, as given in the following 

chapter. 

In §2 we review the categorical interpretation of intuitionistic propositional 

and first-order predicate calculus, and of polymorphic A-calculi. We also recall 

the definition of logical predicates for the simply typed A-calculus. The chapter 

concludes with some auxiliary results about reflective and coreflective categories, 

used to analyse some of the examples in §4.3. 

§3 contains the main technical results about fibred adjunctions. In §3.1 we 

analyse some 2-categorical aspects of the change-of-base construction, which result 

in a series of algebraic laws concerning fibred-2-cells presented in §3.1.1. In §3.2 

we prove the fundamental property relating fibred adjunctions and change-of-base, 

Theorem 3.2.3. It yields two important corollaries: 3.3.6 and 3.3.10. The first of 

these gives a new and simple proof of a well-known characterisation of fibred limits, 

as given in [Gra66,BGT91]. The second gives the categorical counterpart of logical 

predicates for simply typed A-calculus. 
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§4 makes explicit the connection between the lifting of cartesian closed struc-

ture through a fibration, with appropriate structure, with logical predicates via 

a suitable internal language. The so-called 'Basic Lemma' for logical predicates, 

which is their essential property, is shown in this context to be a consequence of 

the soundness of typing for the interpretation of simply typed A-calculus in a ccc, 

again by recourse to the internal language of the fibration involved. We present 

a few examples of fibrations with structure, which admit the interpretation of 

logical predicates, like admissible subsets for wCpo and Kripke logical predicates, 

among other examples of fibred categories whose cartesian closed structure can be 

inferred from the abovementioned Corollary 3.3.10. We then make a few compar-

ative remarks between our approach to logical predicates and that of [MR91]. We 

conclude the chapter with a categorical characterisation of the induction principle 

for inductively defined data types in a distributive category. The latter are the 

basis of the Charity programming system [CS91]. The formulation of the above-

mentioned induction principle exploits the view of a fibred category as a category 

of predicates, as in the case logical predicates. 

§5 develops the technical results required to carry out the abovementioned 

presentation of polynomial fibrations as Kleisli fibrations for comonads. In §5.3, 

we review the notion of comonad and Kleisli object in a 2-category. After recalling 

the appropriate notion of finite products in a 2-category in §5.3.1, we introduce 

cartesian objects in a 2-category in §5.3.2, and make explicit some of their in-

trinsic structure. These objects are a direct generalisation of categories with finite 

products. Under suitable assumptions on the 2-category, we prove that cartesian 

objects with an indeterminate can be presented as Kleisli objects for a comonad, 

thereby generalising the abovementioned result of Lambek to the 2-categorical 

level. §5.4.1 presents the construction of Kleisli objects for comonads in lib(B), 

which is a simple generalisation of that for categories. It also shows how the so-

called simple fibration of [Jac9la] can be presented as a Kleisli fibration. In §5.4.2 

we present the construction of Kleisli objects for comonads in Jib, Theorem 5.4.11, 

based on the results of the previous section and a factorisation for oplax cocones 

in .b, using the algebraic properties of fibred 2-cells developed in §3.1.1. 
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§6 applies the results of the previous chapter to build polynomial fibrations, 

which interpret the two-level parameterisation of polymorphic )-calculi. Thus 

we can characterise so-called contextual and functional completeness properties of 

these calculi. In §6.3.1 we show how these constructions can be applied to interpret 

some features of the ML module system: signatures, structures and functors. 

§7 contains concluding remarks and considerations for further work. 



Chapter 1 

Preliminaries on fibrations 

This chapter introduces the basic concepts of fibrations or fibred categories. Fibred 

categories capture the notion of a category varying (continuously) over another. 

As such, they form the structure required to interpret predicate logics, where 

predicates correspond to variable propositions, indexed by the type contexts of 

their free variables. Similarly, fibrations provide a setting to interpret polymorphic 

calculi, where the terms, or functions, are indexed by the type variables occurring 

in them. Hence, such terms can be interpreted as morphisms of a fibred category, 

over a category of contexts, where a context declares the types of the variables 

which may occur free in an expression. 

Our presentation of this preliminary material follows mostly [Jac9la]. We in-

clude the material relevant to the applications in this thesis. We consider fibrations 

from a logical viewpoint, with our application to the interpretation of languages 

as primary. The categorical interpretation of certain 1ogics will be reviewed in 

§2.1, once the appropriate technical notions have been introduced in the present 

chapter. Of course, fibred category theory goes beyond this logical/type theoretic 

application; see [136n85] for the foundational relevance of fibrations for category 

theory. 

We assume the reader is familiar with the basic concepts of category theory, as 

in [Mac7l]. We require some basic concepts of 2-categories, which we review in the 

next section. In §1.2 we recall some basic definitions concerning fibrations. In §1.3, 

we review an alternative formulation of variable categories, in terms of indexed cat- 
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egories; we recall the equivalence between fibrations and indexed categories given 

by the Grothendieck construction. § 1.4 presents structure for fibrations relevant 

to the interpretation of languages like polymorphic X-calculi and first-order logic. 

§ 1.5 presents elementary notions of internal categories and their relationship with 

fibrations. 

1.0.1. NOTATIONAL CONVENTION. 

• Categories will generally be written A, B, etc. 

• Set denotes the category of sets and functions, relative to a given universe, 

as in [Mac7l, p.21]. Cat denotes the 2-category of small categories, functors 

and natural transformations. 

• Composition of morphisms, functors, etc. is expressed by o or juxtaposition, 

so that f o g and fg denote the composite of f: B - C and g : A -* B. 

• Given a category C, we denote the product of two objects A and B by A x B, 

with associated projections lrA,B : A x B - A and 1r B  : A x B - B. Sim-

ilarly, A+ B denotes the sum of the two objects, with associated injections 

tA,B : A - A + B and : A -p A + B. We sometimes omit subscripts for 

brevity. As for pullbacks, given f : A -f C and g : B -p C, their pullback is 

written 	

A x B 
g*(f) 

 B 
f,g _J 

f * (g)  

	

A 	
. 

We sometimes write f* (B) for A x B. Given a span (s : D - A, t : D -* B) 
f,g 

such that f o s = got, we write (s, t) D - A x B for the unique mediating 
f,g 

morphism. Also, we may write I for (s, t) whenever convenient. 

• For categories C and B, the category of functors from C to B and natural 

transformations between them will be written DC  or [C, D]. 
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S C°  denotes the dual category of C, obtained by reversing the morphisms. 

• For a category C, JCJ denotes its class (or set) of objects. 

• We write a : F--* G : C -* D (or briefly a: F-- G or even a: F = G) for a 

natural transformation between the functors F, C: C -* D. 

1.1. 2-categorical preliminaries 

We present basic definitions concerning 2-categories to the extent we need them 

when dealing with fibred adjunctions in §3. This material is from [KS74], where 

further references can be found. 

1.1.1. DEFINITION (2-category). A 2-category K; consists of: 

• objects or 0-cells A,B,... 

• morphisms or 1-cells f : A -+ B,... 

• 2-cells a: f 

• The objects and morphisms form a category 1C O3  called the underlying cat-

egory of K;. 

• For objects A and B, the morphisms A -f B and the 2-cells between them 

form a category K;(A, B) under vertical composition, denoted /3 o a or simply 

/3a. The identity 2-cell on f: A -+ B is denoted by I f * K;(A, B) is referred 

to as a horn-category. 

• There is an operation of horizontal composition of 2-cells, whereby from 

2-cells 
f  

A JJa :B 	B 	:c 
9 	 V 
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we get 
uf 

A 	y*aC 
vg 

Under this operation the 2-cells form a category with identities 

p 

A 41, A  • A 

'A 

• In the situation 
f 	 U 

A 	a :B 	-1 : 

40 	46 
h 	w 

we have the following interchange law 

(6*/3)o(y*a) = (8oy)*(fioa) 

and for any pair of composable 1-cells f and g 

1 9 *If = 

We usually write fag for I f  * a * 1. By the interchange law, this is the only 

kind of horizontal composition we need. Observe that a 2-cell in a 2-category 

has vertical domain and codomain given by 1-cells and horizontal domain and 

codomain given by the 0-cells which constitute the usual domain and codomain 

for the 1-cells involved. We will display such information as a: f g : A - B, 

or more simply a: f = g, to indicate that a is a 2-cell from f to g, where f and 

g are 1-cells (the vertical domain and codomain respectively) from A to B (the 

horizontal domain and codomain respectively). 

The paradigmatic 2-category is Cat, whose objects are small categories, 1-cells 

are functors and 2-cells are natural transformations. The reason for introducing 

2-categories is that we need to consider not only Cat but also other 2-categories. 

In particular, for any small category Pi, the slice category Cat/P is again a 2-

category, with 2-cells those natural transformations a: H --* K : F -* G, where F 

and G are functors into P, such that Ga = 'F Similarly, Cat, the category of 
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functors and commuting squares is a 2-category with 2-cells being pairs of natural 

transformations (a', a) as displayed below 

H' 

C 	La' : D 

K' 
F 	 C 

H 

Ia 	B 

K 

i.e. Ga' = aF. When considering fibrations, we will need sub-2-categories of Cat/Pt 

and Cat- 

1.1.2. DEFINITION. For a 2-category K, K °  is the 2-category obtained from it 

by reversing the direction of the morphisms but not the 2-cells, and K °  is the 

2-category obtained from K by reversing the direction of the 2-cells but not the 

1-cells. In terms of horn-categories: 

= K(B,A) 

Jco(A B) = (K(B, A)) °1' 

Note that (yOP)CO = (/CO)OP 

The extra structure present in a 2-category, the 2-cells, makes it possible to 

define categorical concepts involving equations between natural transformations. 

A typical case is that of an adjunction. 

1.1.3. DEFINITION (Adjnction in a 2-category). An adjunction f H g : B ' A in 

K consists of 1-cells f: A -p B and g : B -+ A together with 2-cells i : 1 A = gf 

and e: f 'B satisfying (ef) o (fit) = 1 f  and (ge) o (ig) = 19• We write the 

data for such an adjunction as f H g : A - B via 77, c. 77 is called the unit and e 

the counit of the adjunction. 
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The equations between 2-cells are expressible as 

A 	 'A 

C 

/ 	

= 1 

B 
'B 

B 	 'B 

4 77 /9 46 \ 

	

= if 

A 

1.1.4. REMARK. An adjunction f -1 g : A —+ B via q, € in iIC becomes g -1 f: B — A 

via c, 77 in k" and fHg:B-4A via 11,€inK °1'. 

The case when both i  and e are isomorphisms is the 2-categorical notion of 

equivalence. Clearly, in Cat, this definition is the standard notion of adjunction 

between categories. Similarly, we may define a map between adjunctions in a 

2-category, as in Cat in [Mac7l, p.97] 

1.1.5. DEFINITION (Map of adjunctions). Given adjunctions f H g: B —f A and 

f, Hg
, 
 : BF  —A /  a map from f H g to f/ Hg' consists of a pair of 1-cells 

(Ic : A —+ A', 1: B —+ B') such that 1 o g = g' o Ic, k o f = f' a 1 and either of the 

following two equivalent conditions hold: 

li 	= i'l 	(1.0) 

= €'k 	(1.1) 

To see that the equations above are equivalent, we use a simple 'pasting' ar-

gument. We show (1.0) implies (1.1): (1.0) amounts to 
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B 	 'B 	 'B' 

\/ If 
A 	Ic 

B 	p13' 	'B' 

= \ \,/ 

	

A 	k 
Then adjoining € on the LHS and f '  on the RHS of both diagrams above and using 

the adjunction. laws we get 

B 

/ ;/\ 

A 	Ic 	A' 	
1A' 

B 	1B 	B 

= / f 	 / /91461 
A 	 A 	A' 

'A 	 k 	 'A' 

B 	B' 	1B' 

= / f 	 , /
91 E' 

A 	 A 	A' 
'A 	 k 

	

B 	p13' 

= 	 A AA' 

	

IA 	 k 
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and thus (1.1) holds. The other direction of the equivalence is obtained by duality. 

Finally, we introduce morphisms between 2-categories, namely 2-functors, and 

2-natural transformations between them. 

1.1.6. DEFINITION (2-functor, 2-natural transformation). A 2-functor F : K -+ 

between 2-categories K and L1 sends objects of K to objects of £, 1-cells of K 

to 1-cells of f and 2-cells of K to 2-cells of L, preserving domains, codomains, 

compositions and identities. 

A 2-natural transformation ij : F = F' between 2-functors F, F' : K -+ L as-

signs to each object A of K a morphism 71A : FA - F'A in £, such that for every 

f:A—BinK 

11B o Ff = F'f 0 11A 

and for every 2-cell a: f g in K 

Ff 	 F'f 

FA 4 Fa FB 
11B  F'B = FA 11A .F'A 4 F'a F'B 

Fg 	 F'g 

The functors cod, dom : Cat ---  -* Cat taking F : P - B to B and P respectively, 

with a similar action on morphisms and 2-cells, are examples of 2-functors. The 

natural transformation a: dom - cod whose component at F : P B is F is then 

a 2-natural transformation, by definition of 2-cells in Cat--  . 

Just like a functor between categories preserves commutative diagrams, a 2-

functor preserves commutative diagrams of 1-cells and 2-cells, since it preserves 

all kinds of composition and identities. In particular, a 2-functor F : K -f L maps 

adjunctions and equivalences in K to L. 

With the above definitions we have the 2-category 2-Cat of 2-categories, 2-

functors and 2-natural transformations. So, it is clear what a 2-adjunction between 

2-categories means. 

We say a 2-category K' is a sub-2-category of K if its underlying category K 

is a subcategory of K0 , and for every pair of objects A, B of K', the horn-category 
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K'(A, B) is a subcategory K;(A, B). Of course, horizontal and vertical composition 

and identities in K' are as in K. 

Universal constructions in 2-categories have a 2-dimensional aspect. For in-

stance, consider the following pullback in Cat 

G' (F) 
BxC 	iC 

F,G J 

	

F*(G)j 	 G 

	

B 	
F 

Given objects I E IBI and J E ICI such that Fl = GJ, there is a unique object, 

written (I, J) of B x C such that F*(G)(I,J) = I and G*(F)(I.J) = J. The 
F,G 

2-dimensional aspect is that for morphisms f: I -+ I' in B and g: J -* J' in C 

with Ff = Gg, there is a unique morphism (f, g) : (I, J) -p (I', J') such that 

F*(G)(f,g) = land G*(F)(f,g) = g. This is formulated 2-categorically as follows: 

for any span of functors B -- D - C such that F o I = C o J, there is a unique 

functor (I, J) : 0 - B x C such that F*(G)  o (I, J) = I and G*(F)  a (I.J) = J. 
F,G 

And for 2-cells a: I 	I' and /3: J = J' with Fa = G/9, there is a unique 2-cell 

(a, /3): (I, I') = (J, J') such that F*(G)(a,  9) = a and G*(F)(a./3) = /3. We will 

this pairing notation throughout. 

1.2. Basic fibred concepts 

This section reviews basic notions about fibrations. Only a few illustrative ex-

amples will be given. Others will appear in the applications and more can be 

found in [Jac9la], from where we borrow most of the material in the remaining of 

the chapter. 

The notion of fibration or fibred category, introduced in [Gro7l], captures the 

concept of a category varying over, or indexed by, another category. Before giving 

the definition, we recall the analogous situation for sets. A family {Xj}EI  of 

sets indexed by a set I is a function X : I -+ Set. We may regard this as a 'set' X 
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varying over I. It can be equivalently presented as a function p : X - I, since such 

a function gives rise to the family {X1 = P1()}EI and conversely, given a family 

{Xj}1€i we get p: 11EIX2 -+ I, where JJ,X is the disjoint union of the X 1 's and 

p maps an element in X2  to i. These constructions between morphisms into I and 

I-indexed families are mutually inverse, to each other. We can summarise this 

situation by the following isomorphism: 

Set/I Set' 

where Set/I denotes the usual slice category of morphisms into I and commutat-

ive triangles, and Set' is the category of functors from I, regarded as a discrete 

category, to Set. These equivalent views of indexed families of sets have their 

categorical counterparts: a function X : I - Set is generalised to an indexed cat-

egory, cf. Definition 1.3.1, while a function p : X - I is generalised to a fibration, 

cf. Definition 1.2.1. The isomorphism becomes an equivalence between fibred and 

indexed categories, cf. Proposition 1.3.6 below. Despite this equivalence, the no-

tion of fibration is technically more convenient, as forcibly argued in [136n85]. 

1.2.1. DEFINITION (Fibrations and cofibrations). Consider afunctorp: E - B. 

(1) A morphism f : X - Y in F is (p-)cartesian (over a morphism u = 

pf : A -* B in B) if for every f' : - Y with pf' = u o v in B, there exists a 

unique morphism of, : X' - X such that pcI j i = v and f'= f o  qj Diagrammat-

ically, 

7 	T O f  

X f Y 

pX' 

f l 

V1 X 
A.B 
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Thus, a cartesian morphism f is a 'terminal lifting' of u. We call such f a cartesian 

lifting of u. In general, when pf = u we say f is above or over u. 

Dually, a morphism g : X —p Y is (p- )cocartesian (over a morphism u = 

pg : A — B in B) if for every g' : X - Y' with pg' = w o u in B, there exists a 

unique morphism bgi : Y — Y' such that Pg' = w and g' = 09 , o g. 

The functorp : F - Bis called a fibration if for every X E IEI and u : A - p  

in B, there is a cartesian morphism with codomain X, such that its image along p 

is u. B is then called the base of the fibration and E its total category. Dually, p is 

a cofibratiom if p ° ' : E°1' -* B °1' is a fibration, i.e. for every X E IEI and u : pX — B 

in B, there is a cocartesian morphism with domain X above u. If p is both a 

fibration and a cofibration, it is called a bifibratiom. 

For A E IBI, EA, the fibre over A, denotes the subcategory of E whose objects 

are above A and its morphisms, called (p-)vertical, are above 1A - 

1.2.2. EXAMPLES. We now introduce Three important examples of fibrations. The 

first motivates terminology concerning fibrations. These examples will be used 

throughout to illustrate various concepts. 

Family fibration The following standard construction of a fibration over Set is 

described in [136n85]. It provides a simple understanding of some fibred con-

cepts. Every category C gives rise to a family fibration 1(c) : Fam(C) —+ Set. 

Objects of Fam(C) are families {X 2 } E I of C-objects, I a set, i.e. a mapping 

X : I —+ CI; morphisms (u, {f2},i) : {X}jEI — {j}jEJ are pairs consist- 

ing of a function u : I — J (in Set) and a family of morphisms such that 

f : X2 
—f 	

in C. f(c) takes a family of objects to its indexing set and 

a morphism to its first component. (u, {fl}2E1)  is cartesian when every f is 

an isomorphism. f(c) is then a fibration since given u: I — J and 

(u, {lyU($) }) : { ' (i)}iEI — {'}3j is cartesian above u. 

Codomain fibration For any category C, consider the functor cod: C —+— C, 

where C is the category of morphisms of C, i.e. C is the functor cat-

egory [0 —+ 1, C] and 0 — 1 denotes the category with two objects and one 

morphism between them. The functor cod takes f : A —f B to B and (h, k) 
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to k. A cartesian morphism for cod is a pullback square. Thus, whenever C 

has pullbacks, cod is a fibration. Note that for A c J CJ, the fibre over A is 

simply the slice category C/A. When there is more than one category under 

consideration, we write code : C -+ C. 

Subobject fibration A related example of fibration is the following. Given a 

category C, let Sub(C) be the full subcategory of C whose objects are 

subobjects in C, i.e. equivalence classes of monos. Let z: Sub(C) - C be the 

restriction of cod to Sub(C). Cartesian morphisms are as for cod. When C 

has pullbacks of monos along arbitrary morphisms, z is a fibration. The fibre 

over A is the preorder category of subobjects of A. 

This fibration plays a fundamental role in categorical logic, since it is the 

one that determines what the internal logic of the category C is. That is, 

the logical connectives, quantifiers and so on which we can interpret in C 

taking the view of predicates- as-subobj ect s depends on the structure of the 

subobject or internal logic fibration. This remark will become clear when we 

review some basics of categorical logic in §2.1. Some concrete examples will 

be analysed later in §4.3. 

As immediate consequence of the definition of cartesian morphisms, we have 

the following proposition: 

1..3. PROPOSITION. Let p: E - LB be afibration. Let!: X - Y and g : Y - Z 

be morphisms in E. Then, 

• If  and g are cartesian, so is g a f. 

• If g and gf are cartesian, so is f. 

For p = cod: C -p c, the above proposition yields the following standard 

result about pullbacks. 
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1.2.4. COROLLARY. Consider the following commutative diagram in C, where P 

and Q name the corresponding squares 

g 
__ 

P Q 

2 1  
1 m 

• If P and Q are pullbacks, so is the outer rectangle. 

• If Q and the outer rectangle are pullbacks, so is P. 

1.2.5. REMARK. Proposition 1.2.3 allows to give an alternative definition of fibra-

tion: consider a functor p : E - B 

• a morphism f : Y -p X is v-cartesian if for any h: Z -p X with ph = pf, 

there exists a unique vertical q: Z— Y such that f o 0 = h 

• p is a fibration if for every X E JEJ and u : A -p pX, there exists a v-cartesian 

morphism f : Y - X, and the composite of two v-cartesian morphisms is v-

cartesian. 

If p is a fibration, a morphism is v-cartesian if it is cartesian. Thus both definitions 

of fibration agree. 

If a functor p: F - B is a fibration, we display it as IP . A choice of a 

cartesian morphism for every appropriate morphism in B is called a cleavage for p 

which is then a cloven fibration, and denoted by (.), so that for u : I -p pX in 3, 

u(X) : u*(X) - X denotes the chosen cartesian morphism above u. We occasion-

ally need to add the fibration p as extra superscript to the cleavage, when there 

is more than one fibration under consideration. 

Assuming the Axiom of Choice, it is always possible to give a cleavage for a 

fibration. We thus implicitly assume that the fibrations we deal with are cloven. 

As we see in §3, this assumption allows elegant algebraic formulations and proofs of 
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properties of fibrations. Most properties we consider admit an intrinsic formulation 

using cartesian morphisms, independent of a choice of cleavage. It is clear in the 

proofs that the property at hand is independent of the chosen cleavage. 

1.2.6. DEFINITION. Let (_) be a cleavage for 1P. 

• For u: I - J in B, (_) determines a reindexing functor u' : E -+ E as fol-

lows: 

- on objects X i-f u*(X), where  u*(X)  denotes the domain of the cartesian 

lifting of u with codomain X (given by ()) 

- on morphisms, for f : X -* Y in E, u*(f) is determined as the unique 

vertical map making the following diagram commute 

u*(X) iz(X)X 

u*(f)1 

u*(Y) 	p 

using the fact that i(Y) is cartesian. It is easy to verify that this 

assignment of morphisms is functorial indeed, by the universal property 

of cartesian morphisms. 

	

• For every I E IBI, there is an isomorphism y1 : 	i;1  determined by the 

universal property of the morphisms T(X). For every pair of composable 

maps u: J - K and v: I -* J in B, there is an isomorphism 

v * o u' -- (u o v)* determined by the cartesian morphisms u o v(X). 

The above natural isomorphisms satisfy coherence conditions, induced by the 

cartesian morphisms. Such conditions occur explicitly in the definition of an in-

dexed category, Definitionl.3.1 and so we do not repeat them here. When such 

isomorphisms are actual identities, the fibration is called split and the correspond-

ing cleavage is a splitting. When the 'y's are identities, the cleavage is normalised. 

Without loss of generality, we may assume that cleavages are normalised. For 
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the dual notion of cocleavage for a cofibration we denote by M(Y) : Y —p u!(Y) the 

chosen cocartesian lifting of u : p Y —* B, which determines a coreindexing functor 

U! : Epy  —* EB. Different cleavages for the same fibration give rise to different, but 

naturally isomorphic, reindexing functors. 

For a functor p: E —+ B, given a morphism U: A -4 B in B, X E IEAI and 

Y E I EBI, let 

EU (X,Y) = { f : X —* Yin E If = u} 

1.2.7. PRoposiTioN. Let p: E —* B be a functor, u: A — B a morphism in 3, 

X E tEAl and Y E EBI- 

If p is a fibration then EU (X, Y) EA (X, U.  M) (naturally in X and Y). 

If p is a cofibration then E L (X, Y) EB(U!(X), Y) (naturally in X and Y). 

If p is afibration then 

p is a cofibration if for every U : A -+ B in B, U : EB —f EA has a left adjoint 

Proof. (i) and (ii) are straightforward consequences of the definition of cartesian 

and cocartesian morphisms respectively. For (iii), 

EA(X,u*(Y)) EU (X,Y) EB(u!(X),Y) 

which means that the coreindexing functors are left adjoints to the correspond- 

ing reindexing functors, i.e. U! H u' : EB — EA, where Ui : EA — EB is determined 

dually to u*. 	 El 

We now characterise the property of a functor being a fibration in terms of the 

existence of a cleavage for it. This is taken from [Gra66], where it is called the 

Chevalley criterion. 

1.2.8. PROPOSITION. Given a functor p: E -* B, consider the pullback square 

E x B 	
cod*(p) 

p,cod 

cod 

E 
p 
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Let I, = (codE,p) : 	— E x B 	be the unique mediating functor into the 
p,cod 

pullback induced by the square 

• B 

codE 	

I

codB 

p is a fibration if 4, has a right-adjoint right-inverse, i.e. the counit of the ad-

junction is the identity. 

Proof. 4, maps f X —* Y in E to (Y,pf). We simply record that a right-adjoint 

right-inverse Cl to 4, amounts precisely to a cleavage for p; it assigns to every pair 

(X, u : I —* pX) a cartesian morphism Cl(Y, u) above u. 	 0 

1.2.9. REMARK. The above formulation of fibration can be used to give a 2-

categorical notion of fibration, i.e. when a morphism p in a 2-category is a fibration, 

generalising the situation in Cat. Of course, the above formulation makes sense in 

2-categories with appropriate structure. See [Str73] for details. 

1.2.1. The 2-categories of fibrations 

We now define morphisms between fibrations and 2-cells between them. These 

notions organise fibrations into 2-categories Jb(B) for fibrations over a given base 

B, and Fib for fibrations over arbitrary bases. These 2-categories give a framework 

in which we can define structure for fibrations, specially in terms of adjunctions. 

1.2.10. DEFINITION (Fibred 1-cells and 2-cells). Given p and ?q, a morphism 

(K, K) : p — q is given by a commutative square 

FAI 

K 
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where k preserves cartesian morphisms, meaning that if f is p-cartesian, Hf is q- 

cartesian. (1?, K) is called a fibred 1-cell and 1K_ a fibred functor over K; it determ- 
- 	 —p —q ines a collection {K IA: EA - DKA}. Any pair of cleavages () , () determines, for 

every 	u : A -* B, 	 a 	natural 	isomorphism 

K1 ou' Z (Ku)*'o KIB, satisfying: for u: A - B, v : B - C 

1 A O I1AYA = 7KAKIA 

vott.°'lA 5 	
- 	ki - Ku,Kv 

Given fibred 1-cells (K, K), (L, L) : p - q, a fibred 2-cell from (K, K) to (L, L) 

is a pair of natural transformations (&: 1? -- L, a : K --* L) with & above a, mean-

ing that q6•x = o,x for every X E E. We display such a fibred 2-cell as follows 

ni 
E 4 & B 

L 

P 	 q 

K 

B 	a 
'I 

and we will write it as (&, a) : (k, K) = (L, L). 

In this way we have a 2-category Fzb, with fibrations as objects, fibred 1-cells 

and fibred 2-cells, with the evident compositions inherited from Cat. Dually, we 

have a 2-category CoFib of cofibrations, cofibred functors and cofibred 2-cells. 

1.2.11. EXAMPLES. 

• A functor F: C - B induces a Set-fibred functor Fam(F) : Fam(C) -* Fam(D) 

by {X2 } €i '–p { FXj EJ . Analogously, a natural transformation a: F = G 

induces a Set-fibred 2-cell Fam(a) : Fam(F) Fam(G), Fam(a){x} = 

{cix.}EJ. We thus have a 2-functor Fam : Cat - Yzb(Set). 

• Consider a functor F : C - B such that both C and B have and F pre- 

serves pullbacks. The induced functor between the categories of morphisms 
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F: C —p D is a fibred functor over F between the respective codomain 

fibrations of C and B. Thus, 

(F,F):(cod:C-+  -4C)—(cod
, 
 : D

-+ 
 --+ D) 

is a fibred 1-cell. Given another pullback-preserving functor C: C — B, any 

natural 	transformation 	y: F -- C 	induces 	a 	fibred 	2-cell 

(a ,a) : (F,F) 	(G,G), where for h : X —* YE I C *I, a is 

FX 
ax 

 'CX 

Fh 	 Gh 

	

FY 	'GY 

Instantiating the notion of adjunction in a 2-category (Definition 1.1.3) in Fib, 

we obtain the following notion of fibred adjunction. 

1.2.12. DEFINITION. Given 	p and ?q, a fibred adjunction between them 

is given by pair of fibred 1-cells (F, F) : p - q and (C, G) : q — p to-

gether with a pair of fibred 2-cells (, ii) : ( 1 E 1 .8) = ( o F, C o F) and 

(froä,FoG) = (1D1A) such that 

FHG:D—*E via , E (in Cat) 

F -I C : / — B via i,e (in Cat) 

p and q constitute a map of adjunctions between the two above, i.e. p = 

(or equivalently qE = eq) 

Such a fibred adjunction is displayed by 

Ira 
E D 

C 

P q 

F 
B 
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When the components of and Z are cartesian and the square (fibred 1-cell) 

(F, F) : p - q is a pullback, we call it a cartesian fibred adjunction. This termin-

ology is justified by Theorem 3.2.3. 

1.2.13. REMARK. For a cartesian fibred adjunction, the adjoint transpose of a 
- 	 - 

cartesian morphism f : FX --+ Y in D, which is f 	Of o , is again cartesian. 

This is equivalent to the cartesianness of the components of . 

Although the notion of subfibration does not play a major role in this thesis, 

we include its definition to make sense of a few statements below and in 3. 

1.2.14. DEFINITION. 

Given a fibration 1P and a subcategory F', J: E' - E, p o J : E' -p B is a 

subfibration of p if, for every object X E IEI, if  f : Y -k JX is cartesian in F, then 

f is in IE'. 

More generally, given fibrations ip and ?q, where P is a subcategory of 

B, J: P -p B, we say q is a subfibration of p if q is a subfibration of J*(p)  in the 

sense of (i). 
K : B - ,L%, consider a pullback diagram 

K* (D) q*(J) '0 
Li 

K * () j 
B 

K 

K*(q) is a fibration, with a morphism f in K*(D)  being  K*(q)cartesian  if 

q*(I<)(f) is q-cartesian. The above diagram is therefore a morphism of fibrations. 

Proof. An elegant proof is in [Gra66], using the characterisation of fibrations given 

in Proposition 1.2.8. In elementary terms, given an object of K*(D),  determined 

by a pair of compatible objects (I E B, X E 0), and a morphism u : J -p I in 

B, its cartesian lifting (u)(I, X) is determined by u and the cartesian lifting 

(K)() : Ku*(X) 	X. 	 13 
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We say that K*(q)  is obtained from q by change of base along K. We assume 

that the cleavage for K*(q)  is obtained from that of q as in the above proof. So 

q*(K) preserves cleavages If q has a splitting, so does K*(q). 

The fibre of cod: Fib —* Cat over a category A is the 2-category 	consist- 

ing of fibrations with base P. Morphisms F : p —p q are functors between the total 

categories of p and q which commute with the fibrations (qF = p) and preserve 

cartesian morphisms. Such an F is called a (A)-fibred functor, in preference to 

the usual terminology of 'cartesian functor'. 2-cells are natural transformations 

a : F --- C: p —+ q such that qa = p. Such an a is called a vertical natural trans-

formation or i-fibred 2-cell. We use the prefix P- to denote 2-categorical concepts 

in .Tib(P) to distinguish them from the corresponding ones in )b. We may thus 

speak of an P-fibred adjunction. Usually we drop the prefix when the context 

makes it clear which 2-category is meant. We will also refer I%-fibred concepts as 

vertical. 

Considering only split fibrations and splitting-preserving morphisms, we have 

sub-2-categories Ji b32  and Ji b(11) 

1.2.15. REMARK. In view of Proposition 1.2.14, we may regard a fibred 1-cell 

(K, K) : p —k q, with K : P — , as an i-fibred 1-cell K = (p, K) : p —p K*( q ) .  

Using Proposition 1.2.8, we have the following characterisation of morphisms 

in Tib(1) 

1.2.16. PRoposiTioN. The data p, ?q and F: p —p q in Cat/A induces the fol-

lowing commutative square 

	

E 	
F 

	

Ip 	 Iq  

	

Ex 	 D  

	

p,cod 	cot(F) 	q,cod 

where cod'(F): cod(p) —* cod(q) is uniquely determined by F and the pullbacks 
—* 	 . 	. 	. . 	. 	. 	— p 	— q  

F x / 	and D x A --+ .  Given right adoznt right-inverses (..) and  () for 
p, cod 	 q,cod 
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I, and 'q  (with units ij, and 77 q) respectively, the square above induces a canonical 

natural transformation : F o + o cod*(F), y = 17qFl. Then, F 

preserves cartesian morphisms if7 is an isomorphism. 

Proof. For 	an 	object 	(Y,u: I —f pY) 	of 	E x 
p,cod 

7(Y,u:I—+pY) : F(u*(Y)) _ 
	

is the canonical vertical morphism determined 

by 
()(y)• 

 Hence F preserves cartesian morphisms if every such vertical 

morphism is an isomorphism. 	 El 

When 'y in the above proposition is the identity, F preserves cleavages. 

1.3. Indexed categories and the Grothendieck construction 

We continue our review with indexed categories, which are sometimes more intu-

itive than fibrations and help in understanding topics such as fibred adjunctions 

and fibred comonads, as developed in §3 and §5. 

Indexed categories are equivalent to fibrations but technically often less con-

venient. For instance, it is prove that the composition of two fibrations is again a 

fibration, but this cannot be expressed directly for indexed categories. See [136n85] 

for further relevant discussion. More importantly, the notion of fibration makes 

sense in any 2-category [Joh92]. 

Recalling the analogy between fibrations and families of sets in §1.2, the iso-

morphism 

Set/I Set' 

leads us to consider another version of a varying category, i.e. a category varying 

continuously over another, as a generalisation of Set' as the category of I-indexed 

families of sets. Now, the indexing object is not a mere set I but a category and 

similarly, the indexed objects X 1  are not just sets but categories. 

1.3.1. DEFINITION (Indexed category). Given a category B, a B-indexed category 

is a pseudo-functor F: B °  - Cat; it is given by the following data 
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• For every object A E IBI, a category FA. 

• For every morphism f : A — f B in B, a functor f* : .FB — p JA, together 

	

with natural isomorphisms yA  : 	1 and 6f,g : 
(f* g*) 	

(g 

satisfying the following coherence conditions: for u : A —* B, v : B —p C and 

w : D — A in B 

8tL,1B 0 UYB = 1* 

61A,1Z 0 YAU = l u * 

6w,vou 0 	 = 5u0w,v o 	: w" o u' o v --* (v o u a 

1.3.2. REMARK. The coherence conditions above express associativity and iden-

tity laws. Their role is clear in Proposition 1.3.6.(iii). Often these isomorphisms 

are identities, in which case we have a strict indexed category, i.e. a functor 

.F: B° ' —p Cat. 

1.3.3. EXAMPLES. The following examples of strict indexed categories are taken 

from [BGT91]. They are basic to the area of algebraic specifications. 

(Many-sorted sets) Consider the following functor 5$ : Set" -+ Cat 

55(I) = Set' 

$S(f:I—*J) = (X:J— Set) i—(Xof:I--+Set) 

The objects of a fibre 55(I) are families of sets. The functor SS(f: I —* J) 

performs reindexing along f. The coherent isomorphisms are identities. 

(Many-sorted algebraic signatures) Consider the functor () : Set -# Set, 

which assigns to a set S the free semigroup it generates, i.e. the set S of all finite 

non-empty sequences of elements of S. The functor AS = 85 c ((_)+)0P : Set °1' —p Cat 

is an indexed category; its fibres AS(S) are S-sorted algebraic signatures, i.e. they 

consist of, for every non-empty sequence Si,. . . , s E S+  regarded as arity or rank 

* 5n a set of operation symbols of that rank. A reindexing func-

tor AS(f: S — f S') transforms S'-sorted signatures into S-sorted signatures by 

renaming sorts according to f. 
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1.3.4. DEFINITION. Let T: B°" - Cat and 9 : B° -p Cat be indexed categories. 

• An indexed functor N : .F -+ G consists of: 

For every A e JBI, a functor N(A) : .T(A) -* (A) 

For 	every 	u: A - B, 	a 	natural 	isomorphism 

g(u) o N(B) 4 N(A) o .E(u), satisfying coherence conditions with the 

'y 's and 's of Definition 1.3.1; cf. Definition 1.2.10 where these conditions 

are given for the equivalent concept of fibred 1-cells. 

• An indexed natural transformation a : N N' : .T -+ 9, consists of a natural 

transformation c : N(A) -- N'(A) for every object A E JBI, such that for 

every u: A -+ B, g(u)aB = QA F(u), modulo the q5's. 

Indexed categories over a given category B, indexed functors and indexed nat-

ural transformations form a 2-category ICat(B), with the evident fibrewise notions 

of composition and identities, inherited from Cat. 

1.3.5. REMARK. Having defined indexed functors and indexed natural transforma-

tions, the notion of indexed adjunction is then analogous to the standard notion of 

adjunction between categories. We can give the following description, which the 

reader might find intuitive: given indexed functors N : .F - 	and N' 

over B, N is an indexed left adjoint to N' if: 

• For every A E IB, NA H N 'A. 

• For every u : A -+ B, the pair (.F(u), g(u)) preserves the adjunctions, i.e. it 

is a (pseudo-)map of adjunctions from NB  H  N'B  to  NA  H HA.  The latter 

means a map of adjunctions, where the relevant squares commute only up 

to a given isomorphism. 

We now show the correspondence between cloven fibrations and indexed cat-

egories, due to Grothendieck, which amounts to an equivalence between the 2-

categories Jb(B) and ICat(B). 
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1.8.6. PRoposiTioN. 

E 	 . Every cloven fibration w gives rise to an indexed category .I : B —+ Cat. 

Every indexed category F: 3 °  —+ Cat gives rise to a fibration p : G.F —* B. 

The above correspondences set up an equivalence of 2-categories 

ICat(I3) 	ib(B) 

so that.) 	T and p, p. 

Proof. 

Given a cloven fibration p : E --4B,  we obtain an indexed category 

B op 	Cat 	ii B o — cat as follows: 

• For every A E JBI, JA = EA. 

• For every u : A —p B, a cleavage (_) induces a reindexing functor u" : EB — 

as given in Definition 1.2.6. As we mentioned then, the universal property of 

cartesian morphisms uniquely determines natural isomorphisms 

v * o u' -Z (u o v)*  and YA : 	'p A' which satisfy the coherence con- 61"U

ditions in Definition 1.3.1. 

Given an indexed category T: B °7' — Cat we define the total category QT, 

consisting of: 

Objects: (A, a) E 19-F1 if A E JBI and a E IFAI. That is (using a hopefully 

self-explanatory dependent sum notation) 

ic-n = EA: B.TA 

Morphisms: (f,g) : (A, a) -+ (13, b) if f: A —f Bin B and g : a — f*(b) in TA. 

That is 

g.F((A, a), (B, b)) = f: B(A, B).TA(a, f*(b)) 

Identity: (1 A ,-Y A ) : (A, a) — (A, a) 

Composition: Given (f, g) : (A, a) —+ (B, b) and (h, J) : (13, b) —+ (C, c), let 

(h, j) o (f, g) = (ho f,Sfh(c) 0 
f*(j) 

0 g) 
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The coherence conditions of Definition 1.3.1 are required in order to show associ-

ativity of composition and the identity laws. The projection functor p" : ç.î —+ B 

which takes (A, a) to A (for objects and morphisms) is then a fibration: for an 

morphism u : A —* B in B and an object X in ..TB, we can choose as cartesian 

lifting ü(X) = (u, 

(iii) Observe that the fibres of p- are 	= .TB and the action of the rein- 

dexing functors is the same in both fibrations and indexed categories respectively. 

Any pair of cleavages for a given fibration give rise to naturally isomorphic indexed 

categories. 

10-1 

1.3.7. REMARKS. 

• The construction of p from .F in the above proof is known as the Grothen-

dieck construction. 

• Dualising the above proposition, we get an analogous result relating cofibra-

tions p: F —* B and pseudo-functors g : B — Cat. 

• The equivalence in the above proposition clearly restricts to one between 

split fibrations ip and functors T: B °  — Cat (strict indexed categories). 

Splitting-preserving functors between split fibrations correspond under this 

equivalence to natural transformations. 

1.3.8. REMARK. The 2-categorical aspect of the equivalence in Proposition 1.3.6.(iii) 

implies a correspondence between indexed and fibred adjunctions. Thus, a fibred 

F 	D adjunction F H G: p —+ q (between jp and jq) amounts to a family of adjunc- 

tions {FI B H GIB: EB —4 	 such that for every u: B — B', (u*P,u*c)  is a 

(pseudo-)map of adjunctions from FIB , H GIB' to FIB -]  GIB. 

For an indexed category F: B°  —+ Cat and a functor H : P — B, change-of- 
* 	 op base of F along H is given by composition H (F) = F o H . Similarly, for a 
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natural transformation a: H -- H' : P - 3, we have an indexed natural trans-

formation Ta° ' : F o (H') °' #> F o H° , where a°  : H°  --+ (H')°  : ' 30P has 

components (a° )A = a'. 

1.3.9. DEFINITION. The 2-category ICat has indexed categories F: Bop -+ Cat (over 

arbitrary categories) as objects. A morphism from F: P °°  -+ Cat to 9 : Bop  —p Cat is 

given by a functor H : P —* B and an indexed functor N : F -+ o H° '; we write 

(7-1, H) for this morphism. A 2-cell (&, a) : (N, H) = (N', H') : F —* 9 consists 

of a natural transformation a: H = H' and an indexed natural transformation 

alpha: 7 o H°  (ga° ) o (9 o (H') ° . Compositions and identities are defined 

using those in Cat and ICat(). 

There is a forgetful 2-functor base: ICat — Cat, which takes an indexed cat-

egory to its base and morphisms and 2-cells to their second components. base is 

a split fibration, whit splitting given by composition, as noted above. This ob-

servation and Proposition 1.3.6.(iii) yield as immediate consequence the following 

equivalence. 

1.3.10. COROLLARY. There is a Cat -fibred 2-equivalence 

ICat Fib 

base /cod 

Cat 

We regard indexed categories as a convenient means of presenting cloven fibra-

tions. We are not interested in the indexed category itself but in (the total category 

of) the fibration it yields via the Grothendieck construction. 

1.3.11. EXAMPLE. The family fibration 1(c) : Fam(C) — Set results from applying 

the Grothendieck construction to the (strict) Set-indexed category given by 

I-Set I  

u : I—* J 	ou:Set—* Set' 
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We close this section defining the groupoid and the opposite of an indexed 

category. 

1.3.12. DEFINITION. Given .T: B °1' - Cat, its groupoid indexed category 

1J1 B °  4 Cat is defined by 

A -* the groupoid subcategory of TA, 

consisting only of all the isomorphisms 

u : A -p B i-+ the restriction of -Fu to the groupoid subcategories 

and its opposite indexed category Y ° ' : B°°  -+ Cat by 

A i' (TA)' 

u : A - B i- (Tu) °1' : (TB) °' -p 

1.4. Fibred structure, products and sums 

Given a fibration p : E -p B, its groupoid fibration, written IpI : Cart(E) -p B, res-

ults from applying the Grothendieck construction to the groupoid indexed category 

of the B-indexed category it induces. It can also be described as the restriction of p 

to Cart(E), the subcategory of E consisting of the cartesian morphisms only. Sim-

ilarly, the opposite fibration, written p : (E/B)' °  -* B, is obtained by applying 

the Grothendieck construction to the opposite of its associated indexed category. 

VOP also admits an intrinsic formulation; see [Jac9la, 1.1.11] for details. 

Now we can describe fibred structure for i p in terms of B-fibred adjunctions, 
B 

as we do in Cat for ordinary categories [Mac7l, §V]. The following definitions are 

from [Jac92]. 

1.4.1. DEFINITION. A fibration ip has 
B 
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• a fibred terminal object if p : p -f 'B in 

F 
	 p 

\p /I B 

B 

has a fibred right adjoint l, B - F, which we call terminal object functor, 

usually written as 1. 

fib red binary products if the diagonal fibred functor &,, : p - p x p (where 

p x p is the product of p with itself in Jib(B)) has a fibred right adjoint 

X : p X p - p. 

fibred exponents (assuming fibred binary products) if the fibred functor 

(ir', x) : p x 	 x p (products considered in Jib(B)) obtained by pair- 

ing p x II 	p x p x  p and p x 	p1 	has a fibred right ad- 

joint exp: JpJ'P x p -+ p x Ipl. 

A fibratioll with fibred finite products will be called a fib red-cc and one which 

additionally has fibred exponents a fibred-ccc. 

1.4.2. REMARKS. 

• 1B : B -p B is a terminal object in ib(B). The above definition of fibred 

terminal object is entirely analogous then to that of a terminal object for 

an ordinary category. A similar consideration applies to fibred products and 

exponents. 

• The above definitions admit an elementary description in terms of fibrewise 

structure, preserved by reindexing functors. A fibration has a fibred terminal 

object if every fibre has a terminal object and reindexing functors preserve 

these. Similarly for fibred products and exponents. This correspondence is 

a consequence of the equivalence between fibrations and indexed categories, 

Proposition 1.3.6.iii. 
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• The above notions admit elementary intrinsic definitions, without reference 

to a cleavage. For instance, i p has a fibred terminal object if every fibre F1  

has a terminal object 1(I) and for any cartesian morphism f : X -p 1(I), X 

is terminal in Ex. 

1.4.3. EXAMPLES. 

For a category C, f(c) : Fam(C) - Set has fibred finite products (respect-

ively exponents) if C has finite products (respectively exponents). In one direc-

tion, the fibred products /exponents are defined pointwise, e.g. {X 2 } E I x {Y}1 = 

{ X 1  x 1'}iEI•  Conversely, C is the fibre over the one-element set and hence has 

products (respectively exponents). 

For C with pullbacks, cod: C - C has fibred finite products. For A E C, 

'A is a terminal object in C/A and the product of f: B --- * A and g : C -~ A is 

given by the diagonal of their pullback, with projections given by the pullback 

projections. This is why the pullback is sometimes referred to as 'fibred product'. 

Preservation of such structure under reindexing is immediate. cod is a fibred-ccc 

when every slice C/A is a ccc, that is, when C is a so-called locally cartesian closed 

category (lccc for short). 

z : Sub(C) -+ C is a sub-fibred-cc of cod, i.e. the fibred finite products are as 

given in cod. If C is an elementary topos, then z is a fibred-ccc, since in this case 

every fibre Sub(C) A  is a complete Heyting algebra and hence is cartesian closed 

(as a poset). See [LS86, Part II,5, Exercise 3] 

Next, we introduce some indexed products and sums for a fibration. Such 

structure is necessary for the interpretation of first-order quantifiers in predicate 

logic, see §2.1.2. The terminology is taken from [Jac9la, §1.5.1,4.2.1], where a 

more general form of quantification relative to an arbitrary so-called comprehen- 

sion category is given. For P a category with binary products and ?q, we have 
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the following change-of-base situation for any object I: 

q 	x*( 	I) 
(xIjD) 	'B 

x1 

where we have written q1  for ( x 

1.4.4. DEFINITION. Given 1P, B with binary products and I E IBI, p has Consr 

products (respectively sums) if both 

for every J c J BI, the reindexing functor 	: E -+ Ej1  induced by 

7r11 : J x I -+ J has a right adjoint H (respectively a left adjoint j)  and 

(Beck-Chevalley condition) for every U: J -* J' in B, the canonical natural 

transformation 

u*Hj _. Hj (u x 1I)" 

(respectively 1(u x li)*  3 u*1) is an isomorphism. 

p has Co nsB -products/ sums if it has Consi-pro ducts /sums for every I E JBI. 

Instantiating the general definition of quantification in [Jac9la], we get the 

following formulation of Consj-products/sums in terms of fibred adjunctions: 

1 .4-5. PROPOSITION. Given p, let S : p - Pi in J-ib(B) be defined as follows: 

for Y E IEjI, 
5Y = 7r* J Y 

Then, p has Cons1-products (respectively sums) if S has a fibred right (respectively 

left) adjoint. 

1.4.6. EXAMPLES. 

(i) For C a category with small products/ coproducts, the family fibration f(c) 

has ConsSej-products/sums. 	They are given by HJ ({X( , I) } (j , )EJI) = 
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{ fliei X()}j eJ, with an analogous expression for sums. Conversely, if 1(c) has 

Cons5et-products/sums, C has small products/sums: for a set A, the product/sum 

of an A-indexed family {X a } aEA  is obtained by applying the right/left adjoint to 

reindexing along the projection ! A : A -* 1. 

cod: C -f C has Cons-sums,  given by composition: E1(f : A —p J x I) = 

ir o f. In case C is a lccc, it also has Cons-products, since in this situation it has 

right adjoints for every reindexing functor. See [BW90, Theorem 12.4.3]. 

Consider z: Sub(Set) -+ Set, where we may identify subobjects with subsets. 

Thus reindexing corresponds to taking inverse images: u*(S  C B) = u'(S) ç A 

(for u : A -* B). This fibration has Cons5t-products  and sums. They correspond 

to universal and existential quantification: 

lli(ScJxI)={jEJIViEI.(j,i)ES} 

> 1(ScJx I) = {j EJjIEI.(j,i)ES} 

The Beck-Chevalley condition expresses the interaction between quantification and 

substitution of terms for free variables. Namely, for u: J' -4 J and S c J x I, 

u_1(H(S)) = u 1 {j E J Vi E I. (j, i) E S} 

= {j'EJ'IViEI.(uj',i)ES} 

= {j' e J' I Vi E I. (j', i) e (u x I)_15} 

= 1-11((u x  I)-'(S)) 

The following proposition shows how Cons --products are preserved by change-

of-base along a finite product preserving functor. 

1.4.7.  PRoPosITIoN. Consider the following change-of-base situation: 

F*(E 
p* (F) 

E 

F*(p) 	

F 
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Let P and B be categories with finite products and F a finite-product preserving 

functor. If p admits Cons-products, F*(p)  admits Consp1 -products, and the above 

fibred 1-cell (p*(F),  F) preserves them. 

Proof. Observe that for a cartesian projection lrx,y : X X Y .' X *F (p) 7r p x,Y - FX,FY 

and therefore lrx.y*Ft(p) 
 HFY. The Beck-Chevalley condition holds trivially, since 

F preserves the relevant pullback squares. 

The notion of generic object is a key one in the interpretation of impredicative 

X-calculi, as in §2.1.3. For instance, it allows to interpret higher-order impredic-

ative quantification in terms of first-order quantification. The notion of generic 

object is related to that of represent ability, as given below. 

1.4.8. DEFINITION. 

For a category B, an object I determines a fibration, written domj  : lB/I 

with action j L i '-p J on objects, being the identity on morphisms. Cartesian 

liftings are obtained by composition. 

A fibration ip is representable if it is equivalent in Yzb(IB) to a fibration of 

the form dom 1 : B/I - B. 

1.4.9. REMARK. When a fibration is such that every fibre is discrete (i.e. a set), 

we call it a discrete fibration, like dom1  in the definition above. Note that the fibre 

(B/1) = B(J, I). In view of the correspondence between fibrations and indexed 
E categories, a discrete fibration ip corresponds to a presheaf F : B -* Set. In 

particular, dom1  corresponds to the representable presheaf IB(_, I), which explains 

the term 'representable' for such fibrations. 

Recall that a functor F : P -+ B is essentially surjective if for every object Y 

of B, there is an object X in P such that FX Y. In particular, an equivalence 

between categories is essentially surjective. 

1.4.10. DEFINITION. 
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A fibration ip has a generic object if there is a representable fibration 

dorn : B/1 -* B and an essentially surjective fibred functor ext: domç  -+ p. 

A fibration ip has a strong generic object if the groupoid fibration 

II : Cart(E) -+ B is representable. 

1.4.11. REMARKS. 

• In elementary terms, ip has a generic object if there is an object C E IEI 

such that for every X e IEI there is a cartesian morphism f : X -* C. Given 

ext: domç1 -p p, we can take C to be ext(1 0 ) and given any X E JEI J, we 

have an object x: I -* 1 such that X ext(x) and hence there is cartesian 

morphism f : X ext(x) 
exx) 

 C, since x : x 1 0  is dom0 -cartesian and 

ext is a fibred functor. 

• We refer to C itself as the generic object and write Xx : I -+ 1 for the 

underlying morphismpf, so that X in the above situation. Notice 

that Xx  with this property need not be unique. 

A representable fibration dom0  : B/cl -p B has lç : Q -p Q as a strong generic 

object, as does any small fibration, as defined in §1.5 below. 

• If ip has a strong generic object, then it has a generic object: the inclusion 

J: li - p is essentially surjective. Thus, in elementary terms, having a 

strong generic object C means that for any object X of F 1  there is a unique 

Xx : I - 1 such that X (C) in E1. 

1.4.12. EXAMPLES. 

• Let B be an elementary topos. The subobject fibration z: Sub(B) -+ B has a 

strong generic object, namely the subobject classifier true: 1 -p f: for any 
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subobject rn : X' 	X there is a pullback 

X I  
—j 

M 	 true 

x 
Xx 

• For a category C, the family fibration f(c) has a generic object precisely 

when C has a small set of objects. In this case, the strong generic object is 

{x}1ci. 

The following result is standard. 

1.L13. PROPOSITION. Let ip be a discrete fibration. Let F2 : B' - Set its asso-

ciated presheaf. The following are equivalent 

p has a strong generic object. 

F2  is representable. 

E has a terminal object. 

Proof. (i) == (ii) is immediate. 

(ii) 4==> (iii) Since the fibres of E are discrete, every morphism in E is cartesian. 

Let C be the terminal object of E. pG is a representing object for F2 , since for 

any object X in EI, there is a unique cartesian morphism f : X -+ C, and hence a 

unique Xx = pf : I - pG such that X = X(G) = (F2X x )(G). Conversely, if F2  

is representable, 'y : F2  B(1f), -[1(1-)  is a terminal object in E. D 

1.5. Internal categories 

We end our preliminaries on fibrations by introducing the basic notions of internal 

categories, which give yet another way of dealing with variable categories. Al-

though internal categories make sense independently of fibrations, the description 

of some internal concepts is more conveniently expressed in the fibred setting. Be-

sides, it is possible to 'externalise' internal categories to obtain a fibration, and 
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every fibration can be internalised (under certain size conditions) within a presheaf 

topos, as we show below. Internal categories will not be used in this thesis, but 

they provide further insight into the way fibrations may arise. 

Throughout this subsection B is assumed to be a category with pullbacks. 

1.5.1. DEFINITION (Internal category, functor, natural transformation). 

An internal category C in B is given by the following data: 

• an object of objects Co  E 81; 

• an object of arrows C1  E 181; 

• domain and codomain morphisms 60 , 61  : C1  - Co  respectively; 

• an identity morphism i : Co  -+ C1  such that 

80 0 1  = 	= 	i 

• a composition morphism c: C2  -+ C1  satisfying 

where 

80 0 c = 80 0 7ro 	: C2  -* CO 

Si o c = 81 0 71 	 C2  -~ CO 

co(i x 1 1 ) = 7r 1 	 Co: 	x  C, 	C, 

	

1,80 	 1,8 

c 0 (1 c1  x i) = 	 : C1  X Co 	C1  
81,1 	 61,1 

co(c x 1 1 ) = co(lc1 	x c) :C3 —*C 1  

	

611ri,50 	 81111,80 

C2 	 Cl 	C3 	C1  
I  

	

7r0 	 80 	7r  0 	

1
80 

C1 	CO 	C2 	• CO 
Si 	 81 0 711 

An internal functor F between two internal categories C and C' consists of 

a pair of morphisms F0 : Co  - Co" and F1  : C1  -4 C' in B satisfying 

F0 o60  = 60oF1 
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F0 o451  = 6oF1  

F1 oi = i'oF0  

F1 oc = c'o(F1  x F1 ) 

81,60 

(iii) An internal natural transformation a : F --* G between internal functors is 

a morphism a: Co  --+C  such that 

CO  

a1 
\Go 

Co 	C, 1 	
C 

0 

(aoS0 ,G1 ) 
Cl  

(Fi ao6i )[ 

C2 	 , 	 c 
C 

The definitions above give the defining data for the 2-category Cat(B) of internal 

categories in B. Note that Cat(Set) = Cat, that is, an internal category in Set is 

simply a small category, the correspondence extending to internal functors and 

internal natural transformations. Next, we consider some structure pertinent to 

internal categories. 

Let B be cartesian closed. For C E Cat(13) and A E JBI we have an internal 
A 	A A A A.A A 	A category C = (C0  ,C1 	 , z , c ),since(-) : C -* C is a right adjornt, it pre- 

serves the relevant pullbacks in the definition of an internal category; it maps in-

ternal categories to internal categories. There is an obvious internal diagonal func-

tor Li : C - CA, given by the adjoint transposes of the projections ir : Ci  x A —p C 

(i = 0, 1). The following definition is taken from [Jac9la, §1.5, 1.5.4] 

1.5.2. DEFINITION. C admits internal ConsA-products (respectively sums) if 

C —* CA has an internal right (respectively left) adjoint. Internal ConsB-

products/sums are given by internal ConsA-products/sums for every A E I BI. 

Further structure, such as an internal category having finite products and 

exponents, an internal ccc, are expressed by rephrasing the definitions for ordinary 

categories; we just couch them in terms of the 2-category Cat(B) instead of Cat. 

Now we show how to obtain a fibration from an internal category by a process 

of externalisation. A fibration obtained in this way is called small. 
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1.5.3. DEFINITION (Externalisation). 

Given an internal category C E Cat()B), let E(C) be the category with objects 

(A, X), where A E II and X : A --4 CO3  and morphisms 

(u, f) : (A, X) - (B, Y) where u: A —p B in B and f: A —p C1  satisfying 

60  o f = X and 61  o f = Y o u. Composition and identities in E(C) are 

defined from those of B and the internal ones of C. The first projection 

[C]: (C) —p B is a split fibration, with cleavage given by composition. 

For F: C —+ D in Cat(B), [F] : E(C) -+ E(D) is given by 

(A,X)E-3. (A,F 0 oX) and (u,f) i—* (u,F1 of) 

• For ci: F-4 Gin Cat(B), [ci]: [F]-- [G] has components [cr](A,X) = ( 1,o ox). 

With the above definitions we get a 2-full and faithful 2-cells) externalisation 

2-functor [] : Cat(B) —* .7b(B). Such a functor gives a correspondence between 

internal and fibred 2-categorical concepts, such as those of adjunction and comonad 

for instance. 

Finally, we quote another standard result, [Jac9la, Proposition 1.4.8], which 

shows that a fibration can be turned into an internal category. 

1.5.4. PROPOSITION (Internalisation). Let ip be a split fibration, where B is loc-

ally small and all fibres are small. Then there is an internal category p in Set  B P  

and a change-of-base situation 

E H 
—j 

p 	 IN 
B 	Set 

where Y is the Yoneda embedding. H is full and faithful. Furthermore, p is a split 

fibred ccc iffp is an internal ccc. 

'I 

;- 
1 



Chapter 2 

Preliminaries on categorical logic 

This chapter continues the review of preliminary material. In this chapter we 

review the categorical interpretation of some type theories which we consider in 

subsequent chapters. Specifically, we review the interpretation of simply typed 

A-calculus and first-order intuitionistic logic in §2.1.1 and §2.1.2 respectively, since 

we will require them for the categorical account of logical predicates in §4. We 

also recall the interpretation of polymorphic A-calculi, used in §6, where we will 

consider indeterminate elements for the corresponding fibrations. 

In §2.2 we recall the definition of logical predicates for applicative structures. 

The latter are used to give a set-theoretic semantics simply typed A-calculus. 

In §2.3 we show two simple properties about reflective and coreflective categor-

ies, concerning cartesian closure. These are applied in §4.3 to analyse cartesian 

closed structure in some examples. 

2.1. Review of propositional and first-order categorical logic 

Categorical logic interprets logics in categories, providing a syntax-free descrip-

tion. We recall the basic facts. We review the interpretation of intuitionistic 

propositional calculus, whose proof-language is the simply typed A-calculus, and 

of first-order intuitionistic predicate logic. [LS86] is the basic reference for the 

former, while for the latter we follow Lawvere's approach [Law70,See83]. With 

52 
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regard to their categorical interpretation, the intuition is that propositions cor-

respond to objects, proofs or rather proof terms, to morphisms, and the logical 

connectives conjunction and implication to products and exponentials respectively. 

As for predicate logic, predicates are indexed propositions and hence objects of a 

fibred category. In this context, quantifiers are interpreted as adjoints to appro-

priate reindexing functors. Summing up, for the propositional calculus we need 

cartesian closed categories while for the predicate calculus we need fibrations with 

structure, called first-order hyperdoctrines as in [Pit9l]. 

We use a type theoretic formulation of these logics, according to the proposition-

as-types paradigm. We present them as type systems, giving the inference rules for 

the derivation of the corresponding judgements. In both systems, the disjunctive 

part, {v, ±}, is left out for simplicity. It can be handled dually to {A, T}, using 

binary coproducts + and an initial object 0. 

We also recall the categorical interpretation of polymorphic lambda calculi, 

following [Jac9la]. These calculi extend the simply typed one by allowing type 

variables. These variables index the types and terms in which they occur. A 

categorical setting to interpret these calculi is a fibration with structure. 

2.1.1. Intuitionistic propositional calculus - Simply typed A-calculus 

Within the proposition-as-types approach, propositions correspond to types. Proofs 

of a given proposition from a given set of hypotheses correspond to terms of the 

respective type, relative to a context corresponding to the hypotheses. 

The calculus has three kinds of judgements: 

PProp 	FF- t:P 	FI-t=t':P 

which respectively assert that P is a proposition, t is a proof-term of proposition 

P in context I' and that t and t' are equal terms of the same proposition, in 

the same context. A context is a finite assignment of propositions to variables 

[x 1  : P1 , ... , x, : P,j, where all the x 2 's are different. F in the judgements above 

provides types for the free variables occurring in the terms t and t'. We regard I- 
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as entailment: the P's are the assumptions and P is the conclusion of the sequent. 

The empty context is omitted from the lhs of F-. 

There are three groups of inference rules, corresponding to the three kinds of 

judgements above. The first group deals with the formation of propositions; it 

ensures that the set of propositions contains a 'true' proposition (unit type) and 

is closed under conjunction (binary product type constructor) and implication 

(arrow type constructor): 

P Prop Q Prop 
	

P Prop Q Prop 

	

TProp 	PxQProp 
	

Prop 

The second group deals with the formation of terms for structured propositions 

F H!r : T 

	

FF-t:P FF-t':Q 	FF-t:PxQ 	FHt:PxQ 

	

FF-(t,t') :PxQ 	 FF -irt:P 	FHir't:Q 

F,x:PHt:Q 	FHt:P — Q 17F-t':P 

	

FF Ax: P.t:P 	Q 	FI- tt':Q 

The third group deals with equality of terms of structured propositions 

FF1: T 

1 F t 	!p : 1 

FF-  t:PxQ 	 FFI:P FFt':Q 

FFt=(irt,ir't) :PxQ 	FF-ir(t,t') =t:P 

F,x:PFt:Q 	 FFt:P —. Q 

F,x:PF(Ax:P.t)x=t:Q FF(\x:P.tx)=t:P— Q 

FFI:P FFI':Q 

FF-ir'(t,t') =t':Q 

A judgement which can be obtained using the inference rules is called derivable. 

The interpretation of this system in a cartesian closed category C goes as follows: 
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Derivable judgement Interpretation in C 

P Prop M e id 

PFt:P t]J:ftF—ftP]1 

FHt=t':P t]i=t 1 ]1 

and I' = [x 1  : P1 ,.. -,X , : P,j is interpreted as ftF]J = [P1JJ x ... x E[PJ  We 

outline the interpretation of several inference rules: 

• The formation rules for propositions: 

T Prop -* 1( terminal object ) 

PxQ I,' { PJxi[QJi 

P — Q F-* 

• The formation rules for terms are interpreted using the horn-set isomorph-

isms of the relevant adjunctions, e.g. 

F I X: P H t: Q 
	

Ui x  i[PIIi W  I[Q}1 

FF- Ax: P.t:P---- Q 

where A: C(A x B, C) -Z C(A, B = C) is the isomorphism of the exponen-

tial adjunction. 

• The equalities between terms are seen to hold for their interpretations, us-

ing the pertinent adjunction laws. This means that the interpretation in a 

cartesian closed category C is sound with respect to the equational theory of 

the calculus. 

A few examples of cartesian closed categories occur in §4.3. 
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2.1.2. First-order intuitionistic predicate calculus 

In the previous calculus there were two main kinds of entities involved: proposi-

tions (or types) and terms. The language of the predicate calculus has three kinds 

of entities: types, predicates and terms. More specifically, we have the following 

kinds of judgements: the first three correspond to a many-sorted algebraic theory 

T 

Tlype 	OI- t:T 	®Ht=t':T 

where Type is closed under finite products, just like Prop in intuitionistic pro-

positional calculus. In addition, we have the following judgements, corresponding 

to an intuitionistic predicate logic over the given algebraic theory (predicates 

indexed propositions propositions relative to a context) 

OI- PProp ®IFHp:P  @IFHp=p':P 

F in the judgements above is a context of propositions [x 1  : P1,... , x, : P,j, 

each one relative to context 0, i.e. 0 I- F, Prop. Thus for a type A, if 

{x : A] H P Prop then P is simply a predicate with a (potentially) free variable 

of type A. Sometimes we write P(x) to emphasise the dependence of P on x. 

P[x := t], sometimes written P(t), denotes the substitution of the term t by x in 

P. 

The inference rules come in three groups. The first group deals with the al-

gebraic theory T; the rules assert that the class of types is closed under finite 

products and provide the corresponding pairing and projection operations with 

their associated equations, as done for simply typed ,\-calculus. Thus, a function 

symbol f with arity T1 ,. ..,T,T is a term [x 1  : T1 ,...,x : T H f : T]. We may 

write f(x 1 ,. . . , x) for f to emphasise the dependence on the free variables. The 

second group of rules deals with predicates and proofs relative to a context. They 

form an intuitionistic propositional calculus and thus we have the same rules as 

in §2.1.1 with a type context 0 I prefixed everywhere, e.g. 

0 1 F,x : P Hp: Q 

0 1 P H Ax : P.p: P '  Q 
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OFHp:P 	Q 	&IFF-p':P 

F F- pp' : Q 

The third group accounts for the interaction between the theory T and the pre-

dicates. This involves substitution and quantification. For substitution we have 

®F-t:T [x:T]F-P Prop 

® F- P[x := t] Prop 

plus rules which express the fact that substitution preserves the propositional 

connectives and proofs. The formation rules for quantified predicates are 

®,x:TI-PProp 	®,x:TF- PProp 

E) I- Vx : T. P Prop 	E) F- 3x : T. P Prop 

The rules handling proofs of such quantified predicates are easily given in 'adjoint' 

style: we have the following bidirectional rules 

x : T I F I- p: P 

F F- Ax : T.p: Vx : T. P 

x: T 10, h: P F- p: Q 

®I®,h': 3x : T.PF-p[(x,h) := h'] : Q 

The rule for I uses a pseudo-substitution notation for the elimination which should 

not be confused with the usual one for substitution of terms for variables. The 

associated equations between proof-terms of quantified formulae are such that the 

above rules yield bijections between the corresponding sets of proof-terms. 

For the categorical interpretation of this calculus we need a category B with 

finite products to interpret T (types objects, terms morphisms), in the same 

way as with simply typed A-calculus in a cartesian closed category. As for predic-

ates, for each context 0, which corresponds to an object A of B, we need a cartesian 

closed category HA to interpret predicates (0 F- P Prop) and proofs (0 I F F- p: P) 

in such context as objects and morphisms respectively, as in §2.1.1. Further-

more, we need for every term in T, corresponding to a morphism t : C - D in 

B, a substitution functor t : HD - HC  which preserves the cartesian closed struc-

ture. Finally, the 'adjoint' style formulation of the rules for V and I suggest that 

quantifiers must be interpreted by functors adjoint to substitution along projec-

tions. If 0, x : T F- P Prop, 0 F- Vx : T. P is interpreted as Hx(I[ P  fl. Here 
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A,[T] 
H 117' : HAXT] -4  HA. Dually ® I- 3x : T. P is interpreted as ET(P), with 

ET  H A,ITl 
As we mentioned in Example 1.4.6.(iii), the interaction between sub-

stitution and quantification imply that such right and left adjoints have to satisfy 

Beck-Chevalley conditions. Hence, universal and existential quantifiers corespond 

to Cons8-products and sums respectively. 

The substitution functors give rise then to a B-indexed category, which we can 

turn into a fibration over B as shown in §1.3. To sum up, the structure needed to 

interpret first-order intuitionistic predicate calculus, or rather, the fragment of it 

we have presented, is the following 

2.1.1. DEFINITION. A first-order hyperdoctrine is a fibred-ccc p: H -~ B, where B 

has finite products, which has Cons-products and sums. 

This definition is a fibred reformulation of Lawvere's hyperdoctrines [Law70], 

tailored to model first-order rather than higher-order predicate calculus. 

2.1.2. EXAMPLE (Classical set-theoretic models). We have seen in Examples 

,1.4.3.(iii) and 1.4.6.(iii) that the fibration z : Sub(Set) -+ Set is a first-order hyper-

doctrine. The interpretation of first-order intuitionistic logic in it is the classical 

one: types are sets, terms are functions, predicates are subsets, and connectives 

and quantifiers have their usual set-theoretic meaning. 

Further examples occur in §4.3. 

A thorough account of higher-order constructive predicate logic in terms of 

fibrations is in [Pav90]. 

2.1.3. Polymorphic lambda calculi 

We review the categorical interpretation of impredicative polymorphic lambda 

calculi. These calculi generalise the simply typed one by allowing type variables. In 

addition, type variables may be quantified. They provide a basis for polymorphic 

programming languages, like ML [MTH90]. We recall three systems: A—*, .\2 and 
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In these calculi there three sorts of entities: kinds ic, types r and terms 

t. There is a distinguished kind 92 which classifies types. Types in turn classify 

terms, as in simply typed )¼-calculus. There are two levels of contexts: 8' = [X1  

• , X,, : #c,] for kind variables and F = [x 1  : r1 ,.. . , x, : T] for term variables. 

The judgements are 

,c Kind 	OF- T:,c 	8'IFF- t:r 

	

I 	 I ®F- T=T :ic ®IF F-  t=t : 

In 8' I F I- ..., the types in F must be defined with respect to 0, i.e. if x 2 : r is 

in F, then B F- r, : Q. Instead of giving the whole set of rules for the calculi, we 

mention their salient features and illustrate them with representative instances of 

the rules. A detailed presentation is in [PDM89,Jac9la]. 

1 is the only kind. The judgements 0 I- 'r : f and B I- T = r' : Il, which 

introduce types and equate them respectively, correspond to a single-sorted 

algebraic theory. Q is closed under finite products and exponentials, like 

Prop in 2.1.1. F- T : Q are (given) closed types. For instance, we have the 

following derivable judgement 

X:1l,Y:1F-X—Y:1l 

for type variables X and Y. 

For every kind context 0, judgements 8' 1 F F- t : r and 0 1 F F- t = t' : T 

correspond to a simply typed X-calculus, with the type variables declared in 

0 among the types, in addition to the closed types, e.g. 

X :Q y : X, x : X F- x : X 

X : tly : X F- Ax : X.x : X 

There is a substitution of types for type variables in both types and term, 

Z. C. 

B F- T:f 	X:1x:XF-t:T' 

OIx:rF-  t[X := T]:T[X := T] 

A term X : Q I F F- t : T is polymorphic, since it can instantiated at every 

type F- 'r : 92. 
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)¼2: Also known as system F [Gir86]. It extends .X— by allowing quantification on 

types: 
e,x : Il I- r : Il 

OHHX:ftr:l 

where it is implicit that X does not occur free in the types of F. At the term 

level, there is type abstraction: 

IF I- t : 

EiIFFAX:ftt:IIX:ftr 

The term AX : Q. t is explicitly polymorphic: it can be applied to (instanti-

ated at) different types, e.g. 

OIFF- AX:  1.t:HX:ftX—X 	01- 7- :1l 

o F F- (AX : ft t(T —4 7- )) ( AX : Q. t(r)): r —f 

There are 8 and i rules for type abstraction and application. 

)w: Extends )2 by closing Kind under finite products and exponentials. So, kinds 

and kind terms 0 I- r : r, (which include the types) form a simply typed .\-

calculus, e.g. 
0,X: ,c F- T : 

0 F- )X : r,. 'r : c  

Now, Il is closed under quantification over all kinds: 

0,X: r, F- r : Il 

and there is kind abstraction and application for terms, with /3,i rules. 

See [PDM89] for programming examples in the above calculi. These calculi 

are also logical systems: just as simply typed )-calculus is the proof language 

of intuitionistic propositional logic, )2 and Aw are the proof languages of second 

and higher-order intuitionistic propositional logic [Gir86]. Il is then the kind of 

propositions, closed under impredicative quantification. 

Categorically, the above calculi are interpreted in fibrations with structure. 

We follow [Jac9la, §3.3.21. The idea is that kinds ic correspond to objects 1 id] 

in the base category of a fibration 1p . B has a distinguished object Il, which 

interprets the kind Il, and has finite products. Types and terms in context 0 = 
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[X1  : ,c,.. , X. : #c,j correspond to objects and morphisms respectively of a 

cartesian closed category E 0 1. This ccc is the fibre of p over the object E[011 = 
x . . . x J r. ,, ]. The type X Il I- X : f is generic, in the sense that every type 

e I- 'r : D is obtained from it by substitution. Hence X : Q F- X : 1 must be an 

object C in E, which is a generic object for p, as in Definition 1.4.10. Thus, every 

type 0 I- r : Il determines a 'classifying' morphism FT 1: I[ 011 —* 1 in B such that 

FT1(G) in E01. The reindexing functor FT1* :ED  —+ E01 performs type 

substitution in the types X : 1 I- r : Q and terms X : n I F H t : r, which have a 

type variable X. So, reindexing functors preserve cartesian closed structure. Type 

quantification 0,X : ic F- r : Q i— 0 F- HX : c.T : Q is interpreted by a functor 

II : —* E 0 1 such that I- II. Type abstraction and application are 

then interpreted using the hom-set isomorphisms of this adjunction, analogously to 

exponentials in simply typed )-calculus. For a proper interaction of quantification 

and substitution, the functors II must satisfy the Beck-Chevalley condition. 

2.1.3. DEFINITION. 

A )—*-fibration is a fibred-ccc ip with a generic object C and B has finite 

products. 

A A2-fibration is a )r-*-fibration with Cons 0-products, where 1 = pG. 

A ,\w-fibration is a )--fibration, with B cartesian closed and which has 

Cons8-products. 

2.1.4. EXAMPLE. Let C be a small cartesian closed category. 

• f(c) : Fam(C) —p Set is a )¼-+-fibration. The cartesian closed structure in 

every fibre is given pointwise. Closed types correspond to objects of 

(Fam(C)){}  C and f = CI and T = {X}XEICI. 

• If C is complete, f(c) is a Aw-fibration, see Example 1.4.6.(i). By an argu-

ment of Freyd [Mac7l, §V.2, Proposition 3] C must be a preorder. Hence 

every 'type' has at most one element. Remarkably, there are internal cat-

egories in realisability toposes which are not preorders [Hy189,Pho92]. 
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2.2. Logical predicates over applicative structures 

The material in this section is from [Mit90]. Applicative structures - satisfying 

some conditions - provide a general notion of set-theoretic model for a simply 

typed A-calculus. Let E be an algebraic signature providing basic types and terms 

for simply typed A-calculus. 

2.2.1. DEFINITION. A typed applicative structure A for signature E is a tuple 

({A}, {APPaT }, Const) 

of families of sets and functions indexed by type expressions o-, r over the type-

constants from E, such that 

• Aa  is a set. 

• App is a set-theoretic map App, ,, : 	—+ ( A 	A T ). 

• Const is a mapping from term constants of E to elements of the appropriate 

A c 's, ie. Const(c) e A for every c: a in E. 

If we want to consider x-types, we may add an explicit interpretation for them, 

or simply assume they are interpreted as the cartesian product of the carriers of 

the corresponding types. An applicative structure is extensional if it satisfies the 

condition 

Vf,g E AUT . (Vd E A, - App, fd = App,Tgd) = f = g 

An environment model is an extensional applicative structure which can inter-

pret all the terms of A-calculus over E according to the obvious meaning function 

defined by structural induction on terms. Specifically, given a context F, an en-

vironment 77 for it assigns to every x : a in F an element of A. Let p be an 

A-environment - a mapping of variables to elements of the Ac's - and F a typing 

context F - a finite mapping of variables to type expressions over E. Define 

p I' =A  vx : a E F.p(x) E A0. 
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If p = F, A[ F I- t: a I  denotes the A-value, in A, of the term t of type a in 

environment p. The interpretation of a lambda abstraction 

DI F- )x : a. t : a —* 'r 

is the unique f E 	such that 

Va e A. Appfa = l[, x : a F- t: rp[a/x] 

where p[a/x] is the environment 77 extended by the assignment x i—  a. The 

environment model condition requires the existence of such f, whose uniqueness 

is guaranteed by extensionality. When A. = A we refer to the model 

as a full type hierarchy; the environment model condition is satisfied in this case. 

2.2.2. REMARK. There is a relation between environment models for simply typed 

)-calculus and cartesian closed categories. For simplicity of presentation, we 

identify a type a with the object which interprets it in a ccc, as in §2.1.1 

• A ccc C gives rise to an applicative structure A: A c,. = c(1, a), App,. = 

C(1, eva,r o (_, )) : C(1, a = 'r) x C(1, a) —+ C(1, r), with the interpretations 

of constants as given for C, e.g. a constant c : a is interpreted in C as a morph-

ism c: 1 —+ a E A r,.. This structure is extensional when C(1, -) : C —* Set is 

faithful. The environment model condition is satisfied because, given an en-

vironment p, the interpretation AftF F- t : a}p is obtained from that in C as 

[F F- t : a]] o Pr'•  Here, for F = 1x 1  : 71,. . . , x,.,, : rn], Pr E c(1, T1 X ... T,) is 

obtained by tupling the p(xj. 

• An environment model A, which interprets x-types, generates a cartesian 

closed category C as follows: its objects are the types a and 

C(cr,r) = If : A. — A E SetIt.x : a F- t : r and f(a) = I[x: a F- t: r]][a/x]} 

That is, we consider only those functions definable by terms of the calculus. 

The cartesian closed structure is easily obtained using the operations of the 

calculus on the terms defining the morphisms. The restriction to definable 

functions is not necessary for full type hierarchies, which are sub-ccc's of Set. 
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Full details of the above relationship between the two notions of models for simply 

typed \-calculus and generalisations to weaker calculi are given in [Mar92]. See 

also [Jac9lb], where this relationship is extended to second-order )-calculus. 

We now recall the definition of a logical predicate over an applicative structure, 

as given in [Mit90]. 

2.2.3. DEFINITION. Let A = ({A}, {App} , Const) be an applicative structure 

for signature E. A logical predicate P = {P } over A is a family of predicates 

indexed by type expressions over E such that 

• PT  C A, 

• P+(f) iffVx E A.P(x) = PT (App C,T fx) 

• P(Const(c)) for every constant c: o in E. 

If we consider x-types, we should add the following condition: 

Vz E A0, X . 	T(z) if P,(7r(z)) A P (7r '  ,, (z)) 
or 

where 7r0. : A,,r  Xr —+ A, ir : A T  —+ A. denote the corresponding projections 

for the x-type. 

The notion of n-ary logical relation over n applicative structures corresponds 

then to a logical predicate over the product of the structures, which is again an ap-

plicative structure with the evident componentwise operations and interpretations 

of constants. 

For an A-environment p and a logical predicate P over A, we define 

P(p) = Vx : a E dom(p) . P(p(x)) 

On the presence of x-types, if dom(p) = X1 : 'r1 ,. . . , x, : r,, P(p) amounts to 
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2.2.$. LEMMA (Basic Lemma, for models). Let A be an environment model for 

and P be a logical predicate over A. For all A-environments p and E-typing 

contexts F 

2(p) == P(AI' I- t : ci]p) 

for every term F F- I : o•. 

For a closed term F- I : o, the above lemma implies that P, (t) holds. The Basic 

Lemma is the fundamental property of logical predicates, which makes them a 

useful technical tool in proving properties about terms of simply typed )-calculus. 

Given a property Q on terms, e.g. Q(t) = t is strongly normalising, if we want to 

prove that it holds for every term, we just have to find suitable logical predicate 

P which entails Q; the desired result follows then from the Basic Lemma. 

This situation is similar to the usual method of proving properties about the 

natural numbers by induction, where we must find a suitable inductive property 

which entails the desired one. For a precise analogy between logical predicates 

and induction, see §4.2 and §4.5. 

Several applications of logical predicates are in [Mit90], including the following 

ones: 

• extensional collapse of an applicative structure by a logical partial equival-

ence relation, i. e; symmetric and transitive on every type, which yields an 

extensional applicative structure. 

• proofs of normalisation and confluence properties for )¼-calculus, 

• representation independence results for simply typed programming languages, 

stating that programs do not depend on the way data types are represen-

ted but only on the behaviour of data types with respect to the operations 

provided. This is formulated by requiring that if two interpretations A and if 

of the language are related in a 'certain way', then the meanings AE[ F- p: o 

and BftF- p : oj of a program, i.e. a closed term, Hp: a are also related in 

the same 'certain way'. The precise way in which the interpretations must 
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be related is via logical relations, which guarantee the desired property by 

the Basic Lemma. 

2.3. Reflective and coreflective cartesian closed categories 

We conclude our prelimary material with two propositions which allow to infer 

cartesian closed structure for reflective and coreflective categories. We will apply 

these propositions in §4.3 to infer the cartesian closure of some categories in the 

context of logical predicates. 

2.3.1. PRoposiTioN. Given a coreflection of categories with finite products 

G 
C ' 	T 	,• D 

J 

where J is a full and faithful finite-product preserving functor, if D is cartesian 

closed, so is C. 

Proof. For X, Y E I CI, let 

X=Y = G(JX=JY) 

where we use superscripts to differentiate between exponentials in C and D. Then, 

c(Z,X ==>C  Y) 	c(Z,G(JX D  JY)) 

D(JZ, ix ==> D JY) 

D(JZx 0  ix, JY) 

D(J(Z X
C  X), JY) 

since J preserves products 

c(Z x CX ) Y) 

since J is full and faithful. 

F07 

2.3.2. PROPOSITION. Let 
L 

C 	 D 
J 
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be a reflection, i.e. J is full and faithful, with 	0J x JOP)  a natural isomorph- 

ism. If 0 is cartesian closed, so is C. 

Proof. Let X ' Y L(JX ==>D JY). For a brief argument, observe 

J(X C  Y) = JL(JX ,D  JY) 

JX=JY 

where the isomorphism is obtained using (=D  °J x J0" )(x,Y).  This is the hy- 

pothesis of Lemma 4 of [Ehr89], which yields the desired conclusion. A direct 

calculation is just as simple and we leave it to the reader. 	 0 

2.3.3. REMARK. The hypothesis of Proposition 3.3.10 means that the reflection 

does not affect exponential objects of the form - J Y. Indeed we could extend 

the above proposition to show that C is an exponential ideal of 0, meaning that 

for objects X, Y e IDI if Y is in C, so is X = D Y. This applies to categories of 

sets with structure, where the structure on exponentials is given pointwise. 



Chapter 3 

Fibred adjunctions and change of 

base 

In this chapter we examine the relationship between change-of-base and fibred 

adjunctioris. The main result, Theorem 3.2.3, shows that by performing change-of-

base along a left adjoint functor we can factorise a fibred adjunction into a standard 

adjunction in Cat and a vertical fibred adjunction. Such a factorisation has two 

immediate important corollaries: Corollary 3.3.6, which characterises fibred limits 

for a fibration in terms of limits for its total and base categories and Corollary 

3.3.10, which proves the cartesian closed property of the total category of a fibred-

ccc with products. This second corollary will be applied in §4.2 to give a category-

theoretic account of logical predicates for the simply typed A-calculus. A further 

important application of Theorem 3.2.3 occurs in §5, in the construction of the 

Kleisli fibration of a comonad in .ib. 

In order to prove the abovementioned result we present in the first section 

several properties of change-of-base, which essentially rephrase the elementary 

formulation of cartesian morphisms in terms of 2-cells. These properties allow 

us to deal with adjunctions in an algebraic way, using the 2-categorical definition 

1.1.3. Not only does this give an elegant proof but it also shows that the argument 

can be carried over to fibred 2-categories. See §7 for further considerations on this 

topic. 

LII 
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3.1. Change-of-base and 2-categorical structure 

In this section we collect together some 2-categorical aspects of the change-of-

base construction. First, there is a change-of-base 2-functor induced by a [Jac9la, 

Lemma 1.1.7]. 

8.1.1. LEMMA. Every functor K: B - P induces a change-of-base 2-functor 

.Fzb(P) -+ .lib(B), which preserves finite products. 

K' (F) 
K*(E) 	4 K*( o.) 	K*(D) 

Kq) 

1K 

I P/ ZZ F \q 

E 	 D 

G 

This 2-functor restricts to K* : . ib5 () -+ 

The following lemma expresses the cartesian-lifting property of fibrations in 

terms of 2-cells (i.e. natural transformations). The first item is [Jac9la, Lemma 

1.1.8]. 

8.1.2. LEMMA. 

(i) Given jq and a natural transformation (a : K --* L) : B -* P. There is B-
A 

fibred 1-cell (a) q  : L*(q) , J*(q) and a 2-cell a : q*(K) o (a)q 	q*(L) 
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L* (D 

B 

q*(L) 

a 

(0 

K,,/ 

or 
K 

WE 

rAJ 

such that (at 
 I  a) : (q*(K) o (a), K) = (q*(L), L)  L*(q) - q is a fibred 2-cell and 

has cartesian components. 
E 	B (ii) Given jp and jq, a natural transformation or : K 4 L : 0 -+ A and two 

	

1-cells (k, K), (L, L) p 	q in Cat, change-of-base induces a one-to-one cor- 

respondence between vertical 2-cells (that is, 2-cells in Cat/B) 

and 2-cells (&, a) : (K, K) = (L, L) : p -+ q. 

(q) 

/// \q * (K 

p 	JLÔ (a) 
	

La' 	q 

lq*(L) 

L*( q ) 

Proof. During the proof we omit the subscripts q  to simplify notation. 

(i) For X E L*(D)I, a is the unique morphism f such that q*(L)f = 

*(,)X (q*(L)X) and (a) qX is the unique object Y of K*(D)  such that q*(K)Y = 

a L * (q)x (q(L)X); the morphism part of (a) q  is similarly determined by the uni-

versal property of cartesian morphisms. (a) preserves cartesian morphisms by 

Proposition 1.2.3. 
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(ii) By (i), we get a': q*(K) o () . q*(J4 So, given ô: k ==> (cr) a I,, we get 

&: K = L over a by composition: 

& = cTL 0 q*(K)o. 

Conversely, given 6: K 	L, we get 6: K = ( CT) o L as follows: a' is cartesian 

over o and therefore, for X E IEI we have 

q*(K)kX 

q*(K)(o,)LX , q*(L)iiX 
° Lx 

KpX 

1KX\ 

OIPX 
	

7 

KpX 	'LpX 
o.px 

kx - (a)LX is the unique morphism in K*(D)  such that 

q*(Jfl. 	
= 

= ipx 

obtained using the 2-dimensional property of pullbacks in Cat, see §1.1. Naturality 

of ô follows readily from the universality of cartesian liftings. The constructions 

of & and & are mutually inverse. 	 0 

We say that & above is obtained by factoring & through a. We call the 2-cell 

(a', a) in (i) a cartesian fibred 2-cell. The notation 6, (a)q  and a will be used in 

the remaining of the thesis. 

3.1.3. REMARK. Statement (i) above asserts the existence of a cartesian lifting for 

natural transformations. (ii) asserts its universal property. 
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Using Lemma 3.1.2 we obtain the following condition for a functor F : p -~ q 

in Cat/B,p,q fibrations over B, to be a B-fibred 1-cell. First we need an auxiliary 

definition. 

3.1.4. DEFINITION. Given fibrations p: E -p B and q: B -+ B, F : p - q and a nat-

ural transformation a : K--* H : A - 3, let (a): H*(p) - K*(p) and 

cr, : p*(K) o (a) =. p*(H) be the fibred 1-cell and 2-cell obtained by applying 

Lemma 3.1.2.(i) to a and p. Similarly, let (a)q  : H*(q) K*(q) and 

or : q*(K) o (a)q = q*(H) be the corresponding ones for a with q. Then, con-

sidering 

For' : q*(K) a  K*(F)  o (o), 	F a *(H)( q*(H) a  H*(F)) 

we have a 2-cell 

(Fo, a) : (q*(K) o  J*(F)  o (a)K) . ( q*(H) a  H*(F),  H) 

in Cat, which induces by Lemma 3.1.2.(ii) a vertical 1-cell 

K*(F) o (a) = (a) o H*(F) 
or 

OF is the canonical comparison 2-cell. 

From the proof of Lemma 3.1.2.(ii), the component at an object (I, X) E 

j x El of the canonical comparison 2-cell OF is the canonical morphism 
H,p 

(I, Fa'(X)) -p (I, *(FX))  in Pi x E, induced by the cartesian morphism 
K,q 

r*(FX) 
-* FX. Hence, F preserves cartesian morphisms precisely 

when every component of OF  is an isomorphism, as stated in the following pro-

position. 

3.1.5. PRoposiTioN. Given 'p, q  F: p -+ q in Cat/B, F is a B-fibred 1-cell (i.e. 

preserves cartesian morphisms) if for every natural transformation 

a: K --* II: A - 3 (for arbitrary A), the canonical comparison 2-cell ç60.
F  is an 

F 
isomorphism.  Further, F preserves cleavages (strictly) if q  is the identity. 
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3.1.1. Algebra of fibred 2-cells 

In this section we state some equational laws for fibred 2-cells. They follow from 

the universal property of cartesian 2-cells, as stated in Lemma 3.1.2. These laws 

will be used in §3.2 to prove properties about adjunctions in .Tib and in §5.4.2, 

where we present Kleisli fibrations for comonads in fib. 

Given functors K : —p 3 and H: B —* C, we have by Lemma 3.1.1 2-functors 

K* o  H* : Pi,b(c) —* Tzb(P) and (HK)* : 1Th(c) —* .Tib(P), given by pullbacks. Since 

the composite of two pullbacks squares is again a pullback, by Corollary 1.2.4, there 

is a 2-natural isomorphism 19K , H : K* o  H* = (HK)*. Further, we assume that 

= 	We thus have a normalised cleavage for the fibration cod: Fib —f Cat. 

These t9's satisfy coherence conditions as for the 6's in Definition 1.3.1. 

The following two propositions summarise the algebraic laws concerning fibred 

2-cells. They essentially give an 'external' formulation of the elementary prop-

erties of cartesian and vertical morphisms of a fibred category. They reflect a 

2-dimensional aspect of the fibration cod: Fib — Cat. They can be verified using 

the elementary definition of the natural transformations involved and universal-

ity of cartesian morphisms. An equivalent and simpler way to prove them is by 

'pasting' of 2-cells and Lemma 3.1.2.(ii). We prove one of them, Lemma 3.1.10, 

for illustration. 

3.1.6. LEMMA. Consider the following data 

1 	F 

qj 	P 	P 

I 

Hj/ 

J 

F = G : p — p' in Fzb(13) and (&, a) : (H, H) = (f, J) : q — p in .Jib. 

F=qJoH*(F)& 
Ce 

(a) 0 
J* ( 	, F ) o 	= G 

0 H*Q5,) 0 
a 	a 
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3.1.7. LEMMA. Consider the following data 

.L 	f 	Ic! 

pI 

	

r 	q 	K 	Is 
H 

J 4a L 'A_:tE 	
M 

K 

i.e. fibrations r,q,p,.s, fibred 1-cells (L, L) : r -* q, (H,H),(J,J),(k,K) : q —+p 

and (II, M) : p -* s and fibred 2-cells (a, a) : (H, H) = (I, J) and 

($,/3) : (f, J) = (k, K). 

I 	I 

	

N (8 a) = /3 o a 	p*(H)(sP)_l 
P 	p 	p 	 ce 

8c,p0 (a)3oc 

&L=L*(&)L 

Mà=JoH*(M)& 

E E' 3.1.8. LEMMA. Given jp, jq and D--.- _ a B—-.-C 
C B 

(Ka) 1,, 

(Ka)' 

(aL) q  

(aL)' 

= 9H,K(p)(a)K*(P)JK(p) 

= *(K)! 19() 

= L , H(q)L((a) q )9 J(q) 
' 	"I / 	* = (a) (J (q))*(L)l(q) 

q 	 LJ 

Since the objects of Fib are fibrations, their cartesian lifting property determ-

ines vertical comparison 2-cells, as given by Lemma 3.1.2.(ii) . In detail, for 1P, 

• given a functor F : P —p B, p induces a 2-cell -y: lF*(p) = (1F)P , whose com-

ponent at an object (1, X) E I % x E I is (1,y : X —p 1(X)), induced by 
F,p 

H 

• given 2-cells P 	B
'  p induces a 2-cell S' : (a) o (/3) 	(/3 o a, whose K13   

component at (I, X) E I A x E  is (1k,bci'fli:  a(/3(X)) -+ (0k ° 
K,p 

induced by #I  o a1(X). 
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y's and S's are uniquely characterised by the following properties: 

• (1 F) o p*(F)-Ip = 1p(F) 

/ 	* 	
8 p 
	F • (i3 o a) op (H) c  = 

These 2-cells satisfy the coherence conditions of Definition 1.3.1. When the 'y's are 

identities, we have a normalised cleavage for p. If additionally the S's are identities, 

we a have a splitting. The comparison 2-cells are preserved by change-of-base, as 

stated in the following lemma. 

H 
3.1.9. LEMMA. Given TP and C-1—.PJU:B 

' B 	 KI.kø 

• 	 = YHLL,H(P) 

•L,H(P)L(Sp) = 6
L ,I3Lt9 L,K(P) 

The comparison 2-cells are also preserved by fibred functors, as follows: 

H 
3.1.10. LEMMA. Given a B-fibred 1-cell F: p - q and 2-cells / 	B 

K11 

S 

H*( 

 (p) 

H* (F) 
H* (q) 

lH) 	 j(1H) q  

H 
H* (F) 	

*(q) 
 

H*(F) 	
H*(c,) H* (p) 

= 	1HS(p)! 	
1H*(q)(1H) 

H*(p) 	 H (q) H*(F) 

i.e. OF  o H*(F) 	= .y?H*(F) 

K* (F) 
K* (q) 

6oa) 
(/90 a) 

H* (F)  
H*  (q) 

K* (p) 
K*(F) 

K*(q) 

Ong (/3)S 

J*(p) J*(F) 
. J (q)I(ao/3) 

(a)[ (a) 

H* (p) 
F H*() t 

H (q) 

S 

K* (p) 

(/3) P 

J (p) 

(a) 

J1*(p) 
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• 	F HF8J 	q K*(F)o 	F F 
•• 	*() 	= 

00 
° 	

cy, 	c,p 	
a () q q 13  0 q(/3)q 

Proof. We prove the second statement 

composed with (8  o 

We show both 2-cells are equal when 

(@ o a)K*(F)  o  q*(H)(q,F  o  H*(F)83) 

= W o 	0 q*(H)H*(F)SP 

, 	F = fioc(fi) 
p 	p 	p 

= 	K*(F) o q*(J)çF ocVJ*(F)(/9) po q*(H)F(/3)
01  

K*(F) 0 ( I3) q K*(F) o  q*(H)((a) F 

= 	
F q* (H)( 	K*(F) (a)q q F 

  oç F  (3))3 	)q 	 3  

using the defining properties of the S and 0 isomorphisms. The result follows by 

Lemma 3.1.2. (ii). 	 0 

3.2. Lifting and factorisation of adjunctions 

We now have enough machinery to study the interaction between change-of-base 

and fibred adjunctions. The following lemma establishes one important aspect of 

the change-of-base 2-functors with respect to adjunctions between the base cat-

egories. We present two proofs for it to illustrate the difference between an intrinsic 

yet elementary reasoning, 'looking inside the categories' and a 2-categorical one, 

using the algebraic laws for fibred 2-cells in 3.1.1. The latter is more involved, but 

shows the argument in its natural context. In the proofs we will assume without 

lost of generality that the chosen cleavages are normalised. 

3.2.1. LEMMA. Given ip and an adjunction F -I C: B —* P via r, e, change-of- 

base along F yields a cartesian fibred adjunction 

q*(F) 
F*(E) j 

C 

F*(q) 	 q 

F 

I 	B 

C 
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First Proof. Let X be an object of E 1  We must show there is a cofree object for 

(I,X) with respect to F', i.e. terminal in the comma category F' j. (I,X). It 

is (I, X) = (GI, 4(X)) E IF*(E)GI I with counit component (X) : 4(X) X 

in F*(E).  Here 7  is any cartesian morphism over e 1- with codomain X. As for 

universality, let (J, Y) e IF*)(E)I  and f : Y -* X in E. By universality of e 1  there 

exists a unique f': J -f GI such that ç o Ff' = qf. 7(X) is cartesian and 

hence there is a unique h : Y -* 4(X) with (X) o h = f and thus a unique 

(f', h) : (J, Y) -+ (GI, 4(X)) with the required property, as shown in the diagram 

below 

(X) 	4(X) €1(X) 

	

(f', h) . . 	

h / 
(J,Y) 	Y 

over 
CI 

CI 	FGI 
A 

" 	F Il /  
J 	FJ 

The construction given above is such that the counit of q*(F)  -i 	is cartesian 

over that of F -I C, as required for a cartesian fibred adjunction. We could 

verify directly that the resulting functor 	preserves cartesian morphisms, but 

this follows from Lemma 3.3.3.(ii) below. 

Second Proof. We use the following abbreviations 

I * 
q = q (F), F' = q*(F) , 	= (qF)*(G) 

We have 
11 q 

()q 

(FG)*(q yl (FG) 

The right adjoint C is G" o 0 -1  (q) o (C) q  : q - F*(q), with counit T= 

'q, since F' o G" o t9(q) = q*(FG) by universality of pullbacks. The 
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unit is = ( 7 	 The unit has the appropriate domain, that of 

and codomam (q) (GF)9(q)(eF)q  = GF using Lemma 3.1.8.(m) and GFF 

coherence conditions on V's. The triangular laws are obtained as follows: 

• F' o F'iJ = 'F' because TP = (EF)'q  : q*(FGF)(EF)q = '
F' by Lemma 

3.1.8.(iv) and F'7J = (Fli)'q (CF)q  o F'8 CF  by Lemma 3.1.8.(ii). The res-

ult follows by Lemma 3.1.7.(i) and the adjunction laws for F H C. 

• To show 	= 1 it suffices to show F'(o) = 1F'G and q'(oi) = 

1G(FG)*(q ), by the universal property of pullbacks. The latter is trivial. For 

the former 
i q t7iC = (FCe)( e) qq*(FCFG)(6 	o 8CFG,) 

using Lemmas 3.1.6.(i) and 3.1.8.(iv), and coherence for V's, 

q' 	= (Fi1G)(eFG)q (e) q  o q*(FG)((FiG) (8_l 
0 SFG€ , € ) 

using Lemmas 3.1.8.(iv), 3.1.6.(ii) and 3.1.2.(ii). The result follows using 

the interchange law, cancelling opposite isomorphisms, and applying Lemma 

3.1.7.(i) and the adjunction laws for F H G. 

E 

Theorem 3.2.3 below characterises fibred left adjoints in terms of vertical fibred 

ones or, more precisely, adjunctions in Fib in terms of adjunctions in 9ib(_) and 

Cat. For a concise statement, we introduce the following auxiliary definition 

3.2.2. DEFINITION. For a 2-category K, let KI adj be the sub-2-category of ,AC, with 

the same objects and 2-cells but with only those 1-cells f : A —+ B which have a 

right adjoint f H g. Since the composite of two such 1-cells has a right adjoint, 

namely the composite of the given right adjoints, Kl adj is indeed a sub-2-category. 

Similarly, we have K radj with morphisms those 1-cells which have a left adjoint. 

3.2.3. THEOREM. cod: Fibjadj  " Cat aoj is a subfibration of cod: Fib - Cat. In 

more detail, given p, ?q, F H G : P -4 B via i, e and afibred 1-cell (F, F) : p -* q 
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as shown below 
ra 

E 

P q 

F 
B 

let F : p -* F*(q) in Yzb(B) be the unique mediating functor in 

E 

F*(D) 	 D 

\F* (q)  

B 
F 

Then, the following are equivalent 

3G: D -+ E.F H G (in Cat) s. t. (F, F) -1 ((,G) : q —p(in Fib). 

G: F*(q) -+ p.F H G(in Fib(l3)). 

Proof. (ii) = (i)- This implication means that it is possible to define a 'global' 

fibred right adjoint G given a vertical one G and a base one G. This is achieved 

by composition of adjoints. 

By Lemma 3.2.1, we get a fibred right adjoint to F', F' -10 :  q - F* (q) via 

, ë, and therefore G = Co C is a right adjoint to F. It only remains to verify that 

the unit = GF o 73 of this adjunction, where 73 is the unit for F H C, is over 

pi = pOPo P7 
= F*(q)F = *(q) = 

(i) == (ii) We first give the intrinsic argument, and then outline the 2-categorical 

one, as in the proof of Lemma 3.2.1. 

Given (1, X) e IF* (D)I, i.e. qX = Fl, let 

â(I,X) = 11'(CX) 
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It is the domain of an arbitrary cartesian lifting of 77, : I -* GFI at OX. The 

instance of the counit (J,X) : PO(I, X) - (I, X) is given by 

(I,X) = 	o 

as shown in the following diagram 

1(P) 

 frãx ' (aX)) 

Fl 	 .FGFI 	'Fl 
Fi11 	 EFI 

To verify its couniversality, for Y E 1E1 1 a vertical morphism f: frY) - (I, X) 

induces a unique morphism f' : Y - GX by the adjunction F -1 G- , such that 

Fx  o fr(f') f and  pf' = r, because the adjoint transpose of f across F H C 

is over the adjoint transpose of 'Fl  across fr H 0 by the definition of fibred 

adjunction. So, f' factors through (i)(GX), giving a unique vertical morphism 

J: Y - i(CX) with 

€x oP((711 ) P(ãX))oF(f) = Ex ° PV) f 

as required. 

The 2-categorical argument goes as follows: 	i : 'B = CF induces 

(i): (GF)*(p) - p by Lemma 3.1.2.(i). Consider the following diagram 

F*(p 	
q*(F) 	

q 

G' \ 

(GF)*(p) 	p G*  (p) 'p (G*(p))*(F) 	*(G) 

where G' = (q, a). Then O = (i), o F*(GF)  is the desired right adjoint. The unit 

ii : l, ' GF is obtained applying Lemma 3.1.2.(ii) to the fibred 2-cell (, ,). The 

counit i : PG ==> 1F-(p) is obtained applying Lemma 3.1.2.(ii) to the fibred 2-cell 

( q* (F) o F7F*(GF),  €F o Fi7): (PO, F) =* (q* (F) F) 
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The triangular laws are verified using the algebraic laws for 2-cells of §3.1.1, as in 

the proof of Lemma 3.2.1. 

3.2.4. REMARKS. 

• (ii) ==> (i) above does not require that p be a fibration. Similarly, (i) == 

(ii) does not require that q be a fibration. 

• Cartesian fibred adjunctions are precisely the cartesian morphisms for the 

fibration cod: .Fibladj " Cattadj, which justifies the terminology. Lemma 3.2.1 

asserts that pullbacks in Cat provide a cleavage for this fibration. 

By mere duality, we get the following results concerning lifting and factorisation 

of cofibred adjunctions for cofibrations. Recall that -" : Cat -+ Cat turns right 

adjoints into left adjoints and vice versa. 

3.2.5. COROLLARY. Given a cofibration q: D - B and an adjunction F H G : P - B 

via i, c, change-of-base along G yields a cartesian cofibred adjunction 

q*(G) 
F-(E) T 

F 
F*(q) 	 q 

C 

T 	B 

F 

Proof. Apply Lemma 3.2.1 to the fibration qOP  and the adjunction G°' H F° . 0 

3.2.6. COROLLARY. cod: COFbradj  _4 Cat radj is a subfibration of 

cod: CoFib -* Cat. 

Proof. From Theorem 3.2.3, by a duality argument as in Corollary 3.2.5. See 

Remark 1.1.4. 	 U 

In the following section we show two important consequences of Theorem 3.2.3 

dealing with (co)limits and cartesian closure for fibred categories. 
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3.3. Fibred limits and cartesian closure 

We will apply Theorem 3.2.3 to give a characterisation of the completeness of 

the total category of a fibration in terms of that of the fibres and of the base 

category. In order to do so, we shall make use of the following simple property 

of the exponential 2-functor () 0 (for 0 a small category) in Cat, i.e. the 2-functor 

such that A l is the functor category. 

3.3.1. PRoposiTioN. Given afibrationp: E - B and a small category 0, p0 : F °  -+ B 0  

is a fibration. 

Proof. A natural transformation a: F G: 0 - E is p 0 -cartesian if every com-

ponent is p-cartesian. Thus a p'-cartesian lifting is obtained from p-cartesian 

liftings, pointwise. Cl 

3.3.2. REMARK. The above proposition actually shows that Fib has cotensors, as 

in Cat, in the sense of [Ke189]. This means that we have the following isomorphism 

of categories 

Fzb(q,p 0 ) 	Cat(0,Tib(q,p)) 

The above definition of fibred 0-limits is then a direct generalisation of that of 

limits in Cat. 

We shall also use the following property of right adjoints in Cat/Pt and Cat---'. 

It turns out that such right adjoints preserve cartesian morphisms. 

3.3.3. LEMMA. 

([Win90, Lemma .5]) Given p, ?q, a 1-cell G: q - p in Cat/B, if there 

is F : p --4q  such that F -1 G in Cat/B then G is a l3-fibred 1-cell. 

	

E 	D -i.. 	
i 	

- Given 1P 	jq, a 1-cell (G, G) : q --+ 	i  p n Cat , if there s (F, F) : p -+ q 

such that (FT,  F) -I (G, G) in Cat 	then (G, G) is a fibred 2-cell. 

Proof. 
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We simply have to show that G preserves cartesian morphisms. Using 

Proposition 1.2.16, this amounts to 

,_-+ 	Aq 
(J 

 O F  
	

o cod*(G) 

which holds because they have a common left adjoint: 

-Aq 	 -Ap 
o 
() 

H I o F = cot(F) o Iq  1 
() 

o cot(G) 

Similar argument in Cat instead of Cat/B. 

t 

The following definition of fibred fl-limits is due to Bénaboii. 

3.3.4. DEFINITION. For any small category 0, a fibration p : E -* B has fibred 0-  

* limits (respectively cohmits) iff the fibred functor Al --+: p ~ L (p 0 ), uniquely de-

termined in the diagram below, has a fibred right (respectively left) adjoint 

z0 H Lim0 
E 

\ \0  

E 0  

	

z(E) 	
0 * (p)(L) I 

1p 

B 
L0 

where Al B - B 0  and A l: E -+ E 0  are the diagonal functors taking objects A to 

constant functors (I i-+ A). 

Dually, we speak of fibred 0-colimits, and of cofibred 0-limits/colimits for a 

cofibration. 

3.3.5. REMARKS. 

Similarly to Remark 3.3.2, the fibration L * 
(p 0  i 

) 
s a cotensor in b(B), as we 

have 

	

Yzb(B)(q,/.(p 0 ) 	Cat(0,Yib(B)(q,p)) 
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Hence, the above definition of fibred 0-limits for a fibration is analogous to 

the definition of fl-limits for an ordinary category. Remember that a category 

C has 0-limits if the diagonal A0 : C - C has a right adjoint. 

• Using the indexed view of fibred adjunctions, a fibration iphas fibred 0-

limits if every fibre has fl-limits, in their usual sense in Cat, and the reindexing 

functors are 0-continuous, i.e. preserve 0-limits. 

Now we can characterise fibred limits as follows: 

3.3.6. COROLLARY. Let ii be a small category and ip be afibration such that B has 

0-limits. Then p has fibred 0-limits if F has and p strictly preserves 0-limits. 

Proof. Apply Theorem 3.2.3 to the following data (where p0  : F 0  -* B I is a fibration 

by Proposition 3.3.1) 
Al  I 

0 
B I B '  

Lim0 

E has and p preserves 0-limits means precisely that the above diagram can be 

completed to an adjunction (A l , o) H (Liin0, Lim0) in CaF, which by Lemma 

3.3.3.(ii) is an adjunction in lib. [1 

3.3.7. COROLLARY. Let r : B - 	be a cofibration such that A has 0-colimits. Then 

r has cofibred 0-colimits if B has and r strictly preserves 0-colimits. 

3.3.8. REMARKS. 

• Corollary 3.3.6 yields a stronger version of [BGT91, Theorem 1]. 

• Recall that a fibration is a bifibration (i.e. its dual is a fibration as well) if 

every reindexing functor has a left adjoint, cf. Proposition 1.2.7.(iii). Thus 

Theorem 2 in ibid. is a consequence of Corollary 3.3.7. 
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• ibid. applies these results about fibred limits and colimits to prove (co)com-

pleteness of several categories of relevance in the area of algebraic specifica-

tions, such as those in Examples 1.3.3. 

We make explicit the expressions for finite products in E obtained by lifting 

('only if' direction of Corollary 3.3.6) in the following definition. We shall make 

use of this description in Corollary 3.3.10 below and in §4, which will justify the 

terminology to be introduced. 

3.3.9. DEFINITION. Given ip a fibred-cc, where B has finite products. Then, by 

Corollary 3.3.6 E has 

logical terminal object I 	1(1) (the terminal object of E1 ). For X in EA, 

Tx T(1(1))o!(1) x  : X --+ 1(1), where !A is the unique morphism A - 1 in B and 

!(1)X  is the unique morphism X -* 1(A) (! A )*(1(1)). 

logical binary products: for X (E IEAI, Y  E JEB I, 

XY (lrA,B)*(X) XAXB (,B)*(Y) 

where XAXB is the product in the fibre EAXB. Projections: 

X,Y = TAB(X) 0 	 : X x Y -p X 

(where the second projection is taken in the fibre EAXB), and a similar expression 

for lr 'x,y. 

Another useful consequence of Theorem 3.2.3 is the following sufficient con-

dition to lift cartesian closed structure. This result can be seen as a categorical 

version of logical predicates. This will be explained in detail in §4.2. 

3.8.10. COROLLARY. Given ipsuch that p is a fibred-ccc with ConsB -products, if 

B is a ccc then E is a ccc and p preserves the cartesian closed structure. 
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Proof. From Corollary 3.3.6 we know E has finite products. Then, for every X € 

EA, we must supply X such that the following is a fibred adjunction: 

affil 
E 	j 	E 

P 	 p 

x  

B 	I 	B 

A = 

By Theorem 3.2.3, it is sufficient to define a fibred right adjoint G to J< X, as 

displayed below 
- -<x 

IE 	IE.A 

PA 	 P 

If we examine the action of _>R X on a particular fibre EC  (cf. Definition 3.3.9), 

we see that it can be factored in the following way: 

- x xk1 
EC 	 ECXA 

/xA (/ 
C,A 

Ec x A 

Then, we have 
( 

CxA x 	(ir, ) *  X) H ((ir) X = CxA -) and ir* C,A  H 11A•  So, we have 

a family of right adjoints GC = 11A o ((lrl)*  X CxA); since p is a fibred ccc and 

114 is a ConsA-product, such a family underlies a fibred right adjoint J X -I G 

as desired (using [Jac9la, Lemma 1.2.2] and Proposition 1.4.5). 	 U 

We spell out the expression for exponentialls and evaluation morphisms in the 

following definition. The terminology will be justified in §4. 

3.3.11. DEFINITION. Given ipsatisfying the hypothesis of Corollary 3.3.10, F has 

logical exponents: for X E IEIA, Y  G IEIB, 

XY 1A((AB,A)(X) A=BxA evB(Y)) 
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where ='A=,BxA  is the exponential functor in the fibre EABXA and 

evA,B A = B x A -p B is the B-component of the counit of () x A H A 

The logical evaluation morphism is 

evx,y 	eVABA(Y) o ev((F)*(x)ev.(y),(l)*(x)) ° C( irI)*(X) = ev*(Y) XYxX -* Y 

where e is the counit of (7r' A=> 	H "A 

We end this chapter with a concrete simple example of Corollary 3.3.10. The 

concrete description of the 'logical' cartesian closed structure in this example has 

a suggestive shape, which hints at the connection with logical predicates which we 

will make explicit in §4. 

3.3.12. EXAMPLE. Consider z : Sub(Set) -+ Set. Set is cartesian closed and z is a 

fibred-ccc as mentioned in Ex. 1.4.3.(iii): products in a fibre Sub(Set) x  pX are 

given by intersections, while exponentials are given by 

(S C X) 	c X) 	 X  S 	S'} 

It also has Cons5 et-products, cf. Example 1.4.6.(iii). 

Products and exponentials in Sub(Set) can be described as follows. Given 

SA c A and SB C B, we have 

SA<SB 	{(x,y)eAxBIxESAAyeSB} 

SASB 	{f:A -4 BIVxEA.xESA= , fxESB} 

because 

(=B,A)*(5A) 	{(f,x)E(A=B)xAIxeSA} 

evAB (SB) 	{(f,x)E(A,B)xAIfxESB} 



Chapter 4 

Logical predicates for the simply 

typed A-calculus 

The material about fibrations of §3, notably Corollary 3.3.10, is a basis for a 

category-theoretic account of logical predicates for simply typed )-calculus, based 

on the correspondence between \-calculus and cartesian closed categories as in 

§2.1.1. 

In §4.1 we introduce the internal language of a fibration ip satisfying the hy -

pothesis of Corollary 3.3.10. By expressing the 'logical' cartesian closed structure 

of F, as detailed in Definitions 3.3.9 and 3.3.11, in this language, we obtain the 

formulas corresponding to logical predicates for simply typed )-calculus. We also 

show how the essential property of logical predicates, namely the Basic Lemma 

2.2.4, results from expressing in the internal language the soundness of typing for 

the interpretation of \-calculus in F. 

In §4.3 we present several examples of fibred-ccc's with products. First, we 

consider the injective scone of a category as given in [MS92], which captures logical 

predicates for applicative structures as in §2.2. In a similar way, we get admissible 

logical predicates for w Cpo. A further example of logical predicates is that of Kripke 

logical predicates, as in [MM91]. A different kind of example is provided by the 

category of first-order deliverables, introduced in [BM91] to structure program 

development in type theory; its cartesian closed structure follows from Corollary 

3.3.10. As a final example, we show how to infer the cartesian closed structure 
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of w-Set and PER from the above Corollary and the properties of reflective and 

coreflective categories in §2.3. 

In §4.4, we comment on the relationship between our approach to logical pre-

dicates and that in [MR91]. 

In §4.5, we give a categorical formulation of the induction principle for induct-

ive data types in a distributive category. The approach follows that of logical 

predicates, namely exploiting the logical meaning of the structure of the total 

category of a fibration via its internal language. 

4.1. Internal language for a fibred-ccc with products 

Let ip be a fibred-ccc with Cons-products and B a ccc. For instance, every 

first-order hyperdoctrine, cf. Definition 2.1.1, is such. We will define its internal 

language in the usual categorical-logic style, as in [LS86, Part I, §10.6]. For in-

stance, the internal language of a ccc C is the simply typed .A-calculus whose types 

are objects of C, terms are morphisms of C and equations between them reflect 

the equality of morphisms in C. 

The internal language of 1P is the {V, ==, A, T}-fragment of first-order intu-

itionistic predicate calculus as outlined in §2.1.2, whose types, propositions, terms 

and equations are determined by IP . In more detail, the theory Y has a type, 

I- A Type, for every object A of B and a term 

x :AI- u:B 

for every morphism u : A - B in B, with the appropriate equations between terms 

corresponding to the equality of morphisms in B. Since B is a ccc, such equations 

include those of the simply typed X-calculus. We have the following correspondence 

between substitution of terms for variables in the language and composition of 

morphisms in B: 
x:BI- u:A 	FHv:B 

FHu[x :=v]=uov : A 
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Propositions in context, or predicates, correspond to objects of H; for every 

P E IHAI there is a judgement 

x: A H P(x) Prop 

That is, objects of HA correspond to propositions in context x : A in the internal 

language. So, in every context F we have the simply typed A-calculus of pro-

positions and proofs in such context, corresponding to the internal language of 

Hr, which is a ccc. Thus, there are rules relating the logical connectives with 

operations on the fibres: 

x:AI- PProp 	x:AHQProp 

[x : A] I- 'A -* T 	x:AHPx A Q - PAQ 

x : A H P Prop 	x: A H Q Prop 

x:AHP= A Q-P='-Q 

where the subscript ()A  indicates that the operations are those of the fibre HA. 

Additionally, since we are dealing with a fibration, there are rules for changing 

contexts. There are two operations we can perform: reindexing, which corres-

ponds to substitution of terms for variables in predicates and proofs, and the 

Con.sB-products, which correspond to universal quantification. For u: A - B, 

HB' -i HA  corresponds to substitution in the internal language: 

x:AE- u:B 	y : B F- P(y) Prop 

x : A H u*(P)  P(u) 

where, in general, F I- P 	Q indicates that there is a canonical isomorphism 

between P and Q in context F, which we leave implicit to avoid notational clutter. 

Likewise, the correspondence between the Cons-products and universal quanti-

fication is expressed by 

F,x : AH P Prop 

FH 11A 	Vx : A. P 

A morphism f: P - Q in H, with pf = u : A - B, can be identified with its 

vertical factor f : P -+ u* (Q) in HA. Hence, in the internal language f corresponds 

to 

x : A I h : P H f: Q(u) 
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This corresponds to considering the equivalent fibration resulting from the Grothen-

dieck construction applied to the indexed category induced by the chosen cleavage 

for p, whereby we identify f with (f, u), cf. Proposition 1.3.6. 

4.2. Logical predicates for cartesian closed categories 

In §2.2, we presented logical predicates for set-theoretic models of simply typed 

)¼-calculus. We now present them for categorical models, i.e. cartesian closed cat-

egories. We first show precisely how logical predicates for simply typed A-calculus 

arise by interpreting the logical finite products and exponentials of Definitions 

3.3.9 and 3.3.11 respectively, in the internal language of a fibration with suitable 

structure, as presented in §4.1. 

Let B be a ccc, regarded as a model of a simply typed )-calculus. A fibration 

P which is a fibred-ccc and has Cons-products, can be regarded, via its internal 

language, as a first order logic over B, with {V, =, A, T} as logical symbols, as 

outlined in the previous section. The cartesian closed structure of N is expressed 

in this language as follows: 

Terminal object in H: 

1 	x: 1 H T Prop 

Binary product in H: For P e HA and Q E HB, 

PQ z: A x B H P(7rz) A Q(ir'z) Prop 

ir lr '  and the projections P - PXQ -p  Q which are over A - A x B -p B 

correspond to proofs 

z: A x B I p: P(irz) A Q(ir'z) H : P(irz) 

and 

z : A x B I p: P(irz) A Q(ir'z) H *': Q(ir'z) 

respectively. 
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Exponentials in H: For P E HA and Q E HB, 

P 	Q = f : A BHVx:A.(P(x)Q(ev A , B (f,x))) 

because, for a predicate f: A = B, x : A I- Q Prop 

f : A = B I- (HAQ)(f) Vx : A. Q(f, x) 

and 

f:A=B,x:A 

(( 7r 
I 

	evAB (Y))(f,x) 	P(x) = Q(evA,B(f,x)) 

The evaluation morphism &v: P$. Q x P - Q, over evA,B : A B x A -p B, 

corresponds to a proof (given by its vertical factor, as explained at the end 

of the previous section) 

f: A 	B, y : Alp:  Vx : A.(P(x) == Q(ev(f, x))) A P(y) H ev: Q(ev(f, y)) 

Just for illustration, let us show how logical predicates for +-types can be 

obtained in this setting. Assume that B has binary coproducts. In the internal 

language of B, they correspond to +-types, with rules 

A Type 	B Type 

A+B Type 

and term forming operators 

FHt:A 
	

FHt:B 

FHbAB t:A+B FHt B t:A+B 

F,x:AHt:C F,y:BF- t':C 

F,z:A+BH [t,t'] :C 

Assume ip has fibred coproducts and cocartesian liftings for the coproduct injec- 

tions A -+ A -F B +- B. By Corollary 3.3.7, H has coproducts. To spell them out 

neatly in the internal language of p, we will assume some further conditions on p. 

Recall from Proposition 1.2.7. (iii), that the cocartesian liftings for the injections 

amount to the existence of left adjoints, tt H t : HA+B - HA and 

HA+B - HB. Following [Law70], we express this left adjoints in the 

internal language of p, assuming an equality predicate at type A + B, written 
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=A+B or simply =, and Consi3-sums, which correspond to existential quantifiers, 

cf. §2.1.2. We then have 

x:AI- P 

z: A + B I- t!(P) 	: A.(tx = z A P(z)) 

with an analogous expression for t. 

Coproducts in H are given as follows: for P E HA and Q E HB, 

PT-Q t4(P) +A+B  t(Q) 

which expressed in the internal language of ip becomes 
03 

PQ = z: A + B H (3x: A.(tx = z) A P(x)) V (3y: B.(Jy = z) A Q(y)) Prop 

This is just the expected definition by cases of a logical predicate for a +-type. 

4.2.1. REMARK. The abovementioned equality predicate for ip at a type A E 

BI amounts, in categorical terms, to the existence of cocartesian liftings for the 

diagonal bA : A - A x A, satisfying appropriate stability conditions. See [Law70] 

for details. 

The above considerations show how certain categorical structure in H, cartesian 

closure for instance, can be expressed by logical formulas which correspond to 

logical predicates for the relevant type constructor, i.e. products and exponentials. 

The neat connection between the logical expression, i.e. in the internal language, 

of categorical structure in H and logical predicates is due to the fact that H is fib red 

and thus we can regard its objects as predicates, and its morphisms and terms and 

proofs, as we did above. 

We recall from [LS86, Part I,11] that a simply typed ,\-calculus £, specified by 

its types, terms and equations, generates a cartesian closed category C(L). It is a 

term-model construction. Then, an interpretation E[ - ] of £ in a ccc B corresponds 

to a functor E[ _1] : c(L) -+ B which preserves cartesian closed structure. 

Given 0ip, with H a ccc and p strictly preserving the cartesian closed struc-

ture, for instance when p satisfies the hypothesis of Corollary 3.3.10, an inter-

pretation l[_1J : C(L) -* H of £ in H yields an interpretation I[1J  in B, I.] = 
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p0 	: C(r) -* B. Regarding H as a 'category of predicates' over B, the inter- 

pretation 	assigns to a type r a predicate I[TJJ  over ftrJJ, i.e. in the internal 

language 

x : T I-  P(x) Prop 

Then, the type-indexed collection { P,. } is a logical predicate over { J r JJ }. This 

leads us to the following definition: 

4.2.2. DEFINITION. Let 1}jp  be a fibration with H and B in Ccc, and p strictly 

preserving the cartesian closed structure. Given an interpretation A : c(L) -* B, 

a logical predicate P on A w.r.t. p is a functor P : c(r) -* H which preserves 

cartesian closed structure and p  o P = A 

We refer to logical predicates as in the above definition as categorical logical 

predicates. 

4.2.3. REMARKS. 

• The above definition is the categorical version of Definition 2.2.3; we used A 

for interpretations and P for logical predicates to make the correspondence 

more evident. Note that the fibration p, which is the logic under consider-

ation is a parameter in the above definition. Indeed, it is possible to have 

several logics over the same base category, see §4.3.2 for instance. 

• Although the set-theoretic definition considers only the object part of 

P: c(C) -* H as a logical predicate, the considerations in §4.2.1 below will 

show that the morphism part of such a functor should be part of the logical 

predicate as well. 

4.2.1. Basic lemma for categorical logical predicates 

The essential property of a (set-theoretic) logical predicate is the so-called Ba- 

sic Lemma 2.2.4. We will show that for logical predicates for cartesian closed 
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categories, as in Definition 4.2.2, this is an immediate consequence of the sound-

ness of typing for the interpretation of simply typed )-calculus in cartesian closed 

categories. By soundness of typing we mean that for a term x : a H t : r, its 

interpretation in a ccc is a morphism with appropriate domain anc codomain, i.e. 

E{t: lIa]1- 1[r]J. 

Thus, given a logical predicate P : c(L) - H over A : c(r) - H a term x : a H 

T corresponds under P to a morphism 2(t) : F,, - Q over A(t) : A -p  A. As 

we mentioned at the end of §4.1, we may identify 2(t) with its vertical factor. We 

then have as an immediate consequence of Definition 4.2.2 

COROLLARY (Basic Lemma for categorical logical predicates). Given a lo-

gical predicate P : C(L1) -+ H over A : C(r) -* H, for any term x : a H t : r, there 

is a proof p 

x : a I h : P(x) Hp: P(A(t)) 

where p is given by the vertical factor of 2(t). 

This shows the role of the morphism part of a (categorical) logical predicate: 

it amounts to a proof of the Basic Lemma for the predicate. 

Finally, let us remark that the approach to logical predicates we presented 

above can deal with n-ary relations as well, by considering fibrations over an n-ary 

product of categories p: E -p  B x ... x B,; in the internal language of p, the ob-

jects of E correspond to n-ary relations x 1  : A 1 ,. . . , x, : A H R(x 1 , . . . , x,) Prop. 

In particular, to consider n-ary relations over a given category lB with finite 

products, given ' p, we consider the fibration p' obtained by change-of-base 

F' 
—j 

P1  p 

'B 
x n  

where x: B" -+ B is the n-ary product functor. Thus, objects of E' correspond 

to predicates on n variables, or equivalently, n-ary relations on B. 
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4.3. Some examples 

We present examples of fibrations in which Corollary 3.3.10 can be applied. These 

examples have appeared in the literature, although not explicitly recognised as 

instances of the abovementioned corollary. They show how diverse categories have 

cartesian closed structure for the same abstract reason and shows the applicability 

of our constructions. Further examples of this kind of fibrations are in [Jac92, 

Jac9la]. 

4.3.1. Sconing 

The fibration z : Sub(Set) -+ Set has the appropriate structure to interpret first-

order predicate calculus, cf. Example 2.1.2. Given a category C with a terminal 

object, we obtain a fibration over it by change-of-base along the global sections 

functor C(1,_) : C -p Set: 

Sub(Set) 
—j 

C 	 'Set 
c(1,) 

is called the injective scone of C in [MS92]. 

We thus interpret logical formulas in cod classically, cod is a fibred-ccc, since 

c(1, _)* : C -* Set is a 2-functor which preserves finite products, by Lemma 3.1.1, 

and hence preserves the relevant adjunctions. It also has ConsC products by 

Proposition 1.4.7. Thus, when C is a ccc, so is E and cod preserves such structure, 

by Corollary 3.3.10. 

The expression of the logical cartesian closed structure in such a fibration 

then corresponds to classical logical predicates on C, as in [MS92], or rather, to 

logical predicates on the applicative structure generated by C, cf. Remark 2.2.2. 

Specifically, given objects A, B E ICI and subsets R c C(1, A) and S ç c(1, B), 

their exponential in E is: for f: 1 -+ A B 

f E (R=. S)Vx :1 - A.x E R=tevA,B(f,x) E  
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In certain cases we may transfer structure from the injective scone of a category to 

its category of subobjects (or rather, from the classical logic over it to its internal 

logic). This is the case with wCpo which we analyse below. 

4.3.2. Logical predicates for complete partial orders 

Let wCpo be the category of w-complete posets (not necessarily with a bottom 

element) and continuous functions between them. It is a standard tool in denota-

tional semantics, see e.g. [LS81]. Consider the fibration z: Sub' (wCpo) -+ wCpo 

where an object in Sub'(wCpo) c  is a subset of C closed under sups of w-chains, a 

so-called admissible subset, and morphisms are commutative squares. Thus, every 

fibre (Sub' (wCpo)) c  is small complete, with limits given by intersection. But the 

fibres are not cartesian closed. For a counterexample, consider the cpo 

/1 

Consider the admissible subset {O, a, T} and the family of admissible subsets 

for iEw. Then 

{O, a, T} fl ( V {O,. . . , i}) =10, T} 	{O} = V ({O, a, T} fl {O,. . . , i}) 
iEW 	 iEW 

This shows that {O, a, T} fl - does not preserve colimits and therefore cannot have 

a right adjoint. 

So, we cannot apply Corollary 3.3.10 directly to this fibration in order to get 

logical predicates for this logic over wCpo. However, we can use sconing to get 

around them. 
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Consider the following change-of-base diagram 

icCpo 	Sub( Set) 

z'tJ  ____ jz 
wCpo 	c'Set 

where U is the forgetful or global sections functor wCpo( 1, ). As we have seen in 

§4.3.1, z' is a fibred-ccc with Consc0-products.  So we can make sense of logical 

predicates for wCpo using classical logic, i.e. the internal logic of Set. 

There is a reflection R -1 J : Sub(wCpo) - sCpo (via i, 	where J is the 

inclusion and R simply closes a subset S c C (C a cpo) under sups of w-chains. 

More precisely 

R(S) = fl{S' admissible subset of C I S c S'} 

Note that the existence of a reflection at every fibre is guaranteed by Freyd's 

adjoint functor theorem [Mac7l, p.116]; the existence of R then follows from The-

orem 3 in [BGT91]. It is easy to verify that i  satisfies the hypothesis of Proposition 

2.3.2 since the cpo structure on exponentials is given pointwise. Thus Sub' (wCpo) 

is a ccc and we can interpret logical predicates in it. 

The expression for exponents is then the same as for Set: 

(ScC)=(S'c D)_{f : C —pD inwCpolvx : C.x E Sfx E S'} 

which is a subset of C D. 

4.3.1. REMARKS. 

• There are other ways of showing that Sub' (wCpo) is a ccc, as in [MR91, 

M592]. The method used here reflects better the logical nature of the con-

structions involved: since the logic of admissible subsets over wCpo is not 

rich enough to interpret the fragment of predicate logic required to express 

logical exponents, we interpret them classically (that is, in Set) and reflect 

them back into the above logic. So we are using the logic/fibration relation 

in an essential way. 
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• For the category wCpoj , consisting of w-complete posets with a bottom ele-

ment and continuous functions, consider the functor z : Sub'(wCpo1) - wCpo1, 

where the objects of Sub' (poj)"te admissible subsets, i.e. subsets closed 

under suprema of w-chains and bottom element. The functor z admits 

cartesian liftings along strict functions, via inverse images as before. We 

can thus infer the cartesian closed structure of Sub' (wCpo j ) because the base 

morphisms involved in the construction of exponentials, namely projections 

and evaluation, are strict. So, the above construction can then be carried 

out in this setting. Anyway, logics for categories like Sub' (w(po 1 ) should be 

studied in the context of fibrations for categories of partial maps. See [KN93] 

for some preliminary considerations on this topic, using indexed categories. 

• Note that the internal logics of wCpo and wCpoj  allow any subset, with the 

discrete or flat ordering respectively, as a predicate. The restriction to ad-

missible subsets is necessary if we want Scott's induction principle to reason 

about least fixed points. 

4.3.3. Kripke logical predicates 

Kripke lambda models were introduced in [MM87] to give Kripke-style semantics 

for the simply typed \-calculus. Kripke models are complete for the usual proof 

system of simply typed A-calculus, unlike Henkin models. By a Kripke lambda 

model here we mean a model of simply typed X-calculus in the presheaf topos 

Seth', with W the poset of 'possible worlds' regarded as a category in the usual 

way. Thus a Kripke lambda model is simply a sub-ccc of SetW. 

Consequently, Kripke logical predicates, as given in [Mit90,MM87] arise by 

carrying out the constructions of logical products and exponentials in the internal 
Sub(Set w

)  
logic of Set , i.e. in the fibration 	it 	. This fibration, like the internal 

oetw  
logic of any topos, is a fibred-ccc with Cons5etw-products  For a description of 

the internal logic of toposes, and presheaf toposes in particular, see [LS86,Be188, 

Co179]. We only review those aspects relevant to the present application. Kripke 
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logical predicates are used to show completeness results for a special kind of Kripke 

models in [MM87]. 

An object A in Set consists of a W-indexed family of sets Aw  and transition 

functions for w < W I  e W, satisfying the evident composition and identity 

laws. The translation functors of the fibration perform substitution (regarding 

an object in the fibre Sub(SeL W )A  as a W-indexed family of subsets/predicates 
Pw C 

((f : B -+ A)*(P ,V  A))w = {x E Bw I P(fWx)} 

The cartesian closed structure of the fibre Sub(SetW)A  can be described as follows: 

Terminal object: 1L = Aw 

Binary products: 

(P XA Q)VJ = {x E AL I 
pW() A QW} 

Exponentials: 

(P =A Q)W = {x E Aw I VU)' > W.PW (A,1 x) == 	x)} 

The corresponding transition functions are induced by those of A, e.g. 

(P A 	
= 

Cons8etw -products 11A : Sub( Setw )BxA -p Sub( Setw )A  are given by 

(HA (P))w = {x E Bw IVw' > w.Va E AW.Pw(Bw,w,x,a)} 

with transition functions induced by those of B. 

The cartesian closed structure of Sub(SetW)  is given as follows: 

Terminal object: 1'(x) = T 

Binary products: for P -p  A, Q B 

(P x Q)W 
 = {(x,y) E A' x BWIPW(x)AQW(y)} 
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Exponentials: for P A, Q —* B 

(P= Q)W = { fE(AB)wIVwI>w.VaEAwl 

(Yw" > w' . 

PvJU(Aw,,w,ia) ===> QUhhl(evB((A = B)iif, 	a)))) 

{fe(A B) w IVw>w.VaEA w . 

PW'(a) = QW(W ((A = 	f, a)  )} 

This is precisely the definition of Kripke logical predicates in [MM87]. The 

fact that they are obtained in this way is also mentioned in ibid. We spelled them 

out as an example of reasoning in the internal logic of a presheaf topos. 

4.3.4. Deliverables 

The examples presented so far have dealt with internal logics. Recalling the in-

terpretation of first-order predicate calculus in a first-order hyperdoctrine, we see 

that for internal logics (i.e. subobject fibrations) there is at most one proof for 

a sequent. This aspect is called proof-irrelevance, since any two proofs of a de-

rivable sequent are identified. However, in a 'term' hyperdoctrine, the fibres will 

not be preorders. The category of deliverables which we analyse next uses such 

a syntactic hyperdoctrine built from Coquand-Huet's Calculus of Constructions 

[CH88]. Actually, first-order intuitionistic predicate calculus over a simply typed 

A-calculus as object language will suffice for the present example. 

The category Del of first-order deliverables has 

Objects A type .s, together with a predicate S over .s, S : s —* Prop; a predicate 

over s is simply an s-indexed proposition. 

Morphisms Pairs (f,p)  (s, S) -+ (t, T), such that f :s —* t and x : s I- p(x) 

Sx => T(fx). Such a pair is called a deliverable. 

Identity (1, (Ax : s.Ar Sx. r)) : (s, S) —* (s, S) 
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Composition For (f, p) : (s, S) - (t, T), (g, q) : (t, T) -* (u, U), 

(g, q) o (f,p) = (g o f, (Ar : Sx.q(fx)(pr))) 

This category was introduced in [BM91], as the basis of an approach to pro-

gram development within the Calculus of Constructions. This approach integrates 

the classical 'Hoare-triples' assertions of partial correctness with the synthetic ap-

proach to programming which extracts a program from a constructive proof of its 

specification. The idea is that a morphism (f, p) corresponds to a 'program' f and 

a 'proof of correctness' p w.r.t. to the input-output specification S-T. In ibid., the 

authors show that the category of deliverables is cartesian closed, a fact which is 

exploited to structure program development. This assumes mild variations to the 

Calculus of Constructions, namely, the existence of unit types and 77-conversion. 

Here, we show that cartesian closure is an immediate consequence of Corollary 

3.3.10. 

Let B be the (cartesian closed) category of types and terms of Calculus of 

Constructions, underlying the category of deliverables. Define the B-indexed cat-

egory Del : B°  -+ Cat as follows: for a type s, Del(s) has predicates S: s -+ Prop 

as objects; a morphism p: S -* T is a proof x : s I- p(x) : Sx ==' Tx. For a 

morphism (term) f: s -f t, the reindexing functor f* : Del(t) -+ Del(s) performs 

substitution: 

f*(T : t -p Prop) = Ax : s. T(fx) 

f*(p: S - T) = x : s H p(fx) : S(fx) =#> T(fx) 

The category Thi is the fibred category over B obtained from Del via the 

Grothendieck construction. It is a fibred-ccc, with the evident 'pointwise' struc-

ture, e.g. 

(S:s — Prop) = 3 (S':s—. Prop) = Ax:s.Sx=,'S'x 

and it has ConsB-products, constructed with 11-types: 

H(S : t x s - Prop) = Ay : t. 11x : s.S(x,y) 

11 3 (p:S—*S') = Ax:s.p(x,y) 
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By Corollary 3.3.10, Thi is cartesian closed, with cartesian closed structure 

given by logical predicates, essentially as in [BM91]. Note that a cartesian lift-

ing for a 'program' p: s - t and a predicate T : t -* Prop yields a weakest pre-

condition for p and T. Therefore, the notion of fibration is at the basis of the 

original work on the axiomatic approach to sequential program verification using 

Hoare-triples. The expression of such triples in a type-theoretic setting leads to 

the abovementioned deliverables. In a later version [BM92], the authors refined 

the structure of the category of deliverables to reflect more closely the Calcu-

lus of Constructions, which does not have 7-conversion, in terms of semi-cartesian 

closed categories. Further, they introduced a category of second-order deliverables 

to allow the input and output of a program to be related in an specification. Such 

construction amounts to a polynomial fibration over Thi. The general construction 

of such polynomial fibrations is given in §6. 

4.3.5. Categories derived from realisability 

As a final example of a fibred-ccc with products, we take a brief look at categor-

ies defined in terms of Kleene's realisability interpretation of intuitionistic logic. 

Specifically, we show how the cartesian closed structure of w-Set and PER can be 

inferred from Corollary 3.3.10 and Propositions 2.3.1 and 2.3.2. The fact that 

these categories are cartesian closed, follows from topos-theoretic considerations. 

However, we include this material as an illustration; there is no claim of originality. 

The basic material concerning the above categories and their applications in the 

interpretation of polymorphic ,\-calculi can be found in [Pho92]. 

Let w denote the set of natural numbers and p w its powerset. For any set X, 

we define the following preorder on X = gw: 

p<q3rEw.VxEX,nEw.nEp(x)r.n I ArnEq(x) 

where r n denotes Kleene's application and - . is the 'definedness' predicate. Let 

R: Set" - Cat be the following Set-indexed category: 

R(X) = (X=w,<) 

R(f:X—Y) = -of 
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This indexed category is a so-called tripos. See [HJP80], where it is called the 

recursive realisability tripos. Consequently every R(X) is a Heyting (pre-)algebra, 

with operations: 

Top element: Tx : X - 	(x E X i- w) 

Binary meet: Let (, -) : w x w - w be a recursive pairing function. Then, 

p xx q = (x E X {(n, m) I n Ep(x) A m  q(x)l) 

Heyting implication: Let A, B C w and 

AB{mEwIVmEw.mEAn.m t AnmEB} 

Then, 

p x  q = (x E X i p(x) 	,' q(x)) 

Let 'tp be the Grothendieck fibration associated to R. From the above, we already 
Set 

know that p is a fibred-ccc. It also has Cons5et-indexed  products: for x, x' E X, 

let 

W ifx=x' 
S(x ) x') = 

otherwise 

Then, 

llx(P : Y x X 	w)(y) {n I V(y', x) e Y x X. n E (6y (y, y ') 	p(y ', x))} 

By Corollary 3.3.10, R is a ccc. Denoting the objects of 1?. as A = (IAI,pA), 

the cartesian closed structure is given by 

Terminal object: ({*}, T{}) 

Binary products: 

Ax B = ( IAI x IBI,pAXB ) 

where 

pAXB(a, b) = {( n,m) I n E PA (a) A m  pB(b)} 
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Exponentials: 

A ==> B = (IAI ==> IBI,pA= , B ) 

where 

pA=.B(f)={nIVaEA.VrnEw.rl . m1A 

(VrEw.rEp A (a)=rl.m.r1 An . m•rEpB(f(a)))} 

There are interesting subcategories of R. with rich structure. One well-known 

example is the category of w-sets [Pho92], which we now describe. 

Given an object A = (IAI,pA) of 7, an element a E JAI is said to be realisable 

if PA(a) 0. w-Set is isomorphic to the full subcategory of 1?. with objects 

A = (IAI,pA) such that every a E IAI is realisable. Here is the more conventional 

description of w-Set: 

Objects: pairs (IAI, F-A), where IAI is a set and 	w x Al such that 

VaE IAI.anEw.n F- A a 

The pair (IAI, HA) is an w-set. 

Morphisms: 1: (IAI, HA) - (IBI, F-B) is a function f: IAI - IBI in Set such that 

rEw.VaEIAI.VnEw.nH A a=,r.n1 Ar.nF-B f(a) 

As mentioned before w-Set is cartesian closed: 

Terminal object: ({*}, {(n,*) I n E w}) 

Binary products: 

(IAI,HA) x  (IBI,HB) = (IAI x IBI,F-AXB ) 

where 

(n, m) HAXB  (a, b) 	n HA a A m F - B b 
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Exponentials: 

(IAI, HA) = (IBI, F-B) = (w-Set((IAI, HA),(IBI, F-B)), HA Z .B) 

where 

nHAB fiVaEIAI.VmEw.mH A a==,n.rn1 An•mHBf(a) 

The finite products are as in R', modulo the obvious change of notation n FA  

a n E PA(a) that construes relations in w x JAI as functions JAI - gw and 

vice versa. But exponentials in w-Set do not agree with those in R. However, 

if we consider the realisable elements of the exponential of two w-sets in 1z they 

correspond to the elements of the exponential in w-Set. This follows from Propos-

ition 2.3.1 and the proposition below which sets up a suitable coreflection between 

w-Set and 1?.. 

We can obtain an w-set from any object of 7Z by discarding the non-realisable 

elements of the underlying set. This leads to the following 

4.3.. PROPOSITION. There is a coreflection 

Re 

	

w-Set 1  T 	• 7? 
J 

where J : w-Set -+ 7?. is the full and faithful, finite-product preserving functor 

J((IAI, F-A)) = (IAI, (a e JAI 	In E w I n F-A  a})) 

J(f) = f 

Proof. Let Re: 7 —p w-Set be the functor defined by 

	

Re((IAI,pA)) = ({a I PA (a) 	ø}, {(n, a) I n E pA(a)}) 

Re(f) = f 

The corresponding horn-set isomorphism. 

°A,B : 7.(J((lAl, HA)), (IBI,pB)) -Z. w-Set((IAI, HA), Re((IBI,pB))) 
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is given by 

OA,B(f : J((IAI,HA)) - (IBI,pB)) = J: JAI —* {b E IBI I PB(b) =A  01 

where J(a) = f(a) with the same realiser as f; f must take values in 

{b E I B I I pB(b) 01 since otherwise it will not be realisable. Conversely, 

O(g: (IAI,HA) —* Re((IBI,pB))) = tog 

with the same realiser as g and t : {b E IBI I pB(b) O} c— IBI is the inclusion. It 

is clear that the non-realisable objects of JBI have no effect in the realisability of 

functions with codomain IBI. Naturality of 0A,B  is immediate. 

•i 

Note that applying Corollary 2.3.1, exponentials in w-Set are given by 

(lAI,L) =w-Set (IBI,HB) 	Re(J((IAI,F-A)) = ir J((IBI,HB))) 

which agree with the previously given description. 

Another interesting category arising from realisability is PER [Pho92]. Its 

objects are the symmetric and transitive relations on w. For R, S two such 

relations, a morphism f : R - S in PER is a function f : Q(R) - Q(S), where 

Q(R) = {[flIR I n E dom(R)} is the set of equivalence classes of R, such that there 

is a realiser n E w satisfying 

Vm e dom(R). f[m]R = [n m]R 

PER is equivalent to the category Mod of so-called "modest w-sets", ibid. This 

is the full subcategory of w-Set with objects (IAI, HA) satisfying 

Va,a' E IAI.Vn E w. (n HA a A n HA a ') ==> a = a'  

We say that n realises f. The equivalence with PER is given by 

Mod. 	PER 
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with 

(IAI,HA) = {(ri,m) a e IAI.n HA aAm 1A  a} 

IF (R) = (Q(R),E) 

PER is cartesian closed. Exponentials are given as follows: for R, S in PER 

R =PER S = {(n, i-i') I af: R -+ S. n realises f A n' realises f} 

We can infer this from the fact that Mod is a reflective subcategory of w-Set, 

applying Proposition 2.3.2. The reflection ® : w-&t - Mod is given as follows: 

for an w-set (IAI, HA), define a relation '..-' on J AI by 

a a' 	E w.n HA aAn HA a' 

Let '-' denote the transitive closure of '-'. Then A = (IAI/, H®A), with 

	

i 	[a] 	a' E [a]. n HA a' 

To verify that this reflection satisfies the hypothesis of Proposition 2.3.2, observe 

that its unit is 71A = : ( 1 11 1, HA) - (lAI/.., HeA), realised by 111, a code for the 

identity function. Any modest set is isomorphic to J!R for some R E I PERI because 

of the abovementioned equivalence. Therefore the exponential of two modest sets 

in w-Set is 

(Q(R), E) = (Q(S), e) = ({ f: Q(R) - Q(S) I f in w-Set}, HWR ZZ S) 

In the modest set e((Q(R), E) ==> (Q(S), E)) , we must identify the f's in (the 

transitive closure of) the relation 

	

f '.-' f' 	r e w. r realises f A r realises f' 

But then the definition of 'r realises f' implies that 

f f =f = I' 

Therefore, the function part of the unit 	, g is f i-*  {f}, which is an iso- 

morphism. it is easy to verify that 

R PER  S = cI*P(R) =w-Set  W(S)) 
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We have thus shown how Corollary 3.3.10 and the fairly general properties of 

reflections and coreflections given in Propositions 2.3.1 and 2.3.2 allows us to infer 

the cartesian closed structure of R., w-Set and PER. 

4.4. A related categorical approach to logical predicates 

A categorical approach to logical predicates has been proposed in [MR91]. It seems 

appropriate to make a few comparisons between this approach and the one we have 

presented in §4.2. In ibid. a category of relations is defined to study parametricity 

issues arising in first and second order lambda calculus. For this purpose, the 

authors define for given categories K and B and a functor F : K -p B, the category 

of relations over K, 7?el(K, B, F), as follows: 

Objects: 

(K,B,m)EIRe1(K,B,F)I iff K E-= JKJ, B E JBI and m:Bc_*FKmonic 

Morphisms: 

(f,g) : (K,B,m) -+ (K',B',m') if 

f: K - K',g: B - B' 

and 

B g 

M 	 m 

F  
FK 

commutes in B. 

Composition and identities are defined componentwise. There is a forgetful functor 

U : 'R.el(K, B, F) -+ K such that 

U(K,B,m)=K 	U(f,g)=f 

This category, which is intended as a direct generalisation of the category 

of set-theoretic predicates Rel(Set, Set, lSet),  can easily be expressed in terms of 
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fibrations. From the subobject fibration z: Sub(8) -p 3 we obtain by change of 

base along F Rel(K, B, F) F*(Sub(B)),  and the functor U is the projection from 

the pullback to K. This definition makes sense regardless of whether z is a fibration; 

in case it is, Rel(K, ía, F) is fibred over K, via U. 

In [MR91], Ma and Reynolds go on to analyse some properties of Rel(K, B, F). 

They show that if K is a ccc, 3 is a ccc with finite limits and F preserves finite 

products then Rel(K, 3, F) is a ccc and the projection functor into K preserves 

this structure. Such proposition is in the same spirit as our Corollary 3.3.10, 

although the hypotheses are different. However ibid. does not provide an explicit 

connection between such property of Rel(K, B, F) and logical predicates, although 

in some particular cases such a relationship exists,e.g. when lB is Set, or any topos, 

the expression of the construction in ibid. in the internal language of U yields 

logical predicates. 

[MR91] continues with the statement of the 'Identity Extension Lemma'. For 

this purpose, the authors define the functor J: 0< -* Rel(K, B, F) as follows: 

J(K) = (K,FK,1FK ) 

J(f:K—K') = (f,Ff) 

That is, J takes an object to the identity relation over it, via F. The Identity 

Extension Lemma asserts that, under certain hypotheses, J is a cc-functor, i.e. 

preserves the cartesian closed structure. 

The unary case of this lemma is immediate in our framework, since in this case 

J amounts to the fibred terminal object functor. This functor yields then a full cc-

embedding of the base category in the 'category of predicates'. The case of binary 

relations requires the existence of equality predicates in the fibration 	to 
K 

define J. Equality predicates for fibrations have been characterised in [Law7O]. 

For a fibration 1P , regarded as a logic over B, the equality predicate on a type 

A E II is given by the coreindexing, or direct image, 80A),  where 6: A - A>< A 

is the diagonal morphism and 1A  is the terminal object over A, cf. Remark 4.2.1. 

This means that the equality predicate on A is characterised as the least reflexive 

relation on A. A similar approach applies to n-ary relations. Thus, we can express 
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the Identity Extension Lemma for p. When formulated in the internal language 

of p, it amounts to the requirement that the equality predicate on an exponential 

type A = B be given pointwise: 

f,g : A -f B F-f =A-B g -* Vx,y : A.x =A y = ev(f,x) =B  ev(g,y) 

Ma and Reynolds extend their analysis of categories of relations to deal with 

logical relations for system F in terms of PL-categories [See87], although they 

make no explicit connection between the categorical constructions they present 

and second-order logical relations. To give an abstract account of these further 

research is required. We comment on a possible direction to follow in §7. 

4.5. Induction principle for data types in a fibration 

We have seen in §4.2 that for 1P , the expression of certain structure of F in 

the internal language of p allows us to obtain certain logical concepts, namely 

logical predicates, from categorical ones, namely cartesian closure. We have also 

seen in §4.4 how this 'logical structure' of E can be used to assert the validity of 

certain logical principles, like pointwise equality for —f-types, by requiring certain 

functors to preserve such structure. In this section we give another instance of this, 

providing a categorical interpretation of structural induction for data types. 

Following [CS91 ,Jac93], we will consider inductive data types in a distributive 

category B. We only review the concepts required to formulate the abovementioned 

induction principles for such types. The material on distributive categories and 

inductive datatypes in them is taken from [Jac93]. 

4.5.1. DEFINITION. 

• A category B with finite products and finite coproducts is distributive if, for 

every I E IBI, the functor I x _: B - B preserves finite coproducts. 

• A functor F: B -p c between distributive categories B and C is distributive 

if it preserves finite products and coproducts. 
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4.5.2. EXAMPLE. Any cartesian closed category C with finite coproducts is dis-

tributive: for any I E J CJ, I x - preserves coproducts because it has a right 

adjoint. Thus, Set, wCpo and PER are distributive categories. 

Inductive data types in a distributive category are specified by means of endo-

functors, which give the signature of the type. To formulate a precise definition 

of models for such specifications, we consider the category of algebras for an en-

dofunctor: 

4.5.3. DEFINITION. Given a functor T: B -* B, the category T-.Alg has: 

Objects: pairs (X, x : TX -* X), called T-algebras. 

Morphisms: f: (X, x) -+ (Y, y) is a morphism f : X -p Yin B, such that fox = 

y o Tf. 

Composition and identities are inherited from B. 

4.5.4. DEFINITION. Let B be a distributive category, S a finite set and M : S -p B 

be a functor, regarding S as a discrete category. 

Let TM c lCat(B, B)l be the least class of endofunctors on B such that 

• The identity functor is in T. 

• For any I c S, the constant functor X i-p I is in T. 

. If T and T2  are in T, so are T2  o T1 , T1  x T2  and T1  + T2 . 

An inductive data type specification in B, idts for short, is given by a functor 

M : S - B and a functor (T: B -f B) E TM. We write TM for such idts. 

An model for an idts TM  is a T-algebra. 

The initial model for an idts TM is the initial T-algebra (if it exists). 

The set S in the above definition is called a parameter set. Its role is to specify, 

via the functor M : S -* B, those objects of 13 which are parameters for the data 

type specified. The examples below will make this clear. See [Jac93] for a more 
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general and elegant formulation of data types in distributive categories. The initial 

T-algebra of a functor T : B - B need not exist. But it is possible to guarantee 

the existence of initial T-algebras under suitable cocompleteness conditions on B 

and T. As shown in [LS81], an initial T-algebra can be obtained as the colimit 

of an w-chain, when T preserves such colimits. An w-chain is a functor w -* B, 

where w is the poset category of natural numbers with their usual ordering. The 

initial T-algebra is the colimit of the following w-chain: 

0 	 TO 	
Tt 	2 T0 

where t : 0 -p TO is the unique morphism from the initial object. For B = Set, and 

T e T preserves colimits of w-chains and therefore any idts in Set has an initial 

sru 

An important observation, due to Lambek [LS81], is that for an initial T-

algebra (D, constr : TD -* D), constr is an isomorphism. Thus, we can regard D 

as the 'least fixed point' of T, as illustrated by the above w-chain. The isomorph-

ism constr provides the 'constructors' of the data type, as the following familiar 

examples illustrate. 

4.5.5. EXAMPLES. Let B be a distributive category. 

Natural numbers object: Consider the idts TX = 1 +X, with parameter 

set 0. A T-algebra (A, [c, f] : TA - A) is given by an object A, the 'carrier' of the 

type, and morphisms C: 1 - A and f : A - A. An initial model for T is precisely 

a natural numbers object (N, [z, s]) in Lawvere's sense, see [LS86, Part I,9]. In 

Set, it is the set of natural numbers w, with the usual 0 and successor operations. 

Initiality means that there is an 'iterator', which given c and f as above produces 

a morphism h: N - A such that h o z = c and h o s = foh. In Set, h corresponds 

to the function defined from c and f by primitive recursion. We write it(c, f) for 

h above. 

Lists: For an object A E JBI, consider the idts TA X =1 1 + A x X, for 

a singleton parameter set, i.e. A: {*} -* B. A T-algebra is given by an object 

B and morphisms C: 1 -+ B and t : A x B -p B. An initial model in Set is pre- 

cisely the set List(A) of finite lists of elements of A, with the usual operations 
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nil: 1 -* List(A), the empty list, and cons: A x List(A) - List(A), which given 

a E A and a list 1, returns this list with the element a appended to its head. 

The example of lists above shows the role of the parameter S and the functor 

M : S -+ lB in the specification of a data type; the type of lists List(A) is paramet-

erised by the type A of the elements of the list. 

Consider now ip, with B a distributive category. We will use Corollaries 3.3.6 

and 3.3.7 to impose sufficient conditions on p to make E a distributive category. 

We will then consider the idts on F induced by a given idts on B to assert an 

induction principle for the latter. We will need the following Frobenius condition 

[Law70] on coreindexing functors for p: 

4.5.6. DEFINITION. Let ip be a fibration with fibred binary products, and let 

U: I - J be a morphism in B for which a coreindexing functor, given by cocartesian 

liftings, U! : F1  -+ Ej  exists. U! satisfies Frobenius if, for every X e J Ej J and every 

Y E I E1 , the canonical morphism 

(EX 0 u,ir, Uilr ' ) : U!(u*(X) x Y) - X x u!(Y) 

is an isomorphism, where e: u ,  u*  -- 1 E j is the counit of U! H U, cf. Proposition 

1.2.7. 

4.5.7. REMARK. When p is a fibred-ccc, coreindexing functors for p satisfy Frobenius 

[Pit9l]. 

4.5.8. PROPOSITION. Given 	with 
B 

. B a distributive category, 

• p a fibred distributive category, i.e. every fibre is a distributive category and 

reindexing functors are distributive, 

• p has coreindexing functors along coproduct injections, I -- I + J - J, 

for every I, J E IBI. Such coreindexing functors satisfy Frobenius and Beck-

Chevalley condition. 
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Then, E is a distributive category and p strictly preserves finite products and cop-

roducts. 

Proof. By Corollaries 3.3.6 and 3.3.7, E has finite products, < and I, and finite 

coproducts, --- and O, and p strictly preserves them. It only remains to verify that 

for any X E J EJ, Xx...: E -f E preserves finite coproducts: given Y E jE j j and 

Z E IEK I, let pX = I and C: (I x J) + (I x K) -Z I x (J + K) be the canonical 

isomorphism. Also, let 

J-+J+K4--K 

and 

IxJ(IxJ)+(IxK)IxK 

be the corresponding coproduct diagrams. Note that 

Ixt=(oic 	lxi =(o,c 

by distributivity of B. Then, 

X<(Y-Z) 

ir,+(X) ><Ix(J+K) (,J+z)*(t!(Y) +J+K 4(Z)) 

(ir,(X) X Ix(J+K) (,J+z)*t!(fl) 

+IX(J+K)(lrI,J+Z(X ) XIx(J+K) (ij+z)*4(Z))1 

by fibred distributivity 

((x) XIx(J+K) (I x 

+Ix (J+K) (ir + (X) x Ix(J+K)  (I x 

by Beck-Chevalley condition 

(ki,, I,KI(X) 

+(IXJ)+(IXK)([7r1,J7 I,K1(X) xIXK 

by reindexing along C 
KU !(lrIJ(X) xij 	*()) 

+(JXJ)+(IxK) ir(X) XIXK ( ,K ) * ( Z)), 

by Frobenius 

(X>RY)(XRZ) 
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4.5.9. REMARK. The Beck-Chevalley condition required for coreindexing functors 

in the above proposition implies that for a coproduct injection t: J -f J + K and 

objects I e IBI and X e IEj I, ( i,J+K) * (t ! (X)) (I x t)!((7r,J)*(X)).  This is an 

instance of the Beck-Chevalley condition over the pullback square 

I  

lxi 

Ix(J+K) ,J+K 

See [Law70,Pav9O] for further details. 

Sub(Set) 
4.5.10. EXAMPLE. The internal logic fibration 	it 	satisfies the hypotheses of 

Set 
Proposition 4.5.8. Hence Sub(Set) is a distributive category. 

For ip satisfying the hypotheses of Proposition 4.5.8, given a set of parameters 

induces an idts TJçf  : E -+ E fibred over T, using the distributive structure of E. 

The formal definition of T proceeds by induction on the construction of T E TM. 

For instance, given H E IEAI, TAX = 1 + A x X induces TY = i-T-HY. We can 

then consider T-algebras and initial models in E. 

4.5.11. LEMMA. Given ip and afibred 1-cell (t, T) : p - p, T-Alg isfibred over 

T-.Alg via the functor p-Alg : i-Alg - T-.41g, with action (X, x) i-4 (pX,px). 

Proof. Given (X, x) in T-Alg and u: (J, j) -+ pX,px, a cartesian lifting for u is 

given as indicated by the following diagram 

iTu*(X) TX 
I 	 I 
I 	 I 

Ix 
I 	 I 
4 	 1' 

u*(X) 	p 

where the dashed morphism above is the unique morphism making the diagram 

commute with $i(x) =j. 	 0 
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In the spirit of Definition 4.2.2, given ip satisfying the hypotheses of Propos-

ition 4.5.8, we could consider 'logical predicates' for a T-algebra (A, a) to be those 

T-algebras (A, a) over (A, a). Note that when T involves constant functors, given 

by an object I e JBI say, a choice of an object H over I for the corresponding 

T-algebra corresponds logically, via the internal language of p, to a predicate over 

I. 

When a fibration 1P has a fibred terminal object 1 : 3 - E, it induces a func-
B 

tor 1-Alg : T-Alg - t'-Alg, for (T, T) : p -* p, by (A, a) i-  (l(A),a(l(A))o!jl()), 

using the fact that a*(1(A))  is terminal in ETA, and therefore there is a unique 

morphism !1(A) : TI(A) - a*(l(A)). We will use the functor 1-.Alg to relate ini-

tial models in E and B in the following proposition, and to formulate the induction 

principle in Definition 4.5.13. 

.5.12. PROPOSITION. Let ip have a fibred terminal object 1: 3 -p E and let 

(T, T) : p - p be a fibred 1-cell. If (D, d) is an initial T-algebra, (pD,pd) is an 

initial T-algebra. 

Proof. Let (D, d) = (pD, pi). Given a T-algebra (A, a), we get a T-algebra 

1-Alg(A,a) = (1(A),ã(1(A))o! 1(A) ), as noted above. Hence, there is a unique 

morphism 

h: (b, J) - 1-.Alg(A, a), which induces a morphism ph: (D, d) - (A, a) of T-

algebras. Given any other morphism u: (D, d) - (A, a), it induces a morphism 

1(u)o! : (1), d) -+ 1-Alg(A,a). Thus 1(u)o!b = h by initiality of (D, d) and so 

u = ph, which shows (D, d) is initial. 0 

Thus, given the data in the above proposition and an initial T-algebra (D, d) 

we may look for an initial T-algebra over it. For ip as in Proposition 4.5.8, 

given a parameter set S, a functor M : S - B induces a functor 1M : S - E, with 

plM = M, via the terminal object functor 1: B - E. Hence an idts TM : B -* 3 
- - 	 E induces an idts T = TiM : E - 	 i + E. We can now express what t means for ii, 

regarded as a logic over B, to satisfy an induction principle for an idts TM in terms 

of the induced idts T. 
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4.5.13. DEFINITION. Let ip satisfy the hypotheses of Proposition 4.5.8, and let 

TM B - u be an idts, for a parameter set S and a functor M : S -+ B. ip satisfies 

the induction principle w.r.t. T if 1-Alg : T-Alg -+ i-Alg preserves initial models, 

i.e. whenever (D, constr) is an initial T-model, 1-.Alg(D, constr) is an initial T 

model. 

This definition means that for an object H in E, to give a global element 

p: 1(D) - H amounts to giving a T-algebra on H, (H,h : TH -* H). We illus-

trate the logical import of the above definition with the idts of natural numbers 

and lists below. The internal language of p in this case includes the logical con-

nectives {A, T, V, I} and the coreindexing functors along coproduct injections. 

To simplify the presentation, we consider only the entailment relation I- in the 

internal language, disregarding the proof terms. Note that for t: I - I + J in 

B, given predicates Q = x I F- Q(x) Prop and P = y : I + J F- P(x) Prop a 

morphism f: t,Q - P corresponds under the adjunction t H to a morphism 
fA 

: Q -* b*(P), which amounts to an entailment x: I I Q(x) F- P(tx). 

4.5.14. EXAMPLES. Let ip be as in Proposition 4.5.8. 

(i) For the idts TX = 1 +X in B, the corresponding T idts in E is TH = i-H. 

Let P E JE 1 1 and let (N, [z, s]) be the initial T-model in B. To give a global 

element of P, we must give a T-algebra (F, f : DP -p P). This amounts to giving 

a T- algebra (I, [a, m] TI - I) - which induces a morphism it(a, m) : N - l-

and a vertical morphism j: TP - j*() Let us examine this vertical morphism 

in the internal language of p: it amounts to a sequent 

x : 1 + N I t!(T) V t(P) F- P(it(a, m)x) 

which can be decomposed into two sequents 

x: 1 -F- I I t!(T) F- P(it(a, m)x) x: 1 + I I t(P) F- P(it(a, m)x) 

which in turn correspond to sequents 

x': 1 I 1 F- P(a) 
	

Y: I  I P(y) F- P(my) 
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which corresponds to the usual induction principle on the natural numbers: to 

prove P(x) for the elements x : I generated by a and m, we must prove P(a) and 

P(y) = P(my). 

(ii) For the idts TAX = 1 + A x X, for some A E IBI, we get the idts TY = 

i-T-1(A)Y. Let (L, [nil, cons]) be the initial T-model and let P E J EL 1. Note that 

modulo the isomorphism [nil, cons] : 1 + A x L - L, the predicate P corresponds 

to a predicate F' on 1 + A x L, i.e. x : 1 + A x L I- P'(x). F' is therefore 

given by two predicates S and Q, with x' : 1 F- S 	P(nil) and a : A, 1: L I- 

Q(a, 1) 	P'(cons(a, 1)). To give a vertical global element h: 1(L) -* F, a proof 

of the property P for all lists, amounts to giving a morphism k : TP - P over 

[nil, cons] : 1 + A x L -* L. It corresponds to a sequent 

1: 1 + A x L I t!(T) V t(TP) H P'([nil, cons]l) 

which can be decomposed into two sequents 

x:1ITHS 

and 

a: A, 1': L I P(l') H Q(a, 1') 

where we have simplified the antecedent of the second sequent by TA P(l') P(l') 

We thus get the usual structural induction principle for finite lists. 

We have thus given the categorical counterpart of the logical principle of struc-

tural induction by requiring the functor 1 : B -+ E to preserve a suitable categorical 

property, i.e. initiality of algebras. Note that this is only possible if we consider 

the 'global' structure of the fibred category F rather than its fibred structure. This 

illustrates the value of working with fibrations rather than indexed categories. 

It follows from [LS81, §5.2,Theorem 1] that when ip is the internal logic 

Sub(B) Sub(B) 
fibration 	logic fibration 	it satisfies the induction principle for any 

B 	 B 
idts. We illustrate the argument for the case of natural numbers object. 

4.5.15. PROPOSITION. Given a category B with pullbacks and a natural numbers 
Sub(B) 

object (N, [z, s]), 	satisfies the induction principle for natural numbers. 
B 
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Proof. Recall that the idts for natural numbers is TX = 1 +X. For z, an T-algebra 

I .P P 

A 
C f 

induces a T-algebra 1 	 P 	P and hence a unique morp ism 

it(, f) : N - P. Further 

N 
it(,f) 

IN 1 
N 	'A 

it(c, f) 

commutes, by initiality of (N, [z, s]). This shows (IN,  ([z, s}, [z, s]) : IN 	IN is 

the initial T-algebra. 	 . 

In [Jac93,CS91] models of idts are required to satisfy a parameterisation prop-

erty. A consequent requirement of parameterisation on the induction principle 

must be imposed. This requirement can be captured using the fibrations with 

indeterminates in §6.3. Details will appear elsewhere. 



Chapter 5 

Comonads and Kleisli fibrations 

5.1. Introduction 

Categories with an indeterminate or generic element, also called polynomial cat-

egories, play an important role in the categorical interpretation of simply typed 

)-calculus, as in [LS86]. Among other applications, they are used to express func-

tional completeness properties of cartesian closed categories, cf. ibid. We set about 

doing a similar analysis for certain polymorphic ,\-calculi in §6. In this chapter 

we develop the basic technical background necessary for this analysis. Specifically, 

we need a definition of cartesian objects with an indeterminate element in a 2-

category, generalising the formulation for ordinary categories with finite products, 

or cartesian categories, in [LS86]. We thus seek to instantiate such formulation 

in the 2-categories Jib(B) and .ib, the 'universes' of models for polymorphic cal-

culi. As we will show below, Kleisli objects for comonads play an important role 

in the construction of cartesian objects with an indeterminate. Thus, we are led 

to consider fibred comonads and Kleisli fibrations for them. These will be used 

in §6 to study so-called contextual and functional completeness of A—+- and Aw-

fibrations, the categorical versions of the polymorphic calculi )-* and A w, along 

other applications of polynomial fibrations. 

The structure of the chapter is as follows: in §5.2 we recall the definition 

of cartesian category with an indeterminate element and its presentation as a 

Kleisli category for a suitable comonad, primarily as a motivation for the technical 

121 
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developments in the rest of the chapter. §5.3 gives the 2-categorical version of 

Lambek's presentation of cartesian categories with an indeterminate element as 

Kleisli categories [LS86, Part I, Proposition 7.1]. This involves the reformulation, 

within a 2-category, of the usual operations on a cartesian category, §5.3.2. In 

§5.3.3 and §5.3.4 we carry out the reformulation in this general setting of the 

abovementioned result about objects with an indeterminate and Kleisli objects, 

Proposition 5.3.12. The more involved result is Lemma 5.3.11, which shows that 

the Kleisli object for a comonad on a cartesian object is again cartesian; although 

trivial in Cat, the 2-categorical version requires a special property 'PCK' of Cat, 

introduced in Definition 5.3.9, which holds in the 2-categories of fibrations as well. 

In the remaining of the chapter, we deal with the existence of Kleisli objects 

for fibred comonads. In §5.4 we specialise the notion of comonad and resolution 

to the fibred case. In §5.4.1 we present Kleisli fibrations comonads in b3), 

which agree, both globally and fibrewise, with those in Cat. In §5.4.2 we consider 

resolutions for comonads in lib, which are not as simple as those for Jib: we 

present a construction which 'factors' a fibred comonad through a resolution for 

its base comonad, based on the factorisation of fibred adjunctions of Theorem 

3.2.3; this construction combined with the above constructions in .Tib(B) yields 

the required Kleisli fibrations. We make heavy use of the algebraic laws of fibred 

2-cells, presented in §3.1.1. 

The basic material on comonads in Cat is taken from [Mac7l, §VI] and [LS86, 

Part 0]. 

5.2. Categories with an indeterminate element 

In this section we recall what it means for a category to have a generic global 

element or indeterminate elemenent. More precisely, given a category B (with 

a terminal object 1) and an object I e B, we describe the so-called polynomial 

category 81x : I] obtained by freely adjoining a morphism x 1 -f I to B and 

characterise it in terms of a universal property. We follow [LS86, Part I,5]. In 
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§5.3.4 we will reformulate this universal property in an elementary 2-categorical 

way in order to apply the same formulation to fibrations in §6.2 and §6.3. 

Assume B is a category with finite products and let I E IBI. We want a 

category with finite products B[x : I], with the objects and morphisms of 8 and an 

additional morphism x: 1 -p I, 1 the terminal object. We can construct B[x : I] 

as follows: 

Add an edge x: 1 -* I to the underlying graph g(B) of B, where x is 

supposed to be a new symbol, obtaining a graph g(B)[x : I]. 

Form the free category with finite products .F(c(B)[x : I]) on this graph. 

Make a suitable quotient, identifying morphisms, of T(c(B)[x:  I]) so that 

the inclusion g(B) -+ g(B)[x : I] becomes a finite product preserving functor 

B -f B[x: I]. 

We think of the new morphism x : 1 -* I above as a 'parameter of type I'. This 

means that x can be 'instantiated' by actual global elements. This is expressed 

categorically by the following universal property of B[x : I]: for each category with 

finite products C and each finite product preserving functor F: B -+ C together 

with a morphism Fl - Fl there is a unique finite product preserving functor 

(F,a):B[x:I] -+ C with (F,a)ii = F and (F,a)x = a in 

) a, 
B[x : I] --- (F---- -- C 

77 IF 

The functor (F, a) can be understood as performing 'substitution' of x by a. We 

will sometimes write i,  for 77 above, to make explicit the dependence on I. In 

[LS86, Part I,6] this polynomial category is used to express a so-called functional 

completeness property of cartesian and cartesian closed categories, or simply typed 

A-calculus. We will refine this notion and the corresponding generalisation to 

polymorphic A-calculus in §6.1. 

For a category B with finite products, an object I induces a comonad 

- x I: B - B, with counit at J given by 7rjj : J x I -* J and comultipli cation 
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given by (1, J,I ) : J x I -* (J x I) x I. As shown in [LS86, Part I, Proposition 

7.1], B[x : I] is the Kleisli category B _xj  induced by this comonad. Furthermore, 

the functor rl : B - B[x : I] corresponds to U_,< 1 : B -p B_ x i, the right adjoint of the 

Kleisli resolution of - x I, and hence has a left adjoint. Also, when B is cartesian 

closed, we find in ibid. that B[x : I] B, for the monad I =I .: B -f B with 

unit at J given by A(irjj) : J - I = J (the adjoint transpose of the projection 

7rj1) and multiplication A(A(7rj1  o evi,j)) : I = J -+ I = (I = J). In this case, 

B -+ B[x: I] corresponds to F1 _ : B -~ B 1 _, the left adjoint of the Kleisli resol-

ution of I -, and hence has a right adjoint. The existence of a left (respectively 

right) adjoint to ij corresponds to so-called contextual (respectively functional) 

completeness of B, as explained in §6.1 We have the following result underlying 

the ones above; it is a variation of [BW85, §3.7,Theorem 5]. 

5.2.1. PRoposiTioN. Given a comonad G: C -+ C, consider its associated j(leisli 

resolution FG H UG : C -_~ CG. The following are equivalent: 

G has a right adjoint C H T:C - C 

UG has a right adjoint UG  H R: CG - C 

Under either of the above equivalent hypotheses, T (= RUG) is the functor part of 

a monad and the corresponding Kleisli category CT is isomorphic to CG. 

Proof. The equivalence is easily established, in view of the fact that T is part of a 

monad and hence induces a right adjoint R via its Kleisli resolution. The monad 

structure on T is induced as follows: let e and S be the counit and comultiplication 

respectively of the comonad G and let i '  and e' be the unit and counit of C H T. 

The unit of the monad is Te o i '  and the multiplication is T(e' o Ge'T o 8T 2 ) o i'T2 . 

The isomorphism between the Kleisli categories CG and CT follows readily from 

CG(X, Y) C(GX, Y) C(X, TY) CT(X, Y) 

I. 
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5.3. Comonads and Kleisli objects in a 2-category 

In this section we recall the concepts of comonad and its associated Kleisli ob-

ject in a 2-category, following [Str72]. The purpose is to reformulate Lambek's 

presentation of the polynomial category B[x: I] — when lB has finite products — as 

the Kleisli category of the comonad - x I : B — B, cf. 5.2, in a 2-category with 

suitable structure. 

5.3.1. DEFINITION. Given a 2-category K;, a comonad in it is a triple 

A —* A,c,6) 

where e : g = ' A and 5 : g = g o g are called the counit and the comultiplication 

respectively. The data must satisfy 

geo8=19 =egoS 	8g08=g8 0 6 

When /C = Cat, we get the usual notion of comonad. An adjunction f -1 u : A — B 

via i,e in K generates a comonad (fu : A —+ A, e, fi1u). In this case, f -I u is a 

resolution for the comonad so generated, according to the following definition. 

5.3.2. DEFINITION. Given a comonad (g : A — A, e, 8) in K;, a resolution for it is 

an adjunction f -I u via ij ' , e'  such that 

g = fu 	€' = e 	8 = fij'u 

In [LS86, Part 01, resolutions for a comonad in Cat are organised into a category; a 

morphism between f -1 u : A — B and f' H u': A — B' is a morphism h : B —* B' 

such that (h, 1A) is a map of adjunctions, as in Definition 1.1.5. Every comonad in 

Cat has an initial resolution with respect to that category. This resolution is given 

by the Kleisli category of the comonad, as in ibid. The corresponding notion of 

Kleisli object for a comonad in a 2-category is formulated in [Str72]. It amounts 

to an oplax colimit [Ke189]. We only give the definition of oplax colimit for a 

comonad, since this is the only instance we need. 
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5.3.3. DEFINITION. Let (g : A -p A, e, 8) be a comonad in X. 

An oplax cocone (1, a) consists of a morphism 1: A -p B and a 2-cell 

a: 1 = ig, satisfying 

1e0 a=1 1 	agoa=l6ocr 

B is called the vertex of the cocone. 

Given oplax cocones (1, a) and (1', a') with the same vertex, 1, 1': A - B, 

a morphism from (1, a) to (1', a') is 2-cell 'y : 1 = 1' satisfying -yg o a = a' o -y. We 

write -y : (1, a) = (1', a') for such a morphism. 

The above notion of morphism sets up a category OpLax(g, B) of oplax 

cocones with vertex B. 	A morphism h : B -* C induces a functor 

h o .: OpThx(g, B) - Opfiix(g, C). A 2-cell a: h = h' induces a natural trans-

formation a o ..: h a 	h' a .: Opfax(g, B) - OpLax(g, C). 

An oplax colimit is an oplax cocone (u : A - A 9 , )) with the following uni-

versal property: there is an isomorphism 

IC(A 9)  B) (9pL'ax(g, B) 

2-natural in B. 

The oplax colimit of a comonad is called its Kleisli object. When such objects 

exist for every comonad, we say that /C admits Kleisli objects for comonads. 

We refer to the object A 9  itself as the Kleisli object. 

5.3.4. REMARKS. 

• The above isomorphism means in elementary terms that, given an oplax 

cocone (1: A 4 B, a), there is a unique morphism (1, a) : A 9  -* B such that 

(1, a) o u = 1 and (1, a)A = a. The 2-dimensional aspect means that given a 

morphism 'y : (1, a) = (1', a'), there is a unique 2-cell 57 : ( 1, a) =. (1', a') such 

that 57u = y. 

• Any resolution f -1 U: A - B for the comonad g induces an oplax cocone 

(u )  iiu). As a partial converse, the oplax colimit (u, )) is such that u has a 
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left adjoint f and the adjunction f H u generates the comonad. See [Str72] 

for details. 

Recall that in Cat, the Kleisli category AG  for a comonad C on P has the same 

objects as A and has horn-sets i\(X, Y) = Pa(GX, Y). Identities are given by 

instances of c. For f: GX -p Y and g GY -p Z, their composite is g o Gf o 

ax. There is an adjunction, written FG H UG : A -f  AG (via ii,e)  which gener-

ates G. The induced oplax cocone (UG, TIUG) is an oplax colimit: given an 

oplax cocone (L : P -f B, o, ), (L, a) : AG -p B is given by (L,a)(f: CX - Y) = 

Lf ° clx : LX - LY, and a morphism 'y: (L, a-) = (L', cr'), induces 57 = 

Yx : (L,a-)X -* (L',cr')X. 

5.3.1. Products in a 2-category 

In order to state that a category has binary products and terminal object in terms 

of adjunctions, we use the fact that the 2-category Cat itself has finite products. 

Their definition in an arbitrary 2-category, from [Ke189], is as follows 

5.3.5. DEFINITION. 

• A 2-category K has a terminal object if there is an object 1 such that for 

every object A, there is an isomorphism 

K(A, 1) {*}, the one-object one-morphism category 

2-natural in A. 

• K has binary products if for any two objects A and B, there is an object 

A >< B such that, for any object C there is an isomorphism 

K(C,A x B) K(C,A) x )C(C,B) 

2-natural in C. 

We say that K has finite products if it has binary ones and a terminal object. 

The above isomorphisms mean that the underlying category 1C 0  has finite products 
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as an ordinary category, and that they have a 2-dimensional universal property. 

Specifically, 1 is such that for every object A, there is a unique 1-cell !A : A -+ 1 

and a unique 2-cell a :!A =t!A, whence a = LA . Similarly, for objects A and B, 

the projections A 2- A x B !* B are such that for any span A 2 C - B there 

is a unique (f, g) : C — Ax B with iro(f,g) = f and ir'o(f,g) = g. And for 

any two 2-cells a : f = f' : C -+ A and 0 : g =* g' : C - B there is a unique 2-cell 

(a,/3): (f, g) = (f, g) with 7r (a,/3) = a and 7r'(a,3) 0. 

The non-elementary definition of products in AC is given in terms of 2-adjoints: 

AC has a terminal object if ! : AC -* {*} has a right 2-adjoint; it has binary products 

if the diagonal 2-functor A : AC -* AC x AC has a right 2-adjoint. 

5.3.2. Cartesian objects in a 2-category with products 

Rephrasing the definition of a category with finite products in Cat in terms of 

adjoints, we get the following definition of cartesian objects in a 2-category with 

finite products [CKW90]. 

5.3.6. DEFINITION. Let AC be a 2-category with finite products. An object A is 

cartesian if both 

the unique morphism !A : A -p 1 has a right adjoint 1: 1 - A, and 

• the diagonal morphism 6A : A -f A x A has a right adjoint ®: A x A -* A. 

Note that the counit of !A -11 must be the identity. If 7- :  'A = lO!A  is the 

unit, the adjunction laws reduce to rl = 1. 

A cartesian object in Cat is a category with assigned finite products. A cartesian 

object in JTh(I3) is a fibration with assigned fibred finite products, while a cartesian 

object in Fib is a fibration ip such that both E and B have assigned finite products 

and p preserves them strictly. 

For the developments in §5.3.3 and §5.3.4, we need to spell out how the usual 

operations of pairing and projection in a category with finite products, as in [LS86, 

Part I], are obtained in this abstract setting. 
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In Cat, the projections associated to the binary product functor x : P x P -* 

are natural transformations ir: x -- r : x P -* P and ir': x -- ir'. Then, for 

objects X, Y of i, 'ry : X x Y -* X is the first projection. The projections are 

the components of the counit €' : Sjx --*  lPixA- 

Let A with 8A  H®: A x A -+ A via ii',  e' be a cartesian object in K. The asso-

ciated projections are p = ire' :®=' ir and q = ir'e' :Ø=  ir'. 

As for pairing, recall that objects of a category P correspond to functors 1 - 

where 1 is the terminal category, and morphisms of P correspond to natural trans-

formations between the respective functors. Given morphisms f : Z = I: 1 - P 

and g : Z J: 1 - P, their pairing (f, g) = (f x g) OSZ . The diagonal morphism 

Sz is the component at Z of the unit ': 1 -- xSj. 

Generalising to K, given 'objects' f, g : B -+ A of A, their product is 

®(f,g):B—A. For 'morphisms' a:f=g:B-4A and 	f=h:B—A, 

their pairing is ((a,#)) = 	® (a, )3) o 77'B : f =® (g, h). 	Let P9,h = 

p(g,h) :®(g,h) =tg and q, .h q(g,h) :® (g, h) = h. Then, 

Pg,h 0 ((a, 0)) = a 	q,,h 0 ((a, 3)) = /3 	((P9,h, q9,h)) 

Given cartesian objects A and B, with products ® and 6 respectively, a morph-

ism f : A - B induces a 2-cell of  = ((fp, fq)) : f ®=®' (f x  f) (the pairing is 

that of B). Then, f preserves finite products if 0 is an isomorphism. This agrees 

in Cat with the usual definition. 

5.3.3. Comonad induced by a global element of a cartesian object 

As we have seen, an object I of a category P with finite products induces a comonad 

- x I on it. This generalises 2-categorically as follows: 

5.3.7. DEFINITION. Let A be a cartesian object in K, with 5A H® via ii ' , e'. A 

global element i : 1 -* A induces a comonad (g : A - A, e, 8), where 

0  gi =® (1A,i!A) 
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• € = P1A,i!A( =  re' ( lA, i!A)) : 	. 

• S = ((l, q(1, i! A ))))gl(=® (l ® , lr€)(1A, i!A> 0 	0 (1 A , !A)) : g 1  = 

The verification of the comonad laws proceeds by 2-categorical pasting; we 

omit the details. 

5.3.4. Objects with an indeterminate 

Given a category B with a terminal object 1, and any object I of 3, we recalled in 

§5.2 the universal property of B[x : I], the category with an indeterminate element 

of 'type' I. We also mentioned that, when B has finite products, IB[x : I] could 

be presented as a Kleisli category. We give now the 2-categorical version of this 

result. 

First, we must reformulate the 'category with an indeterminate' concept in a 

2-category. Since we are interested in cartesian objects, we give a formulation of 

'cartesian objects with an indeterminate'. 

5.3.8. DEFINITION. Let K; be a 2-category with finite products. Let B be a 

cartesian object of K; and let i: 1 -+ B be a global element. The cartesian ob-

ject with an i-indeterminate B[x : i] is a cartesian object together with a morphism 

j : B B[x: ii which preserves finite products and a 2-cell 

x : j 1 = ji: 1 - B[x : i] with the following universal property: given a cartesian 

object C, a finite product preserving morphism f: B - C and a 2-cell a: f  = fi, 

there is a unique finite product preserving morphism (f, a) : B[x: i] C such that 

(f, a)j = f and  (f, a)x = a. Further, given any other such pair (f', a') and a 2-cell 

-y : f f', there is a unique 2-cell 7: (f, a) =I (f', a') such that j = y. 

Now, we want to show that if K; admits Kleisli objects for comonads, i.e. if 

the appropriate oplax colimits exist, the Kleisli object B 01  for the comonad - ® i 

given in §5.3.3 has the universal property of B[x : i]. 

We must show, among other facts, that B_01  is cartesian. In Cat, this follows 

from the fact that the Kleisli category BG, for a comonad C on B with finite 
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products, has finite products. Consider objects X and Y in BG, then 

BG(Z,X x Y) B(GZ,X x Y) B(GZ,X) x B(GZ,Y) B(Z,X) x BG(Z,Y) 

so products in BG are obtained from those in B. To generalise this to K;, we must 

assume the following property. 

5.3.9. DEFINITION. Let /C be a category with finite products, which admits Kleisli 

objects for comonads. A comonad (g : A -p A, e, 8) induces a comonad 

(g x g: A x A -p A x A, e x E,8 x 8). Let (u: A - A 9 , A) be the Kleisli object 

of g. K; satisfies PCF if the oplax cocone (U x U: Ax A—* A. x A 9 ,A x A) is an 

oplax colimit. 

5.3.10. REMARK. The above definition means that the Kleisli object of the product 

comonad g x g is given by the product of those for g. In Cat, we have 

(p x I)G X G((X, X'), (Y, Y')) 	A x P((GX, CX'), (Y, Y')) 

P(GX,Y) x P(GX',Y') 

(X, Y) x 

5.3.11. LEMMA. Let IC satisfy PCK. Given a comonad (g : A - A, e, 8), if A is 

cartesian, so is A9 . 

Proof. Let (u : A -p A 97  A) be the oplax colimit for g, and !A H 1: 1 -* A via r, 

1 and 8A  H ®: A x A -p A via 77, e be the adjunctions for the cartesian object A. 

The corresponding adjoints for A. are written 	H 1' via 'r' and 8A9  H®' via ri', 

as given below. 

• Let 1' = uol. ii': 1A9 	ul! A9  is the unique such 2-cell induced by universal- 

ity of (u, A) as follows: 'A  is the unique mediating morphism from (u, A) to it-

self, Ul!A g  is the unique mediating morphism from (u, A) to (ul!A9 u, ul!A9 A). 

Hence i'  is determined by the oplax-cocone morphism UT: u = ul!A9 u. The 

adjunction law ij'ul = lul  follows by universality of the oplax cocone ( 1 1 1 1 ) 

(for the identity comonad on 1), since 7'u1 is uniquely determined by the 

oplax-cocone morphism UT1 = 1 : ul = ul!A9u1. 
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• To define ®': A9  x A. —* A 9  we use the universal property of 

(u x u : A x A - A 9  x A 9 , A x A), guaranteed by PCK. Thus, we define an 

oplax cocone (u 0: A x A - A 9 , a), where a = uqf 9  o A ® as displayed below 

AxA 	 A 

9X91 
	

409 	
tY Ag 

AxA 
0 

and ic = ((gp, gq)) is the 'comparison' 2-cell. This cocone induces the required 

0'. To obtain the unit and counit of the adjunction, we use the 2-dimensional 

property of the oplax colimits. 

— The counit €': 8A 9  ®' 'A9 is uniquely determined by the oplax-cocone 

morphism (u x u)€: (u x u)S 0= u x u, from ((u x u)8 O=) 

Su 0: Ax A —p A. x A 9 ,Sa) to (u x u,A x A). 

— The unit 11 ' : 'A 9  =®' 849 is uniquely determined by the oplax-cocone 

morphism uii : u = u 0 6 =0'  Su, from (u, A) to (0' 6u: A — A 9 , 

0' SA) 

-0 
1  

€' o 77 1 Ø'= 1 ® ,  because: 0' ' is uniquely determined by 

u 0 €: u 0 6 0= u 0 and ?7' (D' is uniquely determined by 

ull' 0: u 0= u 0 8 0. Thus, their composite is uniquely determined 

by the composite of these oplax-cocone morphisms, which is the iden-

tity by the adjunction laws for 8A ® 

- 

C! 
JA9 0 8A9 7 = 'SAg because: 	649  is uniquely determined by 

(u x U)ESA : (8A 9 U 0 8A aS) = (uS, AS) and Ag7 is uniquely determ-

ined by (Suij =)(u x u)Si: (SAgUSAgA) = ( 8A 9  0 6A 9 U,8A 9  0 6A 9 ') 

Thus, their composite is uniquely determined by the composite of these 

oplax-cocone morphisms, which is the identity by the adjunction laws 

for 8A ® 

A 
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Note that the construction of 1' and ®' in the above proof is such that u strictly 

pteserves the assigned finite products 1 and 0. 

5.8.12. PRoposiTioN. Let K1 be a 2-category with finite products, satisfying PCK. 

Let B be a cartesian object, with a global element i : 1 --4B. B 91  has the universal 

property of B[x: I] 

Proof. By Proposition 5.3.11, we have a finite product preserving morphism 

B —p B91 , with a 2-cell x : ul =* ui given by the composite 

B 

1 g 	 B9  

Given another cartesian object C, with product , a finite product preserving 

morphism f : B —f C and a 2-cell a: fl = fi, we have an oplax cocone on g2  

(f, o), where o is the composite 2-cell in the diagram below 

ACx>A 

!> 	if 
Xf 

AxA 

where (01 =)q1,  the inverse of of , exists because f preserves finite products, and 

= ((i i , a!A o fr)). Hence, by universality there exists a unique (f, a) : B91  —* C, 

such that (f, a).\ = a. This implies (f, a)x = a as follows: 

(f, o)x = fq 1 , 0 al 

= fq1 , 0 q f (1, i) 0 ((ii', a)) 

= qf1,f 0 ((i i , )  a)), because 	is coherent w.r.t. projections 

ERWO 
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Finally, we must show (f, a) preserves finite products. This holds because f pre- 

serves them: the comparison 2-cell c5u-j: (f, a)  Ø'=(((f,  a) x (f, a)) is uniquely 

determined by the morphism of  : (f 0, f 0. o or 	((f x  f), (a x a)). Then, 

is an isomorphism, since of  is. 	 0 

5.4. Fibred comonads and resolutions. 

Instantiating Definition 5.3.1 in the 2-categories Yib and Jib(B), we get the appro-

priate notions of fibred monad and 3-fibred monad, respectively. We spell out the 

details only for .7b; those for lib(B) are obtained by considering the appropriate 

vertical instances. 

5.4.1. DEFINITION. A fibred comonad is given by the following data: 

• a fibration 
B 

• a fibred 1-cell 

B 
G 

• fibred 2-cells (, e) and (6, 8) 

IE 

E 	 F 

G 

P 	 p 

1 B 	 I 

B 	 B 

satisfying 

= 	la 

ao i 
= 	ao8 

MA 
E 	 F 

G 

P 	 p 
GoG 

B 	 B 

GeoS = 

eGoS = IG 

GSoS = SGoS 
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As we can see from the above definition, a fibred comonad consists of a pair of 

comonads: the total one, (C: E -* E, F, 6), and the base one (C: B -k B, e, 6) such 

that the fibration ' p is a morphism of monads, i.e. commutes with the counits and 

comultiplications, and C is fibred over C. We will write ((G, C) : p -+ p, (, e), (8, 8)) 

for such a fibred monad, or briefly (, C). 

A comonad in Yzb(B) is a vertical fibred monad, i.e. one where the base co-

monad is the identity such. It is therefore a B-fibred monad, but we drop the 

prefix when there is no ambiguity. 

Similarly, instantiating Definition 5.3.1 in Fib we get: 

5.4.2. DEFINITION. A fibred resolution for ((C, C) : p - p, (, e),  (, 6)) is a fibred 

adjunction 

ra 
E B 

U 

P q 

F 
B 

'I 

such that 

	

frU=ã 	FU =G 

	

- 	F-lU 
C 	= C 	 C 	= C 

	

F'U = S 	FeU = 8 

where we have superscripted the units and counits with the corresponding adjunc-

tions. 

Thus, a fibred resolution for (, C) is a pair of resolutions for the corresponding 

comonads C and C, with the resolution for C fibred over the one for C, such 

that (p, q) is a map of adjunctions between these resolutions. Considering the 

appropriate vertical instance of the above definition, we get the notion of 0-fibred 

resolution. 

The corresponding notions of fibred oplax cocone and fibred oplax colimit for 

the 2-categories .Fzb(B) and Fib are obtained similarly to those of comonad and 
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resolution above. In the following section, we will show the existence of Kleisli 

comonads in Tzb(i), which are in turn used to build the corresponding ones in Tib 

in §5.4.2. 

5.4.1. Kleisli fibration for a vertical fibred comonad 

In this section we show how, generalising the situation in Cat, every comonad 

in Jb(B) has a Kleisli object, which we call its Kleisli fibration. If we consider 

fibrations as indexed categories or pseudo-functors, the usual construction in Cat 

can be transferred to the present situation fibrewise. However it is simpler to 

present the construction globally, as we will show next. 

5..8. PROPOSITION. Given a fibred comonad (G p - p, c, 45) for 1P , let 

PG : EG -p B be the following functor: 

PGX = pX 

= pf 

PG Z5 the Kleisli fibration for C via the oplax colimit induced by the (standard) 

resolution associated with the Kleisli category EG. 

Proof. 

PG • We first show PG is a fibration. Given u: I - pX 111 B, let (u) (X) = 

(u) 2'(X) o G(u*(X)) -* X. Given a morphism f: GY - X with 

pf = u o v, for some v pY -+ I, there is a unique of  : GY - u*P(X) over v 
PG such that (u) (X) o 	= f. But then, the composite of 	and (u) (X) is 

(u)(X) 0 	0 Gq f  0 by 	(X) o Of o Ge,*P(x) ° Si' = f 

by naturality of e and the comonad laws. Therefore 77 (X) is cartesian in 

EG and PG  is a fibration. 

• The resolution FG  I- UG : E - EG is given by 

UGX=X 	UG(XLY)=foe X  

FGX = GX 	FG(GX 1 Y) = Gf o 6 
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We then have a B-fibred resolution FG I- UG : p -p  PG, since FG and UG pre-

serve cartesian morphisms. The induced fibred oplax cocone (UG, ?7UG)  is a 

fibred oplax colimit: given a fibred oplax cocone (L : p - q, 0: L = LG), 

with 1?q, the unique mediating functor (L, o) : EG -* D in Cat preserves 

cartesian morphisms: 

(L,o)((u(X) 0 c*P(X)) = L((u(X)) o L(e.P(X)) 	= L((u(X)) 

by the fibred oplax cocone laws. 

5.4.4. REMARKS. 

• The construction of Kleisli fibrations can also be presented fibrewise: for a 

fibred comonad G, the fibre (EG ) I  is (E1) 1 , for Gli: E1  -f E1  the ordinary 

comonad obtained by restriction. See Example 5.4.6. This fact is useful 

when dealing with (vertical) fibred structure, since then results for Cat can be 

transferred to the fibred case in an straightforward fashion, e.g. Proposition 

6.2.5. 

• Similarly to the proof of the above proposition, we could show the existence of 

Kleisli fibrations for fibred monads, and Eilenberg-Moore objects, or objects 

of algebras [Str72], for fibred (co)monads. Again they agree globally and 

fibrewise with those in Cat. 

Since Kleisli objects in Jib(B) are constructed as in Cat, we have as immediate 

consequence 

5..5. COROLLARY. Tib(B) satisfies PCK. 

5.4.6. EXAMPLE. Let (C: C - C, e, 8) be a comonad. It induces a Set-fibred co-

monad (Fam(G) : f(C) -p f(C), Fam(e), Fam(S)) for the family fibration 

f (C) : Faim(C) - Set in an obvious fashion: the comonad on C' (I a set) has 

action G'. The Kleisli fibration for this 'family' comonad is simply Fam(CT) This 
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means that the 2-functor Fam : Cat -+ Fzb(&t) preserves Kleisli objects for co-

monads. Similar considerations apply to monads and Kleisli and Eilenberg-Moore 

objects for them. 

5.4.2. Kleisli fibration for a comonad in Fib 

In this subsection we construct Kleisli objects for comonads in 9ib. We call these 

objects Kleisli fibrations. The construction is based on the factorisation of fibred 

adjunctions given by Theorem 3.2.3; Kleisli objects in Fib are built from those in 

Cat and Jib(-). 

Consider a fibred comonad ((C, G) : p -* p, 
(, 

E), (8, 8)) for p : E -+ B in .71b, 

and a resolution for it, given by the following fibred adjunction 

ra 
0 E 

U 

q p 

F 
B 

This fibred adjunction can be factored, by Theorem 3.2.3, yielding an I-fibred ad-

junction F -1 U: F*(p) p', and thus an I-fibred comonad FU: F*(p) F*(p) .  

As we will show in Proposition 5.4.9 below, this Pt-fibred comonad is determined 

by F H U and the comonad (, C). Then we can obtain the Kleisli fibration of 

(G, G) as the Kleisli object for the BG-fibred comonad determined by (, C) and 

the Kleisli resolution for C, FG H U : 0G -* B; see Theorem 5.4.11. 

To simplify the presentation, we consider the isomorphisms t9's between pull-

backs, introduced in §3.1.1 are identities. This causes no lost of generality, by 

the Cat-fibred 2-equivalence Fib ICat of Corollary 1.3.10, since ICat is split. So 

we work with Fib as if we were working with ICat; the property of having Kleisli 

objects is preserved under 2-equivalence. 

5..7. WARNING. Fib does not have Kleisli objects in the sense of Definition 5.3.3, 

but only in a weaker, 'bicategorical' sense. This means that the oplax cocone (u, a) 
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we will construct below satisfies the universal property of the oplax colimit 'up 

to isomorphism'. See [Ke189] for a precise definition of bicategorical limits. This 

means that 7Th admits the construction of fibrations with indeterminates in a 

similar weaker sense. This is a valid notion and is acceptable for the applications in 

§6. If we restrict attention to the 2-category Fzb3  of split fibrations and splitting-

preserving morphisms, we do have Kleisli objects in the sense of Definition 5.3.3. 

We will give the definitions of the relevant constructions in Yib, which involve 

coherent isomorphisms 8, 0 given in §3.1.1, but in sketching the proof of the 

respective universal properties we ignore these isomorphisms, as if working in 

to simplify calculations. 

Given a comonad (G, C) :p -f p in 7lbfor p, and a resolution F H U : B -* 

for the base comonad G: B -f B, we define an 1-fibred comonad GFU on F*(p) 

with the following property: given any fibred resolution for (G, C) such that is base 

resolution is F -1 U, then the fibred comonad it induces on F* (p) is (isomorphic 

to) CFU. 

5.4.8. DEFINITION. Given a fibration p: E -p 3, a fibred comonad on it 

(, C) : p -* p (with counit (, c) and comultiplication (, 8)) and a resolution 

F H U : B -* P (via q,e) for C : B - B, its associated P-fi bred comonad 

GFU : F*(p) F*(p) with counit z and comultiplication W is given as follows: 

• GFHU = (F7l)F*(C). Recall that C: p -+ C*(p) is obtained by factoring 

G: E -p E through the pullback of T and p, and (Fii): (UF)*(p) -* p is the 

Pt-fibred 1-cell induced by F77 as in Lemma 3.1.2.(i). 

•= 8FF 0 (F17)F*(), where ê: C ==> (e) is the B-fibred 2-cell obtained by 

factoring Z: C 	1E through e: T = 1B as in Lemma 3.1.2.(ii). 

	

•6  = (q)_lF*(0) o (F77)F*(6), where : Ĝ  =' (8) 0 G*(0) o 	is the B- 
77 

	

fibred 2-cell obtained by factoring 8: C = 02  through 8: C 	C2  as in 

Lemma 3.1.2.(ii). 
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We must verify that the data in the definition above yields an A-fibred comonad. 

The comonad laws for 0 follow from those of (a, G), using the lemmas in §3.1.1 

and Lemma 3.1.2. We show o (5 = 1 for illustration. First, 

(0 G)-1 = (F7/)P(cbO 
—1 o ((aFp 	

—1 
SF,sF)F(G(G)) Ffl) 	,i,GF) 

by Lemma 3.1.2.(ii), with the same kind of 'pasting' argument as explained for 

step (#) below. Then, omitting some subscripts and superscripts for brevity, 

o S 

= (Fi)F* (0)8FF  o (Fi)F*(G)(F77)F*()  o ( GTl F*(0) o (F7l F*() 

= 	 (F)(0) 1 (eF)o 

F ((8,GF)_1 8 ,6F)F (C(C))F (G) o (F17)F*((6)G*(G)GE  o 

using the above expression for (q)1  and the interchange law for 2-cells 77 
= (F11 )8FOUF,G€FF*(G) o ((5F)q o (Ful)F*((S)G*(0)Oe  o eF 

(#); see explanation below 

= (F)F*(6FU,G€)F*(G) o F*(()F*()  o  (F)F*()G*(G)G  o 

using Lemmas 3.1.9, 3.1.8.(iii) and 3.1.2.(ii) 

= 	 ° 	 o 

= 	 o (8)(0) o 

by Lemma 3.1.7.(v) 

= 

by Lemma 3.1.7.(ii) 

= 

Step (#) above uses 

o (F)(8F) 	= eF 

(F17)(F*(0)8F,cF0 ()' (eF)) ° (5 ,FuFo 4,7,6F) F*  (C (0) (.5F) 

which is proved equating both sides by 'pasting' with (F17),((5F)(eF)op*(GF)(eFo 

and applying Lemma 3.1.2. (ii). 

5.4.9. PROPOSITION. Let p: E —+ B be a fibration, (a, C) : p —* p be a comonad 

in .Fzb, with counit (, e) and comultiplication (6, 6), and (F, F) -1 (U, U) : p — q, 

with jq  be a resolution for it. Let F H U: F*(p) - q be the P-fibred adjunction 
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induced by this resolution, as in Theorem 8.2.3. Then, the comonad induced by 

F -1 Li  on F*(p)  is isomorphic to GFU. 

Proof. We show the argument for Tzb 3  to simplify the presentation. Recall from 

the proof of Theorem 3.2.3 that F H Li :  F* (p) --4q  is given by: 

• Li = (77)q  o F*(J,  where 1T is obtained by factoring U thorugh the pullback of 

U and p. 

• The unit 	: 1 = (r/)qF*UF is the vertical factor of the unit 

(, ): 1 ==> (U, U) o (F, F). 

• The counit : 1 ==>P(77 )q F*((J)  is the vertical factor of the fibred 2-cell 

( p*(F) o frlF*((J) eF o Fij) : (F(ll)qF*((J), F) 	(p*(F)  F). 

The comonad induced by F H LT: F*(p) -+ q on F*(p)  is then given by the follow-

ing data: 

• The comonad functor is 

P° Li = P 0 (17) q  0 F*  (J = (Fi7) 0 F*(U*(F)) 0 F* (0) = (Fi) 0 F* (t) 

where the second step results from Lemma 3.1.5 and the last step from a 

routine diagram chase. 

• The counit is 

T = (F77)F*() o 
1(7)F()OF(t) = (

Fr/)F*() 

applying Lemma 3.1.7.(ii) to the definition of given above and taking into 

account that FiIF*((I)  is a cartesian 2-cell and hence its vertical factor is 

(isomorphic to) lF*(p)oF*t 
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• The comultipli cation is 

S 	= 	P o jqo ( 7i ) qo F*((J) 

= 	7F(p) 0 (77) q  o F*((J) by Lemma 3.1.6.(i) 

= 	0 (77) q  o Ft (U) by change-of-base 

= 	(F77) o (UF)*(F)  o  F*(U)  by Lemma 3.1.6.(ii) 

= 	(F77) o F*(U*(F)  o U) 

= 	o F*(FU) by Lemma 3.1.7.(iv) 

= 	(F77) o F*() 

This argument provides an alternative proof that 
(, , ) 

is a comonad. 	0 

We now show how to construct the Kleisli fibration for a comonad in Fz b, 

following the steps outlined at the beginning of this subsection. To structure the 

proof, we prove the following lemma about 'reindexing' of oplax cocones. 

5-4. 10. LEMMA. Given 

E a fibred comonad ((a, G) : p - p, 
(, 

e), (8,8)) for ip, 
B 

• a fibred oplax cocone ((L, L) : p -~ q, (&, o)), with 

• anoplaxcocone(K:B—*P,ii:K KG) for G, and 

• a functor J : A - C such that JK = L and Jv = U. There is a unique oplax 

cocone (L' : E -* J*(D), a : = L'ã) such that ((L (v, U)) is a fib red 

oplax cocone for (a, G), q*(J)L = L and q*(J)Ut = 

Proof. Let L' = (Kp, L) : E —f  J*(D) be the unique functor into the pullback J*  (D). 

Then q*(J)L/ = L holds. Also, (KGp, LC) = L'G: E - J*(D) is the unique such 

functor. Hence the 2-cells & : L = LO and Up: Kp = KGp determine a 2-cell 

o- t(& ,  crp): L' = L'G. Then, q*(J)Ut = & holds. It only remains to verify that 

(L', o.t)  is an oplax cocone for G; the rest is immediate. 

VE 0 a t  = 1L' 	the universal property of the pullback: 
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• J*(q)(Lf_oat) = Kcpoap = 
lJ*(q)LI, because (K, a) is an oplax cocone, and 

• q*(J)(Ll o at) = LF o & = 	because (L, &) is an oplax cocone. 

A similar argument shows L'S o at = ato o  at 
	

t1 

5.4. 11. THEOREM. Given a fibred comonad ((G, C) : p - p, (, e),  (, 8)) for 1p, 

let (G = GFG UG  F(p) -+ F(p),,) be the associated BG-fibred  comonad in-

duced by the Kleisli resolution F -1 UG B -f  BG, via q,c, for G. 	Then, 

F(p)r: F(E) - BG  is the fibratiort of the Kleisli object for (C, G) in Fib. 

Proof. In the proof, we omit G  subscripts from F and U above and write p' for 

F(p). 

• By Lemma 3.2.1, we have a fibred adjunction 

q*(F) 
F-(E) I 	E 

U 

P1 	 p 

F 

I 	B 
U 

with U =  (l)*(U)(F) counit (e') and unit ((ri),,(F)q ) o (8F)• Let 

(U' : p' -* p, ). : U' = U') be the Kleisli object of in .Tb(B G ). We then 

have an oplax cocone ((U'L[, U) p -  p, (T, iU) for (C, C) in .ib, where 

= (U'((i7), 1 (eF)) o \)L7, unfolding the definition of the 2-cells involved. 

• To verify ((U'U, U), (A, i1U)) is a fibred oplax colimit, let ((L, L) : p -+ q, (&, a)), 

with J q  be another fibred oplax cocone. 
C 

- Since (U, ijU) is an oplax colimit, there is a unique morphism H = 

(L, a) : BG -4 C with HU = L and HijU = a. By Lemma 5.4.10, there 

is a fibred oplax cocone ((L', U) : p -+ H*(q ) ,  (at, iU)). We write q' for 

U* (q). 
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— Let &: L' = (77U)qiG*(L)Ll be the vertical factor of o f obtained by 

Lemma 3.1.2.(ii), so that af = (17U),G*(LI)LI o (qI)*(J)y  Then, 

(( 71 ) qu 1*() : F*(p) —+ q', (17)q,F*(cr))  is an oplax cocone. Note that the 

codomain of (77)qlF*(7)  is 

(ij ) qi F* ( ( rjU)qi ) F* (G* (i') ) F* (0) 

= (77)qi(UFi1)q i 0 (GF)*(L)F*(â), 

by Lemma 3.1.8.(iii) and naturality of i 

= ()qi F*(LI)(F)pF*() ,  

by Proposition 3.1.5 

and so the above oplax cocone is well-defined. The oplax cocone laws 

follow from those of (L', a t ). We show one for illustration: 

(i7)qiF*(LF) 0  (Tl)qiF*(&) 

= (17)qi(F*(L)(F17)pF*() 0 

(17) qF(F* ( L)(F17) u *( ql)(GF)* (L)F * () 0 F()), 

by Proposition 3.1.5 

= (17)qi((77UF)qi(GF)*(Ll)F*() 0  F*()), 

by Lemma 3.1.8.(iii) and naturality of i 

= (1l)qiF*((1lU)qiG*(LI) 0 a), 

by Lemma 3.1.8.(iii) and the interchange law 

= (ul ) qi F*((Li 0 t)), 

by Lemma 3.1.7.(ii) 

= '(n) qiF(L') 

because (L', 5t) is an oplax cocone 

— By the universal property of (U' : p' —* p, A : U' = U') we have a 

unique oplax-cocone morphism H': p - q' with H'U' = (11 ) qi F*(L) 

and H'\ = (71)qiF*(0)), which is also a fibred oplax-cocone morphism 

from ((U'iJ, U), (X, iU)) to (L', at). To see this, with a t = 

(llU)IqiG*(L)LI 0  (q)*(U)a, we must show H5 = at which follows 
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from 

H'U'(11),(fF)GU 

= (1l ) qi F*(fI)( 1i );;,, ( EF)p U 

= 

by Proposition 3.1.5 

= (71U)'qs (UF77U)ql(UFUE)ql (UF71U)qi (UFUE)qIC*(fI)fI 

using Lemma 3.1.8 

= ( 77 U) , G*(I)k 

by the adjunction laws 

and 

H'AU 

= ( 77 ) qi F*(O•))U 

= (q') * (U) U* ((17) q') U* (F* (3)) () 

by diagram chase with pullbacks U*(_) 

= (q) * (U)u* ((17),)(E)*(,)o. 

using Lemma 3.1.6.(ii) 

= (q )*(U)( 11 U) i (U€),& 

by the adjunction laws 

- We thus get a unique fibred 1-cell (q*(H)H,  H) : Pd - q which makes 

((U'tJ, U), (), isU)) a fibred oplax colimit. 

5.4.12. REMARK. The above process to build the Kleisli fibration can be applied 

to obtain the Eilenberg-Moore one as well, starting with the Eilenberg-Moore 

resolution for the base comonad. In this case, this rather involved construction 

admits a simpler presentation: the Eilenberg-Moore fibration for a fibred comonad 

((G, G) : p -+ p, (, ), () c5)) for is the fibration GG 
: 
EG , BG where EG  and 

are the Eilenberg-Moore categories for C and G respectively, and 

GG -- 
P  (

, 	 -4 LT) = (p(X) 	Gp(X)) 
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The construction of Kleisli objects in Fib from those in Cat and Tb(_) yield at 

once the following corollary: 

5.4.19. COROLLARY. Fib satisfies PCK. 



Chapter 6 

Indeterminates in polymorphic 

\- calculi 

In this chapter we apply the constructions of Kleisli fibrations in Trb(B), Propos-

ition 5.4.3, and Jib, Theorem 5.4.11, to obtain fibrations with an indeterminate 

element, according to Proposition 5.3.12. We will show that this construction is 

adequate for )-- and .Aw-flbrations. This will allow us to show contextual and 

functional completeness for these calculi, as explained below. Another application 

of these fibrations with indeterminates is to give a semantics for ML-style module 

features: signatures, structures and functors [HMM86], following the approach in 

[FP92]. The contents of this chapter is borrowed from [HJ93], although here we 

are concerned with a structural presentation on how the polynomial categories ob-

tained as Kleisli fibrations inherit the relevant structure to interpret polymorphic 

calculi. 

The structure of the chapter is as follows: in §6.1 we refine Lambek's analysis 

[LS86, Part I,6] of represent ability of terms with a parameter, i.e. morphisms 

in a polynomial category, introducing contextual completeness, characterised by 

the existence of a certain left-adjoint and understand functional completeness in 

a dual fashion. This is extended from simply typed to polymorphic A-calculi. 

§6.2 deals with indeterminates for fibrations over 3, establishing contextual and 

functional completeness for the several polymorphic calculi in .Tib(iB). It also 

presents the simple fibration of [Jac9la, §1.2.7] as a Kleisli fibration. §6.3 deals 

with indeterminates for fibrations in Fib and establishes functional completeness 

147 
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for Aw in this context. Finally, §6.3.1 shows how polynomial fibrations can be 

used to give semantics to ML-style module-features: signatures, structures and 

functors. 

6.1. Contextual and functional completeness for )-calculi 

The categorical concept of 'category with an indeterminate element' or polyno-

mial category, as in §5.2, which captures the notion of parameterisation. It can 

be formulated type-theoretically as follows: given a simply typed A-calculus L, 

consider the simply typed A-calculus £(c) obtained from L by freely adjoining a 

new constant c: a; its typing relation F-i, extends that of £, F-, by F- C: o. Thus, 

the terms of £(c) have a parameter c: a. 

We can then formulate certain 'represent ability' properties of L. Specifically, 

we can consider contextual and functional completeness, which express the two 

ways a term F L t : r of £(c) can be represented by a term of £: 

By a unique term F, x : a I- t,: r (same type, extended context) such that 

F F-C M= L [x:=c]:r. 

By a unique term F F- ' : a -p r (same context, different type) such that 

F F-M='c:r. 

So, contextual completeness, (i) above, means that the parameter c: a can be 

internalised in L by an extra variable x : a in every context. The parameter c : a 

can be 'instantiated' to actual constants of type a, cf. the 'substitution' functors 

of §5.2, and thus we can think of a term F F t: r in £(c) as a function 

(H a: a) I,'  (F F- t[a/c] : r) 

where t[a/c] denotes the term with occurrences of c replaced by a. Functional 

completeness, (ii) above, means that such function can be internalised in £ by a 

term F F- ? : a -p r. Thus, terms of type or -+ r internalise terms of type 

'r with a parameter of type a. The categorical expression of these completeness 

properties is given in terms of categories B[x : I] with an indeterminate, as in §5.2. 
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Note that the formulation there makes sense for a category B with a terminal 

object 1, the universal property holding for other such categories C and terminal 

object preserving functors F: B - C with a morphism a: Fl - Fl. This version 

is used in the following definition: 

6.1.1. DEFINITION. Let B be a category with a terminal object. We call 3 

contextually complete if for every I E B, the functor i: 3 -+ B[c: I] has a 

left adjoint; 

functionally complete if every such 77 has a right adjoint. 

This definition gives a finer formulation of the structure required in B to in-

terpret a simply typed theory: the terminal object 1 interprets the empty context 

and thus closed terms of type r correspond to global elements B(1, r), identifying 

types with their interpretation in B. Terms with a free variable x : a correspond 

to closed terms in B[x : a]. To interpret these terms in B, we require contextual 

completeness. Note that the left adjoint L H 77, : B - 131x : a] determines a co-

monad on B, which can be understood type-theoretically as performing 'context 

comprehension', as in [Jac92]: 

F i-4 F, x : a 

Note that contexts are inductively formed by context comprehension starting from 

the empty context. This is the reason to require finite products in B; the above 

'context comprehension' comonad is - x a: B - B. A category with finite products 

is then contextually complete. Proposition 5.3.12 generalises this observation to 

cartesian objects in a 2-category. Thus, when the 2-category considered satisfies 

PCK, its cartesian objects are contextually complete. 

By Proposition 5.2.1, B is functionally complete precisely when, for every a, 

- x a has a right adjoint, and thus B is cartesian closed. This is required for B to 

internalise the functions induced by terms with a parameter, as explained above. 

The above analysis extends to polymorphic )-calculi, .A— and )w. Recall, from 

§2.1.3 that terms for these calculi are written as 

0IF Ht:r 
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where e is a context of type variables X : ic in a kind A, F is a context of term 

variables x: a in a type a. 

Let 2 be 	or Xw. The presence of two levels of contexts, and thus two sorts 

of variables, leads us to consider contextual and functional completeness for types 

and for kinds. For types, we consider the polymorphic calculus 2(c) with a new 

constant c : a, where a is a closed type i.e. F- a : Type. Its typing relation F-

extends F- as before. Contextual completeness for types means that for each term 

EflF Ft:rin2(c),thereisauniquetermeF,x:aF-:rwith 

ri 1  I- t = t[c/x] : T 

Functional completeness for types means that for any such t there is a unique 

I F F- ?: a - r with 
ri 

e IF F 	t t = c: 

To describe contextual and functional completeness for kinds, we consider a 

polymorphic calculus 2(C, c) with a new constant C: i, for a kind #c, and a new 

term constant C: a[X := C], for a type X : ic F-  a : Q in P. Its typing relation F-  

extends F- in the obvious way. Although one might expect completeness properties 

for kinds to be expressible in terms of the parameter C alone, the fact that types 

may involve occurrences of C prompts the consideration of a parameter c. If we 

consider a calculus 2(C) with only a a new constant C, terms ® 1 F kc  t : T 

in 2(C) are such that the types of the term variables declared in F may involve 

occurrences of C, e.g. x : C E F. Using finite products for types, we can assume 

there is only one such type in F, namely X : tc F- a : Q. Then, to internalise 

occurrences of C in t we must also internalise those variables whose types involve 

C. This is the role of the parameter c: a[X := C]. 

So, completeness properties for kinds express the representability of terms 

e I F F-c, t : i-  of 2(C, c) in 2, where the declarations x : r2  of term vari-

ables in F are such that 0 F- r : ri in P. That is the types occurring in F do not 

involve occurrences of C; the only type depending on C is a. This is not relev-

ant for contextual completeness, but is essential for the formulation of functional 

completeness. 
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Contextual completeness for kinds means that for each term e 11' H,,:  t: r in 

P(C,c)as above, there are unique ®,X:,c HJ:1. and ®,X:KIF,x:cr Ft: LrJ  

such that ® T = := C]: Q and 0 J F t = t[X := C][x := c] : r. 

Functional completeness for kinds means that for each term 0 I F HC,, t : r 

there are unique 0 H?: A - 1 and 0 1 F F- rt:  HX : ic. (o —p ?X) with 

,cr rrlC : f 0 Hc   

and 

0 I F HC, c  t = Wc: r 

Of course, functional completeness for kinds only makes sense for Aw. 

Categorically, contextual and functional completeness for types are expressed in 

terms of fibrations with an indeterminate in 7b(B), while completeness properties 

for kinds involves fibrations with an indeterminate in Fib. These are considered 

in §6.2 and §6.3 respectively. 

6.2. Indeterminates for fibrations over a given base 

We consider fibrations with an indeterminate element in Fzb(FB). First, we examine 

global elements and 2-cells in Tib(B). A global element s : 1 - p of ip in J1b(B) 

corresponds to a family of objects {s(I) E EI}IEB  stable under reindexing. This 

means that for each u : I - J in B, u*(s(J))  s(I). In case the base category has 

a terminal object 1, the global element s is determined by the object s(l) in the 

fibre over 1. Given such an object X in the fibre over 1, we write .sx : 'B —p p for 

the corresponding global element, given by I i- 

Let ip be a fibration, with a terminal object 1 and a global element s. A 2-

cell a: 1 	s is a family of vertical morphisms {c1 1  : 1(I) —* s(I) in EJ}IEB  stable 
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under reindexing: for each u: I -* J in B the following diagram is a pullback: 

1 
'(I) 	

(u) 
 . 1(J) 

ail 

	 1a

J  

S(1) 
s(u) 

 s(J) 

When the base category B has a terminal object 1, the 2-cell a : 1 = s is determ-

ined by a 1 . 

Type-theoretically, when p is a )—+- or )w-fibration, a global element s corres-

ponds to a closed type F- s(1) : 1, and a global 2-cell a: 1 = s corresponds to a 

closed term I- a : s(1). 

6.2.1. REMARK. The equivalence Jib(B)(1B,p) E, when B has a terminal object, 

as outlined above is an instance of Benabou's 'fibred Yoneda lemma'. See [Jac9la, 

Lemma 1.1.9] 

A fibration ip is a cartesian object in Fzb(B) when it has fibred finite products, 

cf. Definition 1.4.1. For a given global element s: 1B -+ p, we write p{c : s] for 

the fibration with an indeterminate 2-cell c: 1 =* s, equipped with a fibred func-

tor ii : p -* p[c: sJ which preserves fibred finite products and a 2-cell c: 71 

universal among such, as specified in Definition 5.3.8. We can now formulate 

contextual and functional completeness for types as follows: 

6.2.2. DEFINITION. Let ip be a fibration, with fibred finite products and B with 

a terminal object. 1P is 
B 

contextually complete for types if for every global element s : 'B - p, 

P —p p[c: 	has a B-fibred left adjoint, and 

functionally complete for types if every such i has a B-fibred right adjoint. 

By Propositions 5.3.12 and 5.4.3 and Corollary 5.4.5, every fibration with 

fibred finite products is contextually complete for types. A concrete description 

of p[c: s] : 	-+ 13 for a global element s : 'B —p p induced by X e E1  is the 
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following: E 3  has the same objects as E, while its horn-sets are (E_ 3 ) 1 (Y Z) = 

E1 (Yx 1 !(X), Z). This agrees with the expected type-theoretic interpretation: 

'contexts' in plc: s] have an extra variable of type X, 'weakened' to the appropri-

ate kind context I. 

We apply the above construction of p[c : s] as a Kleisli fibration to show 

contextual and functional completeness for types A—p- and Aw-fibrations. These are 

organised into 2-categories A--)b(B) and Aw-Jib(B) respectively, with structure 

preserving functors. We first show that Kleisli fibrations for fibred comonads 

inherit generic objects, as follows: 

6.2.9. PRoposiTioN. Let 	iphave a (strong) generic object T and let 

(C : p - p, e, 6) be a IB-fibred comonad. Then, the Kleisli fibration PG : EG -f lB 

has a (strong) generic object and UG : p - PG (the right adjoint of the resolution) 

preserves generic objects. 

Proof. It is routine to verify that T is also a (strong) generic object for PG:  for 

X E JEJ, let Xx : X -* T be a p-cartesian morphism in E. Then Xx ° 6X  : X - T 

is PG-cartesian in EG. Preservation is immediate. 	 E 

The following lemma shows that p[c: s] inherits Cons_-products from p. 

6.2.4. LEMMA. Consider a B-fibred comonad G:p - p on ip. If p has Cons3- 

products then so does the Kleisli fibration EjGPG  and the fibred right adjoint UG : 
lB 

PG preserves them. 

Proof. The products H for PG  are obtained from those of p, H. Given I, J objects 

of B, let ir: I x J - J be the projection. For any two objects X E lEj l and 

Y E lEixjl, let ll(Y) = Hj(Y) we have 

(EG ) JxJ ( 7r*(X) , Y) 	EIxJ (G( lr*(X)) , Y) 

EIxJ ( lr*(GX),Y) 

E(GX,H(Y)) 

(EG)J(XJiJ(Y)) 
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The Beck-Chevalley condition for H follows from that of H. Preservation by 

UG : p 
' PG is immediate. 

Now we can show 

6.2.5. PRoposiTioN. Let 1P be a .\—+-/\w -fib ration and let s : 1 - p be a global 

element. Then 77 : p - p[c: s] with C: 771 = rs as given in Proposition 5.3.12 ex-

hibit p[c : sJ as the fibration with an indeterminate 2-cell c: 1 = s in )—~ -/Aw-

7Th(B). 

Proof. We must show that p//s is a )t-4-/Aw-fibration if p is, and 77 preserves 

the relevant structure. Proposition 6.2.3 accounts for generic objects. Using the 

fibrewise presentation of p{c : s], cf. Remarks 5.4.4, we conclude that the its 

fibres are cartesian closed by [LS86, Part I, Proposition 7.1]; the structure is as 

given in E. The reindexing functors for p[c : s], which are those of p, preserve 

such structure. Consj-products are similarly transferred, and preserved by i, by 

Lemma 6.2.4. It is easy to verify that the unique morphism induced into any other 

A-4-/Aw-fibration given with the appropriate morphism into it and a global 2-cell, 

is a morphism in \—+-/\w-.Fib(l3). U 

6.2.6. COROLLARY. Every \—+-/Aw-fibration ' p is functionally complete for types. 

Proof. Given a global element .s: 1 -+ p, we must provide a -fibred right adjoint 

p[c: s] -* p to i. It is given, fibrewise, as follows: 

• on objects: X E JEI  --* s(I) ==> X 

• on morphisms: given f : X x s(I) -k Y in E1 , we have 

(ev,ir') 
s(I) = X x s(I) -p X x s(I) 1 y 

and we get the desired morphism transposing the above one across the ex-

ponential adjunction, A(f o (ev, 7r')) : s(I) 	X - s(I) ==> Y. 

101 
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As expected, functional completeness involves A-abstraction of term variables. 

This is reflected in the above proof in the definition of the morphism part of R3 . 

6.2.7. THE SIMPLE FIBRATION. For lB a category with finite products, the as-

signment I i— B 1x : I] from objects of 8 to categories extends to a pseudo-functor 

B[_: :  Cat as follows: given a morphism f: I - J in 8, the reindexing func-

tor u : lB[y: J] —* B[x: I] is determined by the functor ij,: B —* 8[x : I] and the 

morphism ij1u o x: 1 — 171J. Applying the Grothendieck construction to B1_ : ], 

we obtain the so-called simple fibration S(); 
 see [HJ93]. This fibration is a partic-

ular instance of a more general construction, presented in [Jac9la, 1.2.7], which 

we describe next. Given 1P with fibred finite products, the fibration s : s(E) —+ E, 

called simple of p, is defined as follows: 

• The category s(E) has 

Objects Is(E) = {(X,X') I X,X' e JEJ,pX = pX'}. 

Morphisms 

	

s(E)((X,X'),(Y')) = {(f,f') If: X 	Y, f' : X  X' 	Y',pf = pf'} 

Composition is given by (f, f') o (g, g') = (f o g, f' o (g o 'ir, g')) and identity 

by (1, ir') 

• s, acts on objects and morphisms as (X, X) i—p X. 	A morphism 

(f, f') : (X, X') — (Y, Y') is sr-cartesian if there is a vertical isomorphism 

v : X x X' — p X x (pfl)*(yf) 
such that f' = J7(Y') 0 7rX(Pfl)(YI) 0 V. 

We show how the fibration s arises as the Kleisli fibration of a suitable fibred 

comonad in .ib(E). Consider the following pullback diagram 

IV 

ExE P IP 	E 
PIP 

PIP 	 p 
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This is both a change-of-base diagram, of p along p, and a binary product diagram 

in Fzb(B) of p with itself. Recall that there is a fibred product furictor x : p x p —* p 

We define the following E-fibred comonad (C : ir, - ir, ) 8): 

G = (7r,, x) (pairing in 1b(B)). Concretely, G(X,X') = (X,X xX') and 

similarly for morphisms. 7r,oG = 	and G preserves cartesian morphisms. 

• E:G -- l 	given by (X,x,) = ( 1 x, 7r,) : (X,X X X') 	(X, X') 

• 6:G--G 2  given by 

8(x,x') = (lx,(irxxi,lxxi)): (X,X >< X') — (X, (X xx') xx') 

It is easy to verify that the above data yields an E-fibred comonad and 	PG. 

This is implicit in the description of the fibres .s(E)x as polynomial categories 

X] given in ibid., since such categories correspond to (E x )x _ as we have 

already seen. Note also that the simple fibration s(r)  is simple of , the trivial 
B 	 1 

fibration of B over 1. 

There is a full and faithful fibred 1-cell (H, 1) : p -4 s, as given in [Jac9la, 

§ 1.2.7]. 

It is worth spelling out the universal property of simple of p. Let J7'Jib(B) be 

the 2-category of fibrations with fibred finite products over B, fibred functors which 

preserve such products and the usual fibred 2-cells. Given ' p E .TPFzb(B), con-

sider the two fibred functors L,, l : p —k  p x p, where &, is the diagonal functor 

and 1, is given by X '—* (X, 1(pX)) (recall 1(pX) is the terminal object in the fibre 

Ex); cf. Definition 1.4.1. Then i(= UG) : p x p —p together with c: l, = , 

given by ax = (1 x ,7rx1(px) ) : (X, 1(pX)) —p (X, X) in (EG ) x  have the following 

universal property in 1P7b(B): for any ?q and any H : p x p —+ q together with 

a 2-cell 'y: H1 = there is a unique (up-to-isomorphism) fibred functor 

(H, -y) : s p  —* q such that (H, -y) 77P  H and (H, 'y)icY = -y (modulo the given iso-

morphism between the functors), and similarly for 2-cells o ,  : H = H' between two 

such functors, which determine a correspondent : (H, -y) = (H', -y') : p x p 4q. 
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These simple fibrations play a central role in the semantics of type theories, as 

shown in [Jac9la]. 

6.2.8. REMARK. Using Corollary 3.3.10 we can infer that, if p is a Aw-fibration so is 

S
P 
 and the 1-cell (H, 1) p - s, above preserves the relevant structure, extending 

[Jac9la, Theorem 3.3.3], which proves a similar result for A—i.- and A2-fibrations. 

As mentioned in [Jac9la, §3.3], such full and faithful structure preserving embed-

ding of p into s for A2-fibrations constitutes the first step in Pitts' internalisation 

of a A2-fibration p in the topos SetE P 

obtaining a completeness results for topos-

theoretic models of A2, [Pit87]. This is meant to proof that polymorphism is 'set-

theoretic', provided we replace Set for the topos Set E1'. The abovementioned fact 

about Aw-fibrations therefore allow us to extend Pitts' result to topos-theoretic 

models of )tW. 

6.3. Indeterminates for fibrations in Jib 

We consider fibrations with an indeterminate element in Jib. These will be used 

to show functional completeness for kinds for Aw-fibrations below, and to give 

semantics to ML-module features in §6.3.1. We first examine global elements and 

global 2-cells in Fib. 

The 2-category Fib has finite products. The fibration , written as 1, is 
IL 

	

terminal in Jib, and the product ofp and ? 	E) q 	is 	pDxq. 

B 	A 	Bx 

A global element (k, X) : 1 4  p of ' p in Fib amounts to an object X E 

E above X E B. We thus write X : 1 -* p for the global element (X,pX). In 

particular, the terminal object 1 e E forms such a global element 1 : 1 -* p, when 

it exists. Type-theoretically, a global element corresponds to a type X with a free 

variable of kind pX. 

A 2-cell (f, g) : 1 = X between 1,X:1 —p p consists of a morphism f: 1 - X 

in the total category of p over g : 1 -f pX. It can therefore be identified with a 

morphism u : 1 - pX in the base category together with one 	1 -* u* (X) in the 
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fibre over 1. Therefore, such a 2-cell is written as (u, f) : X. Type-theoretically, 

u is a constant of kind pX and f a term constant of type X(u). 

By Definition 3.3.4, a fibration 1P has finite products, i.e. it is a cartesian 

object in .b, if both F and B have finite products and p strictly preserves them. 

Equivalently, by Corollary 3.3.6, ip has finite products if the base category B 

has finite products and p has fibred finite products, i.e. it is a cartesian object in 

.Fzb(B). A morphism (II, H) : p - q in -Fib preserves finite products if both ii and 

H preserve them in the ordinary sense. 

For a fibration 1P with finite products and a global element X e JEJ, we can 

describe the fibration with an indeterminate p[(C, c) : X] in Jib, instantiating 

Definition 5.3.8. This is used to express contextual and functional completeness 

for kinds, as follows: 

6.3.1. DEFINITION. Let ip be a fibration with finite products. p is 

contextually complete for kinds if, for every X E JEJ, i: p -+ p[(C, c) : X} 

has a left adjoint in Fib,  and 

functionally complete for kinds if every such ij has a right adjoint in Jib. 

This categorical expression of completeness for kinds properly reflects the type-

theoretic version for polymorphic A-calculi in §6.1. 

By Proposition 5.3.12, Theorem 5.4.11 and Corollary 5.4.13, a fibration with 

finite products is contextually complete. We want to extend this result for A--i.- 

and Aw-fibrations and show that Aw-fibrations are functionally complete for kinds. 

We must first show that p[(C, c) : X] is a A--/.Xw-fibration when p is. To do so 

we need the following auxiliary results: 

6.9.2. PRoposiTioN. Given 	with a (strong) generic object G (over ) and 

an adjunction F H U: B - 	(via 	let (U, U) :p - F*(p) be the fibred right 

adjoint to (p*(F),  F) induced by change-of-base, as in Lemma 9.2.1. Then, F*(p) 

has a (strong) generic object and (LT, U) preserves generic objects. 
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Proof. We must simply verify that UG (= (e* (G), G1)) over G1 is a (strong) gen- 

eric object for F*(p).  Let X be an object of F*(E).  We obtain a cartesian morph- 

ism Xx : X -* TJG as the adjoint transpose of a cartesian morphism 

Xp(F)x : p*(F)X - G, cf. Remark 1.2.13. 	The horn-set isomorphism 

(F*(p)(X), U(1)) 	B(F(F*(p)(X)), 1) implies that if G is strong, so is TIC. 

El 

6.3.3. COROLLARY. Let Iq  be afibration with afibred terminal object 1 :lB - q• 

Given another fibration ip, if p has a (strong) generic object, so does q (p) and 

the fibred 1-cell (T, 1): p -+ q*(p) preserves generic objects. 

PROPOSITION. Consider p, where B has finite products. Let I be an object 

of B. Consider the comonad - x I: B --4B  and its Kleisli resolution F H U: B - 

B_i. If p has ConsB-products then F*(p)  has Consi3 1 -products and the fibred 

1-cell (TI, U) : p -f F*(p) preserves Cons- -products. 

Proof. Given K, J objects of B, the image of the projection T : K x J -p J in B_i 

along F is isomorphic to the projection ir: (I x K) x J - I x J, hence 

_*F*(p) , 	*p 11IxK 

A simple calculation shows that such right adjoints satisfy the Beck-Chevalley 

condition for F*(p)  because they satisfy it for p. The Beck-Chevalley condition 

for p is used once more to show that (U, U) : p -+ F*(p) preserves Cons--products. 

[U 

Let \--.Tb and .A w Jrib be the 2-categories of )-- and Aw-fibrations respect-

ively, with structure preserving fibred 1-cells. Given the description of p[(C, c) : X] 

as a Kleisli fibration for a comonad in Fzb, we have: 

6.3.5. COROLLARY. Given a fibration 1P and a global element X E JEJ, if 1p is a 

A-- + -lAw-fibration, so is p[(C, c) : X] and i : p - p[(C, c) : X] preserves the relev-

ant structure. Furthermore, the universal property of 77 holds in .A--/Aw-.Fib. 
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Proof. We first show that F*(p)  has the relevant structure. The fibred-ccc struc-

ture of p[(C, c) : X] is obtained from that of p because F* : Yib(B) -* 

preserves finite products and groupoid fibrations and hence it preserves the relev-

ant fibred adjunctions. The presence of a generic object follows form Proposition 

6.3.2. Cons13 1 -products are obtained by Proposition 6.3.4. Knowing that F*(p) 

has the relevant structure, we prove that p[(a, x) : X] has it as well, using Pro-

position 6.2.3 and Lemma 6.2.4. The rest of the corollary is proved with similar 

arguments. 

A concrete description of p[(C, c) : X] goes as follows: its total category, written 

E//(X), has: 

Objects: (1, Y) with I E 13, YE F andpY = I xpX. 

Morphisms: (u, f) : (I, Y) - (J, Z) 	with 	U: I x pX - J 	and 

f: Y x ( ,px )*(X) - Z over (u, ir x ) : I x pX -p J x pX. 

p[(C, c) : X] : E//(X) -+ 13/IpX - where B//pX denotes the Kleisli category of x 

pX 	takes objects and morphisms to their first components. 	r, = 

(UT, U) : p -+ p[(C, c) : X] acts as follows: for I E 1131, UI = I, and for Y E JE 1 1, 
U'UY = (I, 	fl)• I,PX 

Note that a morphism in (u, f) : 77 (Y) -* (J, Z) in E//(X) corresponds to a 

term pY I Y) Hc, f: Z(u, c), with C : pX and c : X(C), where the 'context PY ,PX

for type varibles' ir y (Y) does not depend on C. This reflects precisely the 

restriction on contexts required in the formulation of functional completeness for 

kinds in §6.1 

.A-- and Aw-fibrations are contextually complete for kinds, in view of the 

presentation of the corresponding fibrations with indeterminates as Kleisli fibra-

tions above. We now show that .A-fibrations are also functionally complete for 

kinds. 

6.3.6. PROPOSITION. Every Aw-fibration is functionally complete for kinds. 
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Proof. Let ip be a Aw-fibration. We must construct a fibred right adjoint (, R) 

to (UrU, U) : p - p[(C, c) : X]. The base right adjoint R : Bxx - B is given by 

I '-p pX =' I. R: E//(X) -* E is obtained as the composite RR', applying 

Theorem 3.2.3 where: 

• R' : E//(X) 	F"(E) is the right adjoint to U': F*(E) -* E, given by (I, Y) 

(I, (,px)*(X) 	IxpX Y). 

• R: F*(E) 	U*F*(E) is given by Lemma 3.2.1: 

(I, Y) i- (evx,i, ( 7r 
I  
PX#.I, PX)) * (Y) 

• R: U*F*(E) -+ E is the right adjoint to U: E - U*F*(E) —whose action is 

Y F-p 	 given by (I,Y) ' -p  HK (Y). 

Hence R has action 

(I, Y) F-+ llK((x.I,x) (X) pX=.IxpX (evxi, ( x=i,px ))*(Y)) 

Note that functional completeness of a Aw-fibration i p is due to the fact that 
B 

both B and E are cartesian closed, the latter by Corollary 3.3.10. 

6.3.1. A semantics for ML-style modules using polynomial fibrations 

In [FP92], a topos theoretic semantics for Pure ML is presented. The approach 

advocates synthetic domain theory to interpret recursive functions and data types, 

and the theory of classifying toposes via the notion of generic structure to inter-

pret signatures, structures and functors. Here we adapt the latter idea and show 

how fibrations with indeterminates can interpret ML-style signatures, structures 

and functors. For simplicity, we consider the purely functional fragment of SML 

without recursion, i.e. a simply typed A-calculus with type variables as embodied 

in the notion of a A—*-fibration; this is the minimal setting required to illustrate 

the above application. 

Consider the following ML-signature: 
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signature Order = 

Sig 

type t; 

valle: t*t—boo1 

end; 

Thus, a signature declares types (t above) and values (le above) whose type 

may involve the declared types besides the 'pervasive' types (bool above). They 

may also contain structures, but we will consider them later. 

Consider ip a )r--fibration, which interprets a A—+-calculus with the ba-

sic types of ML. Recall that the generic object T lies over the kind ci of all 

types, e.g. bool: 1 -+ ci names the (closed) type B = bool*(T) corresponding 

to bool above. Similarly, t : 1 - ci names t above. The value le corresponds 

to a morphism le: 1 --4 T  x T =!(B), which we identify with its vertical factor 

le: 1 -f t*(T x T =(B)). Therefore we interpret the above signature Order by 

adjoining t: ci and le: t*((T  x T B)) to p: 

I[Orderll =p[(t,le) : Tx T =(B)] : E//(T x T !(B)) - 

Now consider the following structure which matches the signature Order: 

structure IntOrder:Order = 

struct 

type int; 

fun le(m,n) = (m =< n) 

end; 

Thus a structure amounts to a choice of the components declared in the signa-

ture. Hence we can interpret the structure mt Order as the morphism IntOrderil 

of )--fibrations in the diagram below, determined by the universal property of 

Order ]j 
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ft Order 	
IntOrder p 

1
with int, 	 : i  i  —*TxT=(B) 

P 

where the le being substituted is that defined in the structure IntOrder. 

With respect to ML-functors, consider 

functor Dual(structure 01:Order):Order = 

struct 

type t = O1.t; 

fun le(x,y) = O1.le(y,x) 

end; 

The above ML-functor takes a structure matching Order as argument and 

produces another such structure, namely one with the same type but with the 

dual ordering relation. Note that the mapping 

O1.tE-+dual(O1).t 	O1.leF- dual(O1).le 

determines a 2-cell 

(1 0 ,s =)>. B) : 	x T) = B) = (,t*(T x T) 	B) 

where s : t*(T x T) -* t*(T x T) is the canonical 'swap' (or symmetry) isomorph-

ism s = t'(7r', yr). By the universal property of ft Orderil, such a 2-cell induces 

a A—*-morphism ft  dual }1 : ft Order ] -~ ft Order], which is the interpretation of the 

ML-functor dual. The action of dual on structures is given by precomposition 

with ft dual J. 

Signatures containing structures are interpreted by iterating the process of 

forming fibrations with indeterminates. Consider for instance the signature 

signature Sig = 

Sig 

type t; 

structure str:Sig' 
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val v: 	... str.t' 

end; 

The interpretation of Sig is built upon the interpretation of Sig' as follows: 

the fibration Sig' ]J has a generic structure matching Sig'. Thus we can interpret 

Sig over this fibration by J[Sig] = [Sig' [(t,v) : ... (t/)*(T) . . .]. 

Regrettably, the 2-category A-4-Yib does not seem to have enough structure to 

interpret features like sharing. 



Chapter 7 

Conclusions and further work 

The aim of this thesis was to give a category-theoretic account of certain logical 

phenomena, i.e. logical predicates, induction and indeterminates. These topics 

are important in the semantics of type theories and programming languages and 

therefore a proper abstract account of them is convenient, and even necessary, for 

their application as well as their generalisation to other systems. 

Our approach has been to investigate the above topics using the correspondence 

category of predicates fibred category. This identification is at the right level of 

abstraction to unveil some of the abstract results which underlie the above logical 

phenomena. 

Thus, we have shown how certain properties of a fibred category, i.e. cartesian 

closure, can be interpreted logically, via the internal language of the fibration, 

to obtain logical predicates for simply typed \-calculus, cf. Corollary 3.3.10 and 

Definition 4.2.2. The main property of logical predicates, namely the Basic Lemma, 

has a clear expression in this context as the soundness of typing for interpretations 

of simply typed )-calculus in a cartesian closed category, cf. Corollary 4.2.4. 

An analogous argument allows us to explain the induction principle for in-

ductive data types categorically, in terms of preservation of initial algebras for an 

endofunctor on a distributive category, cf. Definition 4.5.13. Here again, we re-

cover the logical view of induction via the internal language of the fibration. This 

shows the adequacy of our treatment. 

165 
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An abstract account of a concept should stand on its own: if we have captured 

the essential features of a problem, we should be able to prove the right results 

with the right hypotheses. In particular, an abstract account cannot be justified 

solely in terms of examples, although it is important to recover these as particular 

instances. A mere rephrasing of concrete examples using categorical language is 

quite often misleading if irrelevant features are taken into account. A significative 

example is the identification predicate subobject, justified for higher-order logic 

and Set-like settings, like a topos. However, when analysing logical predicates 

for simply typed A-calculus, which are expressed in first-order logic, we should 

not avail ourselves of the comprehension principle implicit in the consideration of 

a predicate as a morphism in the category. In particular, we should not prove 

the cartesian closed property of a category of predicates using the domain of a 

subobject, which corresponds to the extent of a predicate, as in [MR91], if we 

want to achieve the right level of generality. 

Thus, our account succeeds in proving the relevant results using suitable hypo-

theses, namely the logical connectives and quantifiers supported by the structure 

of a fibred category. We have examined a few illustrative examples in this setting. 

In particular, we have seen in §4.3.2 that certain desirable logics do not have all 

the structure necessary to make sense of logical predicates, as far as the individual 

connectives and quantifiers in the relevant formulas are concerned. However, these 

logics may be able to interpret the relevant formulas all the same, because of their 

capability of internalising the structure of a richer, external logic over the same 

category. In the case of wCpo, we have exploited the fact that exponentials in it are 

obtained from those in Set, with a pointwise cpo structure, a standard property of 

categories of sets with structure. Of course, much remains to be done in the way 

of applications. 

In the case of the induction principle, the categorical conditions on a 'logic' over 

a distributive category in Proposition 4.5.8 give the appropriate logical expressivity 

to make sense of induction, cf. Examples 4.5.14. Note that for this abstract notion 

of logic over a distributive category, the induction principle is a property we must 
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impose on it. It cannot be taken for granted, although it holds when we restrict 

ourselves to internal logics, by the presence of comprehension cf. Corollary 4.5.15. 

We would like to emphasise the importance of a 2-categorical perspective in 

studying these issues. One of the main results of the thesis, Theorem 3.2.3, 

which underlies the categorical account of logical predicates and induction out-

lined above, is a property of fibrations qua objects in the 2-category Jib. This is 

the framework in which we have developed our results about fibrations. 

We have also dealt with indeterminate elements for fibrations with some struc-

ture, as relevant for the interpretation of polymorphic A-calculi. We have thus 

been able to capture some aspects of parameterisation in these calculi, as embod-

ied in the notions of contextual and functional completeness for kinds and types, 

cf. Definitions 6.3.1 and 6.2.2. To do so, we reformulated cartesian categories with 

indeterminates elements 2-categorically in §5.3. We proved in this general context 

Lambek's characterisation of these categories with indeterminates as Kleisli ob-

jects for certain comonads in Proposition 5.3.12. This result relies essentially on 

Street's presentation of Kleisli objects for comonads as oplax colimits, cf. Defini-

tion 5.3.3, and the observation that Cat, as well as Jib(B) and Jib, satisfy a special 

property, called PCK in Definition 5.3.9, which asserts that finite products in these 

2-categories preserve certain oplax colimits. To apply this result in .Tib(B)  and Jib, 

we have shown the existence of Kleisli objects for comonads in these 2-categories. 

Theorem 5.4.11, which presents the construction of such Kleisli objects in 9ib, 

constitutes another of the main technical results of this thesis. 

Both of these main results, Theorems 3.2.3 and 5.4.11, have been proved by 

2-categorical diagram chasing, using the algebraic laws of fibred 2-cells in §3.1.1. 

These arguments rely thus on the fact that Fzb is fibred as a 2-category over Cat: 

there is a cartesian-vertical factorisation of 1-cells, given by pullbacks, as well as for 

2-cells, as given in Lemma 3.1.2.(ii). Thus the abovementioned theorems hold in 

any such fibred 2-category. We regard this as the appropriate level of abstraction 

to study 2-dimensional aspects of categorical logic, as pointed out by Bénabou. For 

instance, fibred 2-categories are the common framework underlying our semantics 

of ML module features in §6.3.1 and the one in [FP92], on which our approach 
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was based. The latter is set in the following fibred 2-category: the base is the 

2-category of toposes and geometric morphisms and the fibre over a topos E is the 

2-category of internal full subcategories in it. This is a sub-fibred- 2- category of Fib 

over Cat. This set-up is not mentioned in ibid. though. In both cases, signatures, 

modules and functors are understood in terms of indeterminates for the objects 

of the corresponding fibred 2-category. In the second case, due to the presence of 

additional structure in the objects considered, objects with indeterminates are not 

given by a Kleisli construction as in the simpler setting we considered in §6.3.1. 

Of course, the presence of considerably additional structure in the framework of 

ibid. allows for a fuller account of ML features than ours. 

A glimpse at the proofs in §5.4.2 prompts a study of coherence problems for 

fibred bicategories. [Pow93] presents a vivid account of such coherence problems. 

A natural continuation of the work in this thesis, is to give a general account 

of logical predicates for general type systems, in the sense of [Jac9la], including 

polymorphic \-calculi and the Calculus of Constructions. To do so, we need to 

consider fibrations in 2-categories such as )ib(B), Cat(B) and lib. Fibrations in 

ib(I3) have been studied by Bénabou and applied to type theory in [Jac9la,Pav9O]. 

Fibrations in the above 2-categories give the setting to study logic for type systems, 

e.g. A2, which are themselves understood as fibrations. For instance, Theorem 

3.2.3 can be applied to adjunctions between fibrations in ib(B) and gives as direct 

consequences some results about 'lifting' of products and sums for such fibrations 

proved in [Pav90, Prop. 11.3.73]. Such results are relevant to the characterisation 

of logical predicates for type systems; the latter reflect categorical properties of 

the logics for a type system. Of course, the relevant technical machinery is more 

involved than that for the simple type systems we have considered in the thesis. 

It also remains to investigate notions of logical predicates for calculi such as 

linear logic, where some connectives, like 0, do not have a universal property, 

unlike x for instance, and thus cannot be handled in terms of adjoints. [Amb92] 

has some relevant results in this direction. 

Another important direction of research is the study of logics via fibrations 

for type systems with partial terms. A starting point is to consider fibrations 
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over categories of partial maps. We have some preliminary results about such 

fibrations, e.g. suitable conditions to extend a fibration 1p from B to a category 

of partial maps of B specified by a dominion [RR88]. A salient feature of these 

categories of partial maps is that their hom-sets are partially ordered, and so they 

are 2-categories. Thus, in a logic for such categories, the primary relation between 

'terms' t, I': A -+ B is not that of equality t = t' as in algebraic theories, but 

the order relation I < I'. In the internal logic, the predicate x : A F tx < t'x 

is given by the identifier of t and t', i.e. the universal 1-cell e : A' -p A such that 

= 1; see [Ke189] for a precise definition. This seems the appropriate 2-

dimensional analogue of the fact that the equality predicate x : A F- ix = i'x is 

given by the equaliser of I and I'. 

In the framework of 2-categories, we can use the notion of fibration in a 2-

category, as given in [Str73,Joh92], as the categorical formulation of the notion of 

family, which in the 1-dimensional case are usually presented as display maps 

[Jac90]. This 2-categorical aspect of fibrations is of advantage over indexed-

categories. It should be of relevance to understanding dependent types in cat-

egories of partial maps. 

The above considerations on logics over 2-categories, as arising from categories 

of partial maps for instance, is a starting point to study the categorical-logical 

aspects of reduction properties in type systems, considering the interpretation of 

term-rewriting in a 2-category as in [RS87]. 

We should investigate further applications of the construction of categories 

and fibrations with indeterminate elements. For instance, we know that functional 

completeness for a cartesian closed category C, as expressed in §5.2, can be used to 

derive combinators for simply typed \-calculus, by regarding the category C[x : I] 

with an I-indeterminate as a category enriched over C [Ke182]. It remains to study 

indeterminates for type theories with dependent types, as embodied in the notion 

of comprehension category of [Jac92]. 

Finally, we must also consider (co)induction principles for coinductive and 

recursive data types, involving exponentials, extending the approach in §4.5. This 

should shed light in the formulation of such principles. Of course, the incorporation 
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of these concepts in logics for partial maps and dependent types would be quite 

challenging. 
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